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Preface 

This evaluation of the Office of the Special Prosecutor of 

Philadelphia was performed under a contract with the Attorney 

General of Pennsylvania in his dual roles as Chairman of the 

Governor's Justice Commission and as head of the Pennsylvania 

Department of Justice• A copy of the contract and the letter 

proposal on which it was based are attached as anappendix to 

this report• 

At the outset it should be s~a_ed ~ ~ that Attorney General Robert 

P. Kane fully cooperated with the evaluation and provided all of 

the assistance he had promised and that was requested of h~m. His 

staff was equally helpful in promptly and supportive!y responding 

to the project's needs. 

Special mention must also be made of the unqualified cooperation 

received by the evaluation project from former Special Prosecutor 

Walter Phillips and his staff and from his successor, Bernard Siegel 

and his ~= sta_~. Walter Phillips pu~ aside everything he was doing 

to launch a new law practice in order to make himself completely 

available for interviews. 

The evaluation's heaviest demands for records and information 

occurred at a most inconvenient time for the Office of the Special 

Prosecutor. Mr Siegel and his -~-~= 
• ~=_~ were engaged in a desperate 

fight for survival while t.-ying to maintain their investigations 

end prosecutions. They were short-handed and overworked. Yet they 

good ~.~ ~! na~r___y allowed the evaluation staff to occupy their offices 

.and co through their files and records =~ t -= convenience of the 

evaiuators. 



One further acknowledgement is necessary. The supervising 

judge of the then sitting November 1975 Special Investigating Grand 

Jury, Philadelphia Common Pleas Court Judge Myrna Marshall, gave 

invaluable support and assistance to the evaluation. Most Lmportan~ 

to the project was the order she signed allowing the staff to 

inspect grand jury records and transcripts. 

The evaluation was performed by a small staff of six, not all 

of whom were employed on a full-time basis, on a limited budget of 

approximately $56,000 and during a period of five months. In 

addition to the principal investigator, Samuel Dash, the project 

staff consisted of the deputy principal investigator, Charles H. 

Rogovin; the administrative assistant, Sara G. Dash; and ~hree 

evaluation ~== ~=-~ assistants, Jeffrey Blattner, Michael Lubline and 

Mitche!l M~ller. Each of the staff assistants had previous 

investigative exp. erience. 

The staff shared their findings with and received advice from 

five expert consultants: Martin Danziqer, ; former Director of the 

National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice of 

LE~_~; Ronald Goldstock, Executive Director of the Cornel! Institute 

on Organized Crime; Henry Ruth, for~.er ~atergate Special Prosecutor; 

Edward H. Steir, Deputy Director of the Division of Criminal Justice 

of the Department of Law and Public Safety of New Jersey; and Charles 

Work, former Assistant U.S. Attorney in charge of District of 

~ol'~--~-ubia affairs and former Deputy Administrator of the Law Enforcement 

Assistance Adm..inistration of the U. S. Department of Justice. Although 

the staff received invaluable advice from these ex~-ert consui.-nts, . 4. _ 

th_ evaluation project's star ~ is sole __~ . ~ ': -~v responsible :-- t~e -- - -- .- !ancua-- , 



findings and recommendations of this report. 

The methodology employed in the evaluation is described in 

the appended copy of the informal letter proposal. As the proposal 

indicates, the peculiar nature of a special prosecutor's office 

does not permit an evaluation or measurement of ~he,work of this office 

either in quantifiable terms, or against a larger quantifiable 

Context. For this reason statistical or social science methodology 

was not attempted. Instead, this evaluation depended solely on 

the professional judgments of experienced experts based on their 

review of relevant records and interviews of relevant persons. 

The findings presented and inferences drawn in this report 

have, therefore, not been copied from computer print-outs or 

verified by any other method of quantitative analysis. They do 

not spring from evidence tested by an adversary process (although 

an ~ a~emp~ was made to obtain information on both sides of a 

disputed matter). They represent rather the professional judgments 

of the principal investigators. 

The evaluation of the OSP covers its operations only during 

Walter Phillips' tenure as Special Prosecutor. Bernard Siegai held 

the position too briefly and during too chaotic a period to permit a 

fair evaluation of his ~ pe_~ormance. However the Siegel period is 

still relevant to the evaluation of the Phillips' office to the extent 

that it reflects the forces and obstacles with which the office was 

confronted and the outcome of the investigations it began. 

D~ing July, August, September and October, 1976 the 

. _ .... a___lais ~enerated by "- st=-'f ana!vzed virtually a ~l the ~ ~=~" _ t~ = Office 

of ~e Special Pro=ecutor's t-~o and one ..=-_ year ......... t ~ . 



-- all grand juz-~ presentments and indictments; 
-- all investigative files; 
-- all accounts of the office's work in the press; 
-- the transcripts of much of the testimony given before the 

grand juries and of a representative nurser of the trials 

brought by the OSP; 
-- all official correspondence; 
-- all the office's payroll records and personnel files; 

-- all relevant court decisions; 
-- all the grant application and funding data; 
-- all accounts of expenditures for undercover operations; and 

most of the individual attorneys' non-personal files. 

in addition, interviews were conducted, mostly by theprincipal 

~vestigators of: 

defense lawyers in Philadelphia and are well known to the bench and 

bar and to the governmental, business and community leaders of the 

City. Consequently, a!! doors were opened to them when they sought 

infcrmaticn. It is significant to this evaluation that officials 

oo!itically or philosophically who are bitterly opposed to one another, _ 

~ i! ~- to confide in the Drinciza! i~v=stizators- Thus, it 
ca w! "- - - 

is believed that the =roje~t r~ceived a subs ~=~-~!v czmDlete 

~ of the events rele vant to ~= c;eraticns of ~nd balanced accc°~. ~ . . . . .  

-- ~he two fo_~ner Special Prosecutors; 
-- 23 me~Ibers of the office's staff; 
-- 8 local or appellate judges; 
-- 15 members of the Philadelphia bar; 
-- the Governor of Pennsylvania; 
-- 3 present and former Pennsylvania Attorneys General; 

-- the Mayor of Philadelphia; 
-- the former and present District Attorneys of Philadelphia and 

members of the present D.A.'s staff; 
-- the Philadelphia Police Commissioner and Internal Affairs Chief; 

-- 2 former Crime Commission officials; 
-- 3 local reporters; 
-- 3 state legislators; 
-- 3 business and civic leaders; 
-- 2 law school deans; 
-- the 1975 Special investigating Grand Jury; 
-- the Chief of the U.S. Department of Justice's Criminal Division; 
-- the former U.S. Attorney for ~he Zastern District of 

Pennsylvania; and 
-- 4 LZAA officials. 

Both of the principal investigators have been prosecutors and 



the Office of Special Prosecutor. 

The evaluation project was confronted with a major dilemma 

Q concerning its use of information it received from grand jury 

records or investigative files of the OSP. To support its 
% 

findings on the OSP's handling of investigations and cases it would 

Q ordinarily be expected to produce the underlying data it collected. 

However, many of the investigations or cases are still pending. 

Because of this, the principal investigators believe it is 

• inappropriate and unprofessional (if not a violation of grand 

jury. secrecy) for them to reveal any information which might 

prejudice future prosecutions ofindividua!s ~nder investigation 

• or indictment. Therefore, in a number of instances, n~mes ~nd 

actual events have not been used in the report, and the facts have 

been masked as effectively as possible. 

This evaluation reports ~npleasant findings. Unfortunately, 

it does so about many individuals that the investigators are 

personally fond of. Although many officials believe that evaluations 

of this kind are inherently critical, the principal investigators and 

their staff did not undertake this assignment merely to he critical. 

share a concern for Philadelphia and a commitment to seeing that 

justice is served. 

• 

,~~,~ ~'a~Ya~ ! Dash 
..=s~._ng~On, D.C. 
February !0, 197.7 

The 



The Office of Special Prosecutor of Phiiadeiphia 

Introduction 

This is an evaluation of a special prosecutor's office that no 

longer exists. The Office of the Special Prosecutor of Philadelphia 

was closed, not because its work had been completed, but because it 

was destroyed by the action of powerful Pennsylvania public officials, 

some of whom were targets of its investigations. This premature and 

essentially violent ending compels the posing of questions not unlike 

those raised at an inquest: What was the state of hea!th of the 

victim? What was the cause of death? Who was responsible? However, 

even if supportable answers to these questions can be produced, we 

are persuaded that Phi!adelphians possess neither the will nor the 

means to assure that justice is done. 

Bleak as conditions may be in Philadelphia, we are not suggesting 

that a single reason explains what happened to ~he Office of Special 

Prosecutor. When we look at the office itself and ask how suc=essful 

it was in carrying out its mission, we must answer that it was largely 

unsuccessful. Although, as a result of the Special Prosecutor's 

activities, a number of indictments were returned by the grand jury 

and some of those indicted were convicted, the results of the Special 

Prosecutor's efforts to expose and prosecute cases of police and 

official corruption were, on the whole, insignificant. The office's 

initial m~ndate was to ferret out police corruption. Yet, it 

acccmpiished practically no,zing in this area. The office's impact 

on ~ajor official corruption in Philadelphia was only spotty and 

suzerficiai. It was unable to develop large-scale conspiracy cases 

involving major puh!ic officers. And, with the exception of a fcrmer 



city councilman convicted for an isolated transaction, the Special 

Prosecutor failed to bring to trial and convict any high ranking 
\ 

city o=ficials. If the charges given to the special investigating 

grand juries were true, i.e. that there was widescale, systematic 

corruption by high ranking officials in Philadelphia, then this 

corruption must still exist; because the Special Prosecutor touched 

only the surface. The recent indictments obtained by the U.S. 

Attorney's Office underscore the continuing existence of corruption 

in Philadelphia. 

In part, personal and administrative inadequacies caused ~he 

poor record of the office. Walter Phillips, though a determined 

and honest prosecutor, had neither the temperament nor the experience 

for the job. His experience as an assistant district attorney in 

Philadelphia and as an assistant U.S. attorney in the Southern 

District of New York did not prepare him for ~he extremely difficult 

investigative and managerial responsibilities that are inherent in 

directing the development of hard cases of police and official 

corruption. The staff Phillips was able to recruit was even less 

experienced for their mission. Unfortunately, their intelligence, 

dedication ~nd integrity c~ould do little to compensate for their 

inexperience. 

Though the defficiencies of ~he Special Prosecutor's office 

contributed to its inability to successfully carry_ out its mission, 

there were other factors, external to the office itself, which were 

overpowering in assuring failure. These included: the lack of 

effective assistance a~; SUPPort of the C~vernor and Attorney Genera ~ 

of Pennsylvania; the host~!ity and finally fatal interference cf the 

Pennsylvania State Legislature- the criczlinc actions and decisi_~. ~ 

of some a~:ll~: and !oca ~ ~udces; ~h_ unceccerativ= =~ 



practices of other law enforcement agencies, such as the Philadelphia 

Police Department, Philadelphia District Attorney's Office, the . = 

U.S. Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania 

and the absence of support from the civic and business leadership 

of Philadelphia, the Philadelphia Bar Association, and the Philadelphia 

public. 

This evaluation undertakes to look at all of these factors -- 

those relating to the Special Prosecutor's Office, as well as those 

relating to officials, institutions, organizations and individuals 

external to it. Although we have n~ been able to examine all the 

external factors in depth, we believe we have been able to identify 

the elements which significantly influenced the fate of the Special 

Prosecutor. Together, they provide a context in which to view the ~ 

performance of the Special Prosecutor's Office -- a context which 

starkly reflects the surrender to cor_-uption by the fourth largest 

city in the country. What happened there has not happened before in 

its scope and significance anywhere in the United States. 

TEE APPO!NTM~'NT OF WALTER PHILLIPS AS SPEC!~ PROSECUTOR OF PHI!~ADELPHIA 

On April i, 1974, Attorney General Israel Packel of Pennsylvania 

created the Office of the Special Prosecutor of Philadelphia within 

the Pennsy!v~nia Department of Justice and appointed Walter M. Phillips, 

a deputy attorney general to take charge. The title, Special Prosecutor 

has acquired a distinct meaning in recent years. When the title is used 

most people think of the Watergate Special Prosecutor in Washington. 

Contrary to public belief, there is no legal provision in Pennsylvania 

for the appointment of an independent special prosecutor. Walter 

Phil!izs_ could on!v_ be accointed._ _ = ~eDu~_ . _ attorney. ~=~-..e_~=l_ under ~e_.. 

• . ~= addi~-=1 directi~ and supervision cf the Attorney General 



title of Special Prosecutor added nothing to his powers or authority 

as a prosecutor. His authority and independence in that ==~ = o~.~c_ rested 

solely on the discretion of the Attorney General. 

The following questions are significant in reviewing Phillips' 

appointment: ~'~y did the Attorney C~neral create the Office of 

Special Prosecutor of Philadelphia? How was Walter Phillips selected? 

What was his mission? At the time of his selection, what signs and 

omens were there for Phillips to read, concerning the likelihood of 

his succeeding in his mission? 

The creation of the Office of Special Prosecutor of Philadelphia 

was the direct result of a recommendation in the Report of the 

Pennsylvania Crime Commission's investigation of police corruption in 

Philadelphia. This investigationwas begun in November, 1971 under 

the supervision of then Pennsylvania Attorney General, J. Shane Creame 

It provided Democratic Governor Milton Shapp's administration with 

the opport~ity to mount a good-faith challenge to corruption, while 

also creating a potential weapon, to embarrass political o=~one.~__V ~ -- 

incumbent Republican District Attorney Arlen Specter, whose gubernator 

aspirations were Well kno~,and Police Commissioner ~nd Mayor-elect 

Frank L. Rizzo, whose election in November, 1971 created another 

potential obstacle in Shapp's road to re-election. 

The Crime Commission's investigation had a peak budget of over 

one million dollars a year and a staff of fifty-two investigators. 

These investigators, frequently working undercover, exposed a widesca!e 

system of payoffs to Philadelphia policemen to protect il!ega! bar 

operations prostitutes, ilie~a! g~b!ing activities =~d n-_- c 

violations. They were a~cec my "-= =- .... . !.~_or~__s, several cooper =~. __ire bar 

owners, a "turned" police of=icer_ and a coozerative fo_-m...er De~. ____~= 

officer. 
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The Pennsylvania Crime Commission did not perceive its role 

as making prosecutable cases. Rather, it sought to expose police 

corruption through public hearings and a written report as means 

of encouraging further investigation and prosecution by the 

appropriate law enforcement agency. 

It formally issued its 1400-page "Report on Police Corruption 

and the Quality of Law Enforcement in Philadelphia" on March ii, 

1974. The principal finding of this report was: 

"That police corruption in Philadelphia is ongoing, 
widespread, systematic and occurring at all levels in 
the police department. Corrupt practices were uncovered 
during the investigation in everypolice district and 
involved police officers ranging an rank from policeman 
to inspector. Specific acts of corruption involving improper 
cash payments to the police by gamblers, racketeers, bar 
owners, prostitutes and others are detailed in the report; 
more than 400 individual police officers are identified 
by first name, last initial and badge or payroll number as 
receiving improper payments in te_.~ms of cash, merchandise, 
sexual services or meals." Report, page 5 (~mphasis added) 

Seven areas of corrupt police activities were described in detail by 

the Conumission: 

(1) overlooking liquor code violations; 
(2) receiving payments from gamblers; 
(3) receiving payments from prostitutes; 
(4) receiving payments from narcotics dealers; 
(5) accepting bribes from individuals stopped for driving 

violations; 
(6) theft by police officials from unprotected property; and 
(7) receiving payments from business in return for extra 

police protection. 

The report's treatment of the last area (7) and a Commission 

decision to identify police officers involved by their first n~es, 

last _nm~_a_,~ "~ ~ and badse, n~u/oe~,_ .proved to be the ~ndoing of the repcrt. 

* The f=-_=~= of these hearings is discussed at p. 12-15. 



One hundred fifty-two police office~s were named as having accepted 

free food =~ ~_om Gino's Restaurants, and another 2,000 were accused of 

so doing. Spokesman for the Fraternal Order of Police and the Police 

Department quickly began to call the document the "hamburger report", 

drawing public attention away from the far more serious charges that 

policemen accepted payments from vice figures. 

The Crime Commission pointed out in its report that the 

Philadelphia District Attorney should not be responsible for the 

prosecution of police corruption cases. It reasoned that the District 

Attorney depended upon Philadelphia police officers as witnesses and 

as investigators in his regular caseload and would have an irrecon- 

cilable conflict if he had to prosecute Philadelphia police ==" O~ice.s 

for the corrupt activities exposed in the report, instead, the 

Commission recommended that the General Assembly establish a permanent 

statewide special prosecutor's office for police matters. It 

acknowledged that in the interim, a special prosecutor should be 

recommended by a search committee of law school deans ~nd appointed 

by the Attorney General. This reconunendation was worded as follows: 

"As an interim measure, the Commission recommends 
that the Attorney General appoint a special deputy 
attorney general and give him jurisdiction to investi- 
gate and prosecute instances of police corr~tion in 
Philadelphia. Potential funding difficulties and the 
need for rapid action in Philadelphia ha s led the 
Commission to recommend the jurisdiction be limited 
to police corruption in Philadelphia. It is absolutely 
imperative that the special prosecutor should have not 
only the greatest degree of independence possible under 
the law but also should be selected in such a manner that 
the public will have confidence in the independence of the 
special prosecutor." At Report, p. 820. 

Attorney General Packe! followed -~h_~ reccm~.endaticn of the Crime 

Commission. On March _13, 197~,. he appointed_, a search ce~.._.._~=e.._ of -~._~-= 



three Philadelphia area law school deans - Bernard Wolfman of the 

University of Pennsylvania Law School; Peter J. Liacouras of 

Temple University School of Law and J. Willard O'Brien of Villanova 

University School of Law. In his appointment letter he asked the 

committee to recommend to him three persons "most competent and 

Willing to serve as a special prosecutor.., for the matters 

dealt with in the Report of the Pennsylvania Crime Commission." 

The deans acted with remarkable speed. They took only five 

days to send Packel three names for consideration• They were 

(in alphabetical order): Walter M. Phillips, Jr., Chief of the 

Narcotics Unit of ~he United States Attorney's Office for the 

Southern District of New York; Fred Speaker, former Pennsylvania 

Attorney General; and James A. Strazella, Associate Professor of 

Law, Temple University Law School. The committee added the 

following recommendation to their list of ncminees. 

• • . Whomever you appoint as a special prosecutor 
should also be designated to serve as the prosecutor 
with respect ~o any grand jury investigation of official 
corruption in Philadelphia. . . " 

Packel, however, made no response to this recommendation. 

One of the nominees, Mr. Speaker, told ~he search committee 

that he did not want the job. Although Walter Phillips was the 

oniy candidate not well known by the deans, he was not, at any time, 

interviewed by a me.tuber of the committee in person or in any 

extensive manner by telephone. According to Phillips, when two of 

the deans on the committee made separate calls to him, it was merel~y 

to tell him that he would be recommended as a c~ndidate and not to 

ask any questions relating to his qualifications for the position. 



The deans committee did not, and in fact could not, have executec 

~n extensive search for a candidate within the five days it took to 

complete the task. Perhaps it dete_~uined that it did not have far to 

look. Walter M. Phillips was an aggressive and likely candidate for 

the post. He had grown up in Philadelphia and spent two years as an 

assistant district attorney in Arlen Specter's office prior to going 

to the U.S. Attorney's Office in New York. He was recommended by 

his supervisor at the U.S. Attorney's Office, a Federal District 

Judge in New York and by several prominent attorneys and law 

professors. 

Phillips believed he had already received all the experience 

he was likely to get at the U.S. Attorney's Office in the Southern 

District of New York and was eager to return to Philadelphia. In 

fact, he had made some earlier overtures to the Pennsylvania Attorney 

General's office. In the fall of 1972, Attorney General Creamer had 

discussed with Phillips the possibility of his serving as special 

prosecutor to pursu~e police corruption cases which would be generate 

from ~he Crime Conunission's investigation. However, Creamer did not 

follow through with the appointment, believing it premature to create 

a special prosecutor for the Crime Commission's work. 

Later, in 1973, Attorney General Packel offered Phillips a 

Pennsylvania narcotics enforcement position. This time Phillips 

declined, believing he had more challenging opportunities to 

prosecute narcotics violators in the Southern District of New York. 

However, Phillips was still seriously considering returning to the 

city. He acknowledges an undefined interest in elective office. 

The position of SDeciai Prosecutor presented D ~  .... ~= ~= 

opportunity to design and manage his own investization and prosecution 



apparatus. Althou~h he had been promoted to a Section Chief!s 

position in the U.S. Attorney's Office (Narcotics), he did not have 

either high-level or complicated management responsibilities in 

that job. He was convinced that if given the opportunity, he could 

develop a great office. He envisioned the OSP as a place where young 

attorneys would ". . . get ~emendous amounts of trial experience 

and be much better lawyers than they were when they first came." 

While Phillips acknowledged that his early vision of the future 

of the OSP suqgested the development of an institution, he insists 

that he had neither permanency nor a specific term of years in mind. 

He stated that whether or not the office became permanent, he 

anticipated its survival for at least as long as F. ~J~mett Fitzpatrick, 

Jr. was District Attorney. In the winter of 1974, this would have 

meant at least three and one-half years. In fact, Phillips' tenure 

was little more than half that period. 

From Packel's letter to the search committee~it is clear he 

intended only to have the Special Prosecutor follow up ~he investi- 

gation of the Pennsylvania Crime Commission and to limit his juris- 

diction to police corruption in Philadelphia. Packe!'s present 

recollection is that this was his instruction to Phillips when he 

appointed h~m. However, there is no Written record of such 

• instruction. Packel's letter of appointment to Phillips makes no 

mention of what Phillips' areas of investigation and prosecution would 

be. 

Phillips understood that his initial activities would relate 

to police corruption in Philadelphia. However, he believed that he 

was also authorized to investigate official corruption in Philadelphia, 

when and if Attorney General Packe~ aqreed to staff the January 



1974 Special Investigating Grand Jury charged by Philadelphia 

Common Pleas Court Judge Harry Taki == ~. Whatever Phillips' 

expectations may have been, it is highly unlikely that Packel 

either intended or desired to have Phillips' jurisdiction expanded 

from police corruption to official corruption in Philadelphia. 

At the time of his appointment, Phillips had the critical 

opportunity to shape the conditions that were essential for the 

continued existence and success of ~he newly created office. 

However, he failed to do this. Any lawyer with experience in 

the investigation and prosecution of corruption or organized 

crime cases knows these undertakings are extremely complex, 

difficult and fraught with pitfalls and pressures. A cardinal 

rule followed by experienced prosecutors dictates that a 

corruption probe should not be undertaken at~a!l by an atto_-n, ey 

unless he receives at the outset reliable con=nitments from ~he 

appointing authority guaranteeing (i) a reasonable period of time 

to do the job; (2) sufficient funding for the duration of the 

operation; (3) an adequate staff with reasonable salary and 

promotion provisions; (4) a rigid standard assuring independence 

ana protection from unwarranted dismissal; (5) a clear mandate as 

to the areas to be covered by the investigation; and (6) the full 

support and cooperation of the Governor and Attorney General in 

seeking and pushing legislation necessary to provide the prosecutor 

with the additional tools he may need to fulfill his responsibilities. 

The .problem of staffing the January 1974 Special r~_~.v.s~_gating = ~ Gra~ 
Jury is discussed subsequently in this report. 

** See discussion at z 22-24. 



These initial commitments are critical. ~n investigation of 

corruption is strongest at its beginning when it poses the greatest 

threat to ~hose who become targets. At that time the prosecutor's 

public image is at its peak and he can demand the full resources he 

needs. Thereafter, his investigations must gradually weaken as 

those who are threatened develop strategies to defeat them. 

Phillips should have obtained these commitments from Packel 

and from Governor Shapp. For his protection, he should have obtained 

the commitments in writing and through public statements by both____ ..... 

officials. The very first time that a commitment was broken -- 

Phillips should have confronted the Governor and the Attorney 

General with their written and public statements. 

If Walter Phillips was not aware of the need to bind ~he 

Governor and ~he Attorney General to hard supporting commitments at 

the time he accepted the position of Special Prosecutor, he apparently 

had learned about it by October 3, 1975, after he had been in office 

for about 18 months He appeared as a speaker before the ~' ~ l 
- Na.lo..a_ 

Conference on Organized Crime and told his audience: 

"investigating and prosecuting corruption is by 
far the most difficult and frustrating work a 
prosecutor can become involved in. . . In addition 
to the difficulties in hiring and just proving 
corruption charges, a prosecutor making a serious 
effort in this area, is bound to face tremendous 
resistence from outside sources. Public officials 
strongly resent being investigated, and they have m~ny 
friends who are very. protective, if only because they 
see themselves as potential targets of investigations." 

Phillips advised the Conference that in order to successfully deal 

with these problems, the special prosecutor had to be guaranteed 

adequate resour=es frcm the beginning. He said: 



"Are there adequate resources at the prosecutor's 
disposal, that is, what does the law provide in the 
way of grand juries, electronic survei!l~nce, i~m~nity 
and other important investigativ e tools? Are competent 
personnel, both legal and investigative, available 
to work on the probe? While a yes answer to each of 
these questions does not guarantee an indictment and 
conviction of every public official in sight, a 
negative response to all would make embarking on a 
full scale corruption probe an exercise in futility." 

However, Phillips was apparently willing to embark on such 

an "exercise in futility." When he met with Attorney General Packel 

on March 23, 1974 to discuss his interest in the job, he did not 

insist upon the commitments essential for a successful probe. He 

accepted the position despite the fact that Packel could promise 

him a first year budget of only $500,000.00 - a figure Phillips had 

reason to believe was four or five times too low - and a staff of 

only about half the size Phillips believed he needed. Packel offered 

assurances only that Phillips could act independently and hire his own 

staff. He did not discuss any other guarantees, and Phillips did not 

press him. 

Actions by the Governor and Attorney General shortly before 

his first meeting with Packel gave Phillips more reason to believe 

he needed assurance of their complete support, in Februa~¢ 1974 

Shapp and Packei had undercut the Pen/~sylvania Crime Commission's 

Philadelphia police corruption probe by cancelling scheduled public 

hearings in Philadelphia on the findings of the investigation, in 

addition, they created doubts about funding the publication of the 

Com~m.ission' s final report. They backed do',~, however, on t/-.e _-e.~crt a~-p~ 

because of heav%~" Philadelphia newspaper pressure which characterized 

Shapp's interference with the Crime Commission's proposed public 

hearings and final report as a form of "cover-up" 



Phillips was aware of these events. His interest in returning 

to Philadelphia had led him to keep abreast of Philadelphia news 

while in New York. In addition, he had had lengthy talks with 

Lawrence Eoyle, the Executive Director of the Pennsylvania Crime 

Commission to learn about the Special Prosecutor's job. Hoyle 

believed that holding public hearings in Philadelphia would 
r 

be the only way to obtain the public interest and support needed for 

the continued investigation and prosecution of police corruption cases. 

Although he viewed the final report as an essential record of what 

the Crime Commission had done, he did not think it would be widely 

read or could serve as a catalyst for public support. 

He complained to Phillips that Shapp's cancellation of the 

public hearings greatly weakened the impact of the Cr~me Con~nission. 

Phillips was concerned over this withdrawal of support for the 

CrY--me Conmuission by the Governor and Attorney General and asked 

Packel about it at their March 23 meeting. He was not satisfied 

with Packel's answer that the public hearings had been cancelled 

because they would not reveal anything more than could be found in 

the report, and that they created a risk to ~he safety of certain 

undercover witnesses. 

Phillips told us he thought Packe!'s responses were "fuzzy". 

For ~hat reason and because of the inadequate support Packel had 

offered him, he was tempted to withdraw his name from consideration. 

He discussed these matters with Lawrence Hoyle and pe--m.itted himseif 

to be reassured by him. Hovle urged him to take the job of c~=~ 
- ~ ~ _ _ ~  

Prosecutor with the advice that even if ~e could not obtain ~._ fun~s 

and staff he needed in the beginning, he would be able to ~et them 

later frcm the Gove-n~r an~ Attorney General if he ~-~-. =; ~ .... 



for them. Hoyle told Phillips that that had been his experience in 

running the Crime Commission investigation. This, of course, was 

unfortunate advice and Phillips should not have followed it. 

The Governor's interference with the Crime Commission raised 

eveK more significant problems for Phillips to consider. Shapp's 

and Packel's explanation for cancelling public hearings of ~he Crime 

Commission findings were hardly credible. As was subsequently estab- 

lished, the final report was clearly inadequate as a substitute 

for public hearings. One has only to read the testimony in the 

Crime commission report taken from police = ~ - . • o~f_ce_s, bar owners, 

prostitutes, gamblers and Crime Commission investigators to picture 

the impact such testimony would have on the people in Philadelphia 

through public hearings. The Senate Watergate hearings proved 

how valuable such public hearings can be in focusing the citizen's 

attention and interest on a major corruption scandal. 

Why then did the Governor put a halt to the Crime Commission's 

scheduled hearings? There may not be a final answer, but there are 

revealing tracks and traces to follow. Info~-mation we have received 

shows that whatever enthusiasm the Shapp a~ministration may have had 

for the Crime Commission investigation of police corruption in 

Philadelphia in November, 1971, had cooled by February 1974. The 

reason for the cooling is understandable. In the early part of the 

investigation, Governor Shapp was confronted with two powerful 

rivals who were potential seekers for his office -- Philadelphia 

District Attorney ~len Specter, and the then Mayor-elect Frank Kizzc. 

At!on Specter was knocked out of the r,~nning when hhe Democratic candida 



for District Attorney, F. Em~ett Fitzpatrick, whom Shapp had supported 

defeated Specter, whom Rizzo had supported. Rizzo had been additiona 

weakened earlier that year when he failed a lie detector test about 

a patronage squabble with then Democratic City Committee Chairman, 

Peter Camiel. Therefore, by the close of 1973, Shapp's position was 

decidedly stronger. 

Democratic party leaders who particiated ~n ~ 

the decision-making during this period have informed us that this 

turn of the table in Shapp's favor influenced his decision to stop 

the public hearings. According to them, Shapp was a cautious and 

conservative politician who would not unnecessarily embarrass an 

opponent or provoke a retaliatory attack. 

Crime Commission public hearings in February 1974 could only 

serve to embarrass and embitter Mayor Frank Rizzo. Rizzo was still 

a powerful Democratic leader in Philadelphia, although his recent 

losses had made him an unlikely contender for the gubernatorial 

nomination in 1974. Thus Shapp may have concluded that Crime 

Commission public hearings wou!d be an unnecessary attack on Rizzo 

that would likely engulf him in a political blcod bath in Philadelphia 

at a time when he most needed to consolidate his strength in his 

party throughout the state. Five days after Shapp cancelled the 

Crime Commission's projected public hearings in Philadelphia Mayor 

.K/zzo sent a !eter to Shapp praising him for his har~dling of a strike 

by independent truck drivers during the energy, crisis. This w~s 

reportedly the first complimentary, correspondence between the two 

men in two years. 



The January 1974 Grand Jury. 

The fate of the Crime Commission hearings and report was not 

the only guide for Phillips to understand the nature of the support 

he could expect from the Commonwealth. There was also the status of 

the January 1974 Special Investigating Grand Jury investigation. As 

we earlier stated, Phillips was aware of the initial limitation of 

his mandate to police corruption in Philadelphia, but believed that 

he would soon be authorized to staff the Janua~--y 1974 grand jury. 

This would expand his mandate to include the investigation of official 

corruption in Philadelphia. Phillips had been informed by Attorney 

General Packel that he seriously questioned whether the January 1974 

grand jury had been legally convened and that he had declined 

Philadelphia Common Pleas Court President Judge Donald Jamieson's 

request to staff the grand jury until its legality had been determined 

by the Supreme Court acting on a petition by Packe! for a declaratory 

judgment. 

Phillips did not doubt the validity of the grand jury. There 

was also ample information available to cause .him to suspect that 

Governor Shapp and Attorney General Packel were re!uct~nt, if not 

unwilling, to have anything to do with the January 1974 grand jury. 

The reasons become apparent from a cursory review of the background of 

this grand jury. 

The investigations charged to the January 1974 grand jury grew 

"~c/_~ectly from the investigations of the April 1969, Janua~y 1971 and 

June 1972 grand juries la'~nched by District Attorne,~' Arien Specter. 

The April 1969 grand ju~y focused its attention on major construcuion 

in the ~tv inc!udinc Veterans Stadium., 1500 Market Street ~nd othe 

-rojects undertaken by t~ - -=~ - ~ Rece~__ozme,~ Authority and the Housing 



Authority. Its probe lasted 18 months, during which the jury heard 

over 500 witnesses, made 15 presentments detailing "systematic violatio 

of law among police officers and criminal conspiracy respecting public 

business of a widespread nature jeopardizing and demonstrating public 

security." 

The criminal activities uncovered by that grand jury were 

extensive. It recommended the indictment of 15 individuals, 

including a former city records commissioner, a city planning 

co~-~ission member, and a former chairman of the Philadelphia 

Housing Authority, as well as 19 city firms. However, a number of 

resulting indictments were later quashed on technical grounds and 

some cases were dismissed prior to trial. 

The January 1971 grand jury probed narcotics traffic in 

Philadelphia. It led to $2 convictions, mostly of low level 

drug pushers, and spawned the June 1972 investigating grand jury. 

The June 1972 grand jury was charged to investigate (!) narcotics 

violations (2) liquor violations, (3) illegal gambling engaged in 

by certain individuals in organized crime groups, (4) smuggling 

operations engaged in by employees of the Department of Revenue, 

Bureau of Cigarette and Beverage Taxes of the Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania, (5) police corruption, (6) solicitation and receipt 

of bribes by enforcement officers by the State Liquor Control Board, 

(7) solicitation and receipt of bribes by the employees of the Court 

of Common Pleas Probation Department and by employees of the Office 

of the Prothonota~z of the Court of Common Pleas, (8) solicitanicn and 

receipt of bribes by employees of the Bureau of Professicna! and 

OccuDaticna!. Affairs of the Pennsv!vania. Department. o =- S~=t =- _, and 

(9) ~nauthorized payroll dispursement and extortion efforts by 



persons affiliated with the Philadelphia Housing Authority. The 

grand jury. was also charged generally with investigating official 

corruption in Philadelphia. 

The work of this grand jury. continued during the 1973 Distri, 

Attorney race. Prior to the campaign, the June 1972 grand jury. h~ 

issued 9 presentments detailing crimes of bribery_ and/or extortio 

involving police officers, gamblers, and drug peddlers, two city 

councilmen, an attorney and building and service contractors. 

After ~he election, the grand jury issued i! more presentment: 

These last presentments described bribe,~y, and/or extortion conspir~ 

involving Democratic city officials and architectural engineering 

firms and dairies seeking city contracts; as well as bribe_~-_~ and/o: 

extortion involving state cigarette tax bureau agents, state pharm~ 

board officials, state occupational and professional affairs board 

agents and city narcotics detectives. Two days prior to Fitzpatric 

swearing in, the June 1972 grand ju,-y, also issued its final report. 

It called for another investigating grand jury ~nd reco~ended that 

it be staffed by the assistant district attorneys who had run the 

previous probe. 

Throughout January. 1974, Judge Harry Takiff, who had supervise, 

the June 1972 grand jury, publicly and privately urged Fitzpatrick 

to petition his court for a new grand jury. Fitzpatrick refused to 

file such a petition. On January 29, 1974, representatives of two 

civic organizations, the Committee of 70 and the -~-merica_ns for 

Democratic Action, petitioned for a new grand jut 7 and the supersess 

of the District Attorney by the Attorney General. Two da~_zs later, c 

January 31 197" Judce Takiff dismissed these petitions and on his c 

motion char~ed h_ ~=~u~ a-, 
t ~= ar January I~,~ crand jury ~c continue przbi 

cfficia! c ~ ..... --- 
-- ..... nvestizating granf ~-'r'" "-'= 



announced that he expected Fitzpatrick t~ provide the s~a~ for 

it. 

Judge Takiff charged the jury with pursuing investigations in 

6 specific areas: (i) drug trafficking and drug related corruption; 

(2) corruption related to violations of the liquor code; (3) police 

corruption involving gamblers and business people; (4) official 

corruption involving bribes paid in exchange for professional 

services and dairy contracts; (5) cigarette smuggling and related 

corruption of tax bureau officials; and (6) extortion by state and 

city officers and employees of regulatory and law enforcement agencie 

including the Bureau of Professional and Occupational Affairs and 

the State Pharmacy Board. All these investigations had been 

commenced by the earlier Specter special grand juries, in addition 

Judge Takiff added a general charge: 

"I therefore conclude and find there has existed within the 
period of the applicable statute of limitations and continues 
to exist in 

Philade~hia city a system or systems of related 
or similar crimes o: ==' o~icial corruption including and in- 
volving payments to influence the discharge of official 
duties wi~h respect to decisions, recon~nendations, appoint- 
ments to official positions and other governmental functions 
and activities• . . I, therefore, charge you to investigate 
all such cr~mes. . . . ,, 

On February !!, 1974, the date the January 1974 grand" juz- ! 

was supposed to continence its hearings~, Jude Takiff ordered District 

Attorney Fitzpatrick to staff it. On February 15, Fitzpatrick wrote 

Judge Takiff and informed him of his reasons for failing to comply 

with the order. Fitzpatrick e~.~ressed alarm at the allegedly 

permanent nature of the grand jury's investigation, which i-" true, 

"~;ou!d be illegal under Pennsylvania law (see Shenker v L--_, 332 - • ~ 

Pa 382 192~) • = 
• , • H_ belittled the results of the three Specter 

grand juries and stated his displeasure ",'ith Specter's presentmenZ- 

without-:--~ t ~ 



tremendous backlog remaining from Specter's office and the problems 

created by the adoption of the Pennsylvania Rule of Criminal 

Procedure !i00, which required the trial of defendants within 180 

days of arrest. Finally, Fitzpatrick set forth his belief that a 

special grand jury "may be the worst, not the best way to proceed" 

with the investigation of corruption. 

It is significant that when Fitzpatrick replied to Judge 

Takiff and denigrated the effectiveness of the Specter grand juries 

and the utility of a special investigating grand ju~ in probing 

public corruption, he had been advised by one of his top assistants 

that exactly the contrary was true. This advice was presented in 

a confidential report Fitzpatrick had ordered prepared on the work 

of the Specter grand juries. It concluded that these grand juries 

had not only been successful in developing major public corruption 

cases and investigative leads but also that the essential incriminatin¢ 

evidence in most of these cases was obtainable only through the use 

of a grand jury. 

On the same day that Fitzpatrick sent his !e °~ - 
- u~e. to Judce Taki == 

the President Judge of the Court of Conunon Pleas, D. Donald Jamieson, 

acting on Judge Takiff's request, and pursuant to section 907 of 

the Administrative Code of 1929, 71 PS 5297, requested Attorney 

General Packei: 

"To assign and/or retain and employ a special attorney 
or attorneys to represent the Co~onwealth and perform 
all of the matters which were the subject of Judce Takiff's 
order. . ,, ° 

However, as we have mentioned above Packe! refused to -t-f_ h_ gran-" 
t t L ~ 

-- --- = declaratory judgment could be obtained from the Pennsvivan 

Supreme C.u_. res ring what ~k=1 called the serious ques i.:. =~ ~- o! " ., 

its va!iditv. °' 



This was a strange position for Packel to take. After appointing 

a special prosecutor to investigate police corruption in Philadelphia, 

Paokel should have welcomed the opportunity to provide his new deputy 

with the investigative advantages and clout of a special grand jury. 

He should not have been seriously concerned about the validity of 

the grand jury. It was unlikely that the Supreme Court would accept 

Fitzpatrick's argument made to Judge Takiff that the Januaz-y 1974 

grand jury violated the Court's admonition ~n Shenker v. Hart against 

a permanent grand jury investigation. The Janua_~y grand ju~y was a 

newly constituted grand jury. even though it was carrying on investi- 

gations conducted by prior grand juries. No Pennsylvania court had 

applied Shenker v. Harr to successive grand juries. 

Even if an attack on the January 1974 grand jury. was based 

on a contention that successive grand juries conducting similar 

investigations created the same evil of a-permanent grand jury. con- 

demm.ed by Shenker v. Hart, Packe! shou!d have concluded that the liklel 

response of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court would be that the grand 

ju_~y was valid because there had been a separate judicial re-evaluation 

of the legal and factual requirements necessa~-y to support its , 

creation. Indeed the Pennsylvania Supreme Court later specifically 

so held in the case of In R~ Investigation of January. 1974 Philadelphia 

City Grand Jury, 328 A. 2d 485 (1974). Although this case was 

decided some months after Packe! had to make his decision about the 

January a~a~d jury, its findincs were not su_~mris~nc 

Another challenge to the grand jury might have been on h te 

ground that Judge Takif ~ acted on his own motion in charging the 

crand. ~urv and h=.4..__ not ~=sDonded_ _ to _= _Dez~z~cn" submit__'~=~ to ~.._.,. h ~, 



the Attorney General or another appropriate petitioner. However, no 

Pennsylvania case has ever held such a petition was necessary. The 

landmark Pennsylvania decision in Case of Llozd and Carpenter, 3 Pa. 

L.J.R. (Clark) !88 (Phila. Q.S. 1845), specifically referred to 

criminal courts "of their own motion" charging grand juries to conduc 

special investigations. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court also made thi 

point when it later upheld the January 1974 grand jury in Zn Re: 

Investigation of January. 1974 Philadelphia City Grand Jur~., supra. 

Ordinary legal research by Packe! would have disclosed the same 

Pennsylvania legal precedents upon which ~he Supreme Court relied. 

If Attorney General Packel had really been enthusiastic 

about launching ~he kind of investigation of official corruption 

in Philadelphia for which the January 1974 grand jury had been 

charged, he would have seized upon the opportunity to staff this 

grand jury with a special prosecutor, confident that he Would not 

be running much of a risk that the grand jury would be held invalid. 

But C~vernor Shapp and Attorney General Packel no more wanted to 

work with the January !974 grand jury than Fitzpatrick did -- and 

apparently for the same reasons. 

The January 1974 grand jury_ began as a continuation of Republican 

District Attorney Arlen Specter's grand jury. investigations of public 

officials in the Democratic administrations of the state and the 

city. Governor Shapp could hardly have wanted to be saddled with this 

grand ju~¢ probe of his own departments and subordinates, particularly 

if he believed that the motive behind Specter's investigation was 

partisan politics. 



Fitzpatrick avoided the January grand jury because of ~ = ~  

concerns about continuing Specter's assault on Democratic office 

holders. However, in March 1974, he sought to assert jurisdiction 

over the Crime Commission's charges of police corruption by filing 

his own petition for a special grand jury with Philadelphia Common 

Plea Court Judge Charles P. Mirarchi, Jr. At ~he hearings on 

Fitzpatrick's petition, Packel objected to the empaneling of a new 

special grand jury to investigate police corruption. He informed 

Judge Mirarchi ~hat he was superseding Fitzpatrick and would appoint 

a special deputy attorney general to carry on the police corruption 

probe recon=nended by the Crime Cor~nission. 

Judge Mirarchi rejected Packel's objection and his notice of 

supersession of the Philadelphia District Attorney, and granted 

Fitzpatrick's petition . Packel filed a petition for a writ o,f 

prohibition against the Mirarchi grand jury in ~-he Supreme Court 

of Pennsylvania. 

The Supreme Court granted Packe!'s writ of prohibition against 

Judge Mirarchi principally because it found no need for two grand 

juries to investigate police corruption in Philadelphia. The Court 

said that one grand ju~y -- the January grand ju~! -- had been charged 

to investigate police corruption and that the Attorney General of 

Pennsylvania had, with the blessing of the District Attorney of 

Philadelphia, superseded him in the investigation to be carried out 

by that grand jury.. 

*He had earlier filed a petition in the Supreme Court for a declaratcrv 
judgment on the validity of the January 1974 special grand jury, which 
had been denied by the Court on the ground ~nat Packel was only asking 
for an advisory opinion which the Court was not authori__d to re. 
(Packe! v Takiff, 3~I ~. ~d 6 'a (l~v~ . . . . . . . .  ~) ) . 



When Packel had original!y fi!ed his petition against the 

Mirarchi grand jury, he had expected Fitzpatrick to defend the jury 

before the Supreme Court on the ground that the January grand jury 

was invalid. To his surprise, Fitzpatrick told the Supreme Court 

that he was not contesting the validity of the January grand ju.-y_. 

Packe! realized that without an objection from the District Attorney 

of Philadelphia, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania would not declare 

the Janua.-y grand jury illegal. He could no longer resist the 

request of President .... Jud e~amieson to staff this grand jut%,. 

On May l, 1974, he finally wrote to Walter Phillips and instructed 

him to staff the January 1974 grand jury. He told him to expand 

his investigation to include official corruption in Philadelphia. 

A few days later Packel wrote to President Judge Jamieson informing 

him that the Office of the Special Prosecutor would, in accordance 

with Judge Jamieson's request, staff the investigation of corruption 

in Philadelphia being conducted by the January grand jury. 

However, Packel did not seek to provide Phillips with a larger 

s~a~ or more funds for his newlyexpanded responsibility. In light 

of this background, the conclusion is inescapable that although 

the Shapp administration had been pushed into pursuing Ar!en Specter's 

investigations, it was not willing to Commit much in the way of 

resources for the task. 

Walter Phillips could not have been oblivious to these events 

when he agreed to accept the position of Special Prosecutor. He 

should have realized that his mission was hopeless if the Ccm~cnwea!th's 

support of this office remained as restricted as .acn ~ ~ el had "-'~=~=~ 

Yet Phi!lizs had no initial meetings with Governor Shapp and had only 

one ex~icratorv m==tinz - "~" - D=~-=i .~- w1~n ~t~o~= ,~ Gene_al ....... Thouch unh--~v 



with his meeting with Packe!, Phillips was willing to trust him and 

gamble on increased support from the Commonwealth as he got under~ay. 

Although Phillips' decision reflects on his jud~ent and qualificatio: 

for the position of Special Prosecutor, the woefully inadequate 

support given him by the Attorney General reflects even more on the 

Shapp administration's conspicuous lack of commitment to investigatin 

official corruption in Philadelphia. Indeed, it may be that no 

prosecutor, regardless of his experience or reputation, could have 

extracted the necessary commitments from the Commonwealth. 

Recruitment, Organization and Investi@ation 

Public prosecution in the United States is long on tradition 

and mythology but short on professionalism. Nearly all prosecutors -- 

whether elected or appointed -- are products of partisan politics. 

M=~ny assistant prosecutors are selected on the basis of partisan, 

political sponsorship and regard their ~=~ 
" ~---ces as criminal litigation 

training schools and/or a springboard to elected positions cr the 

judiciary. " - 

With limited exceptions at Federal and State levels, public 

prosecution is not a career activity. Few offices retain a cadre 

of professional prosecutors which remain in place when the a~min- 

istration of an office changes from person to person or party to 

party. Even fewer have established a real tradition of nonpartisan, 

effective public corruption investigation. Best known ~mong the 

small group which has done so are the Office of the United States 
° 

Attorney for the Southern District of New York ~nd the New York 

County m~strict Attorney's 0 == - -- _ __ice (Manhattan). More recent 

additions include the Office of the United States Attorney for ~;ew 

~_rsev and the ~torney General's =,i__ i., ~ew Jersey. 



There is a tendency, perhaps inevitable, among assistant 

prosecutors serving in such offices -- as well as alumni -- to 

regard his or her office as the paradigm. Walter Phillips 

believed in the perfection of the Southern District's United 

States Attorney's Office. Much of what he did or failed to do as 

Special Prosecutor in Philadelphia was a consequence of his 

experience as an Assistant United States Attorney in the Sou~he.~n 

Distri -~ of New York from 1968 to 1974. 

Although he has been out of public prosecution since his 

dismissal as Special Prosecutor, Phillips presents himself as 

though he were still one of that small, national group of career 

public prosecutors. Although he served for two years as ~n 

assistant district attorney in Philadelphia under At!on Specter, 

before working in the Southern District, he invariably refers 

warmly to the latter experience and virtually ignores the former. 

He is justifiably --but perhaps excessively -- impressed with the 

label of a "fo~-m.er Southern District Assistant." Phillips' 

preoccupation with the prosecutor model with which he was most 

familiar had important ' ~" ~ !mp-!ca~_ons for ~ue operations of the Office 

of Special Prosecutor. 

During many hours of personal interviews, Phillips reiterated 

his admiration for the Southern District model. He noted that 

his intention had been to replicate that office as closely as 

possible in Philadelphia. This reflects a misconception by Phillips 

cf his new role. Initially he would have to conduct a major 

investigation, rather than prosecute cases already made. A more 

apt model ~ him ~o have ~o!!cwed would have been the ~~-=~ 

District A~tornev'= Office ~vhich emphasizes the in~.-_ i=- - ' '=~t "=tion 



as well as prosecution. 

Phillips anticipated that he would be responsible for the 

investigation of both police corruption and public corruption in 

Philadelphia. While acknowledging a lack of familiarity with 

what would actually ~be required for those tasks, he was well aware 

of what a Special Prosecutor investigating corruption in the 

criminal justice system of New York City was starting with; 

forty attorneys and 100 investigators. New York City is roughly 

four times larger than Philadelphia in terms of population. A rough 

ratio of four to one would have meant that OSP should have 

started with ten attorneys and twenty-five agents. Because its 

mandate was broader than its New York counterpart's, including 

police and all public corruption, rather than just corruption 

in the criminal justice field, it should reasonably have had a 

larger initial personnel complement than the one in New York. 

Phillips' lack of personal experience Ln developing and 

operating an investigative and prosecutive capability can be 

excused as a function of his youth. Yet, his apparent failure 

to seek advice on staffing from persons who had had similar or 

analogous experience is difficult to rationalize. To the ~n- 

initiated, the $500,000 budget offered him by Packel may appear 

to be sustantial to support police and public corruption investicaticns 

in Philadelphia. Upon closer examination, however, it is far less 

generous than it might seem. 

Investigative acents -,;~ , ~_~h skill, experience and commitment 

to work in this area =~= in short supply. -~ :_w state or urban zo!i-e 

departments employ more than a handful. These personnel are usua!!v 

found within the ranks of ==~=ral acencies; F B I , D E A. r = - 



etc. Salaries for Federal investigators tend to be substantially 

higher than those at local or state levels and their benefits are 

more attractive. Therefore it is not surprising that the per man 

year cost for such agents is twenty-five thousand dollars or more. 

Like their investigativ e counterparts, the number of attorneys 

experienced in anti-racketeering and anti-corruption work is quite 

small. Illustratively, in the summer of 1976, the Organized Crime 

Institute of Cornell Law School was able to identify less than two 

hundred such persons working full-time in state and local goverTaments. 

There were perhaps 125 more such attorneys in the Federal service. 

Prosecutors experienced in the areas of interest to Phillips and 

willing to relocate for jobs of indefinite duration command annual 

salaries of $30,000 or more. Without belaboring the point, the 

budget for the Office of Special Prosecutor was inadequate. 

Capable personnel of the typePhillips wanted to staff his 

office -- and should have had -- must ordinarily be recruited 

from se~cice elsewhere. While sal@ries are one constraint, 

indefinite tenure is another. Few qualified investigators or 

attorneys are disposed to change jobs when tenure is uncertain. 

That indisposition is not a function of hyper-sensitivity to job 

security. Rather, it is a realistic view -- tempered by an institu- 

tional skepticism -- about the often transitory character of many 

"reform" efforts; especially investigations of police and public 

corruption. To a larger degree, perhaps, than salary, this factor 

presented a greater recruitment obstacle for Phillips than any 

other. Too few "fasz gun" la~qzers were willing to come to Philadelphia 

to work in the face cf this uncertainty. 



Neither the Philadelphia District Attorney nor the Pennsylvania 

Department of Justice have developed-- . traditions of vigorous and 

effective corruption investigation and prosecution. ~ under former 

District Attorney Arlen Specter, a series of investigating grand 

juries had heard testimony and issued various presentments under 

the guidance of a small group of assistant district attorneys. 

Phillips' assessment of that effort apparently persuaded him that 

it would be inappropriate to hire those assistants for his own staff. 

Having ruled out the Specter grand jury team, and in the 

absen~ of other assistant district attorneys with substantial 

investigation or trial experience in his areas of responsibility, 

Phillips was compelled to look elsewhere for staff. 

His first recruiting efforts were directed at the pool of 

fob-met colleagues in the Southern District. For the reasons 

noted above, as well as the sense some of these lawyers had that 

Pennsylvania's legal constraints upon evidence gathering made 

successful execution of the Phillips .mission highly unlikely, he 

could not recruit the people he wanted' ~'~ether or not the 

particular lawyers he solicited in the Southern District would 

have perfo_~med more effectively than the == sta~ finally hired can 

not be established. What is clear, however, is that the attorneys 

Phillips did recruit were essentially "green"; inexperienced in 

investigative work, grand jury presentation, complicated pretrial 

manuevering and trial work. 

Phillips' efforts to recruit among the Watergate Special 

Prosecutor'- - = staff were equally unsuccessful. Philadelphia, 

'~nfort~nate!y, is not as alluring as Boston or San Francisco, 

and salaries offered by ~,~ashinc~on law firms for Cox-Jawcrski-Ru~h 



Discussions with Nick Scopetta, Commissioner of Investigation 

in the City of New York, did not produce any candidates for Phillips. 

Although Scopetta contacted each of the five District Attorneys in 

the City in an attempt to generate interest in the OSP, his efforts 

were unproductive. Phillips communicated with Hen_~y Petersen, then 

Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Criminal Division of the 

United States Justice Department, but could not secure any candidates 

for his staff. A conversation with the then Chancellor of the 

Philadelphia Bar Association about borrowing experienced trial 

lawyers from some of the City's large firms was equally unproductive. 

In fact, the only concrete suggestion he received was to place 

an advertisement for lawyers in the Legal !nteili~encer. 

While Phillips may have been somewhat misguided in his 

focus on recruiting experienced trial lawyers -- since he had an 

ecua! if not more compelling need for ~ 
- a~o.neys skilled in 

investigation -- the disinterest of the former Chancellor is 

instructive. There was precedent for the large Philadelphia law 

firms to "lend" personnel to a public service effort. During 

his first term as District Attorney from 1966-70, Arlen Specter 

sought and obtained the cooperation of a number of large firms 

to secure some of their younger attorneys for his staff. It had 

been understood that they would return to their offices and 

careers in the civil field when their public service was completed 

a,_er a few years. Arguably, law firm..s saw less advantage for 

their vounc !a'~vers or the firms to permit their ~ 

participate in the pursuit of public corruption invo!vinc the 

&nteraction o = ccm_~e~-~al clients and . ~ ' . . . .  Du~=~c officials. 



Although Phillips' efforts to recruit prosecutors ex"p. erienced 

in anti-corruption workwere unsuccessful, he did hire several 

ia~jers who had worked in the Philadelphia District Attorney's 

office during At!on Specter's regime. They left the staff relatively 

early in its existence. H~owever, Phillips received a large 

number of unsolicited applications for attorney positions with the 

OSP, although none fit the profile he had in mind when he accepted 

his appointment. 

legal experience. 

experience at all. 

Of the attorneysPhillipsultimately hired, at least five 

had experience with Public Defender offices in Philadelphia and New 

Jersey~ The man he finally chose as his first assistant, Ben 

Joseph, was one of this group. Joseph, a 1968 University of 

Pennsylvania Law School graduate, had been a trial attorney for 

the United States Civil Service Commission and had investigated 

violations of the Hatch Act. Prior to that he had worked as an 

assistant public defender in Philadelphia. 

~ong the other attorneys several had experience in 

commercial law and one was a trained accountant. Another 

had worked on contract compliance with the Pennsylvania Human 

Relations Commission. Three others had had no prior full-time 

More than one thirdof the la~Ters had no ~-~-~ 

Law schools represented in the s ~=== ~- included 

Harvard, C~orgetown, Villanova, Col~T~ia, Temple, Pittsburgh and 

Yale. Most of the law%'ers had graduated within three years of j :-{~ o ...... g 

the staff. 

-n_eres~_n~ ~=__=.~. the recruiting process is re='--~-=; in 

in the attorney applicant log which the OSP maintained. Repeated 

reference to applicants' --~h~=~c ability cr exDe_ie:.~= f-'..d 



it. Phillips appars to have been impressed whenever one of the 

applicants had literally been a good "ball player". He apparently 

assumed that the aggressiveness essential to success in some forms 

of athletics would carry over to success in investigation and • 

prosecution. The evaluators have not been able to find any 

research which confirms that hypothesis. 

The attorney cadre included one black lawyer. Phillips also 

hired two female lawyers, They were given investigative and 

prosecution assignments during their terms with the OSP. While 

Phillips was cognizant of the need for a skilled appellate or "law 

man", since he had anticipated many of the legal challenges with 

which the OSP was actually confronted, he was not successful in 

recruiting such a person. 

While Phillips was successful in recruiting a very capable 

Chief investigator, Wayne Bishop, he had great difficulty in 

securing other qualified investigators. Bishop, a former Captain 

in the Connecticut State Police, had headed that Department's 

Intelligence Division for a number of years. Ee had a national 

reputation in police circles for his work in the organized crime 

field and after his retirement had served as Chief Field Investigator 

for the Senate Watergate Committee. 

Bishop was described by those~ knew him well as hard-bitten, 

fair, creative and very demanding of his subordinates. He and Phillips 

developed an excellent working relationship. Bishop quick!v earned 

the respect of the agents the OSP was able to recruit ~nd appeared 

zo be an excellent choice for the position. Unfortunately ~= ;~ed 

in Septe..nber of 1974, before the OSP was well launched. 



While Phillips had hoped to s=c~.r= experienced Federal agents 

for the investigative staff, including some from the D.E.A. with whom 

he had worked complicated narcotics conspiracy cases in Southern 

District, he was ~nsuccessful He was unable to secure • federal 

agents, either under the provisions of the intergoverrar.ental 

Personnel Act or by inducing others to retire from federal service. 

Once again, it was salary and longevity that caused the reluctance. 

Investigative accounting skills are a sine qua non for the 

investigation of public corruption, especially when the focus 

is upon allegedly illegal public works contracts, political 

contributions and bribe_--y. Here too, it was almost impossible 

for Phillips to secure the necessary exp. ertise. Until October, 

1974 when he hired a former I.R.S. Intelligence Agent who had 

worked wi~h a Federal Organized Crime Strike Force in New York 

City, he had little investigative accounting expertise available. 

Shortly after the OSP was created Phillips hired a recent law 

school graduate who had a bachelor's degree in accounting and Some 

lim/ted public accounting experience, in July, 1974 a recent 

accounting graduate was also hired to assist with the examination 

of books and records. These three men, and some part-time accounting 

students constituted the investigative accounting capability for 

the balance of Phillips' tenure. 

During Phillips' two years as Special Prosecutor the OSP 

never had more than 15 investigative agents including supervisors. 

The complement included a youthful, retired Detective Sergeant =~ 

the New York City Police Department, John Desmond, who bec== Chief 

~nvestigator =~ll~,v~-~ Bishop' ......... ~ s death Desmond had had ~-- ~" - " ~=.~C -C'; 

investizative experience in ' = New York Dol~c= ~=~=_-~:._,~ 
" - . . . . . .  -'--=--- =nd had 



served in the detective squad assigned to the New York County 

District Attorney's Office. Of four former Philadelphia Police 

~ "  

o~-!cers hired by the OSP two had served with the local District 

Attorney's Office. None, however, had previously done any significant 

police or municipal corruption investigation. In addition, this 

staff included a former Marine Intelligence Officer with limited 

investigative experience, a civilian woman who was converted to an 

investigator from a secretarial position. 

Three investigators were former special agents of the 

Pennsylvania Crime Commission; two others had had some investigative 

experience in the Military Police Corps. One agent, with three 

years experience in the United States Secret Service earlier in 

his career, left a job as a claims adjuster to join the office. 

Another agent, in addition to ~hose already noted, had worked as a 

prison correctional officer. With the exception of two of the 

former Philadelphia officers, the investigative cadre remained 

essentially intact throughout Phillips' tenure. 

A sampling of investigative reports reveals the usual police 

prose, with one notable exception. One man's reports were remarkably 

literate. Upon inquiry it was determined that he was one of the 

former Philadelphia policemen who had spent several years as a 

reporter for United Press International covering municipal 

government. 



Structure of the Office 

Phillips had expected to create two sections for attorneys; 

one to work on police corruption and one to focus upon public 

corruption. He envisioned having two section supervisors who 

would report to the first assistant who in turn would report to 

him. In reality, he was never able to achieve that objective 

because he was unable to hire attorneys with prior experience 

He and Joseph made rough allocations of cases among the staff 

attorneys consistent with a sense of dual sections. The division, 

------however, was more distinct for purposes of investigative assignments 

to lawyers than for trials. Essentially attorneys handled whatever 

matters had to be tried. The criteria for assignment was availability 

ra~her than a designation of subject responsibilities. 

The investigative functions of the OSP were carried out by 

police agents and investigative accountants. The principal 

investigative accountant reported to Phillips, Joseph and often to 

any attorney who requested his aid. The remainder of the accounting 

staff reported to him. Police agents operated through a highly 

structured chain of conumand. 

gator and a chief investigator. 

Phillips. 

This included a supervising investi- 

The chief investigator reported to 

On rare occasions, teams of attorneys and investigators were 

formed to pursue particular matters. However, the ordina~z mode 

of operation was that investigators would work through their 

supervisors -- taking assignments and orders from them and repcrtinc 

to them. Lawyers, on the ether han~,near!y always operated on ~=~- 

own, without im~?.ediate supervision. The !a~ers could call for 



investigative assistance but ordinarily this would be done through 

a supervisor. Typically, some attorneys had favorite agents whom 

they would attempt to have assigned to their work. 

Frequently, in the absence of an ad hoc team, various agents 

would work on individual cases. There was a distinct lack of 

continuity when agents would do only bits and pieces in a matter. 

The lawyers often conducted parts of an investigation without sharing 

their findings with any agents. This frequently resulted in the 

investigative staff having only partial information or records 

concerning an important prosecution in the office. 

The administrative, financial and support f'~nctions in the 

OSP were the responsibility of an office administrator to whom 

Phillips delegated his authority. This administrator reported 

directly to him. Before designating the woman who survived his 

tenure, Phillips had made two unfortunate selections for the 

position and they had created serious problems in the operation of 

the office. However, Nancy Ezold, his final selection whom he 

appointed in November of 1974, did an excellent job. 

Relationship T.~ ~ --~., OSP Staff Lawyers 

initially, Phillips was able to maintain a high degree of 

• morale among his legal staff. He sought to instill in them a 

feeling of mission and dedication. He Was aided by the fact that 

they were fighting a difficult battle against tremendous odds. The 

staff, working with inadequate resources against very stron~ 

cpponents, were drawn closer tcgether. Their greates~ source of 

encouragement was the ne%.~spaper publicity which hailed their precress. 



However, Phillips was not an easily accessible or affable 

leader. He remained most!v in his office, aloof from his ~ == 
- s ~a__ , and 

only communicated with individual staff members on a need-no-know 

basis. Members of the office were not told routinely what cases the 

OSP was pursuing. They knew about their own cases and were able to 

learn about some others from their associates. But they were not 

briefed about the office's overall strategies or caseload by Phillips 

or his deputy Ben Joseph. A number of the lawyers resented this 

secrecy. Some respected and applauded it. However, except for one 

or two lawyers, the staff could not form an easy relationship ~ 
. w_~h 

the boss. 

Here again, Phillips was following the model of the Southern 

District. But without the personality, experience or reputation 

of United States Attorney Robert Morganthau, Phillips was less than 

effective. His leadership did not dominate the Office. Ra~ner, 

each of the bright, young and eager lawyers on his staff went his 

own way. ~natever supervision there was, came from the wa_--m.er ~nd 

better liked first deputy, Ben Joseph. Joseph was the one who usually 

assigned cases to staff lawyers and provided continuing guidance to 

them. He also recognized that some of Phillips' actions or directives 

were considered unreasonable by some members of the staff. ~ 

Because of his failure to obtain an appellate chief, Phillips insisted 

on having all written matters concerning OSP cases, including official 

letters, submitted to him for editing and rewriting. Phillips 

admits to being fearful that an inadequately prepared cr written 

document from his office might be submitted to a court. 



However it was the view of a number of h_ staff that Phillips t = 

rewriting resulted at times in a poorer, not a better presentation. 

Apart from the merits, the egos of some of ~he proud young !awyers 

on the s~. were clearly bruised. Some of ~hem balked and came to 

Joseph who mollified them by letting them bring their papers to him 

for less intensive review. 

Strategy, Tactics and Intelligence 

Acknowledging the constraints to developing an effective 

investigative capability, it is nonetheless difficult to understand 

the failure to develop a rational program for ~he development of an 

investigative strategy and the collection and analysis of intelligenc 

In broad terms, the missions of ~he OSP were clear; police 

corruption and public corruption in Philadelphia. What is ~nclear 

and in fact, has been impossible for us to discern, were the 

investigative strategies consciously determined by Phillips. P~en 

he assumed office there were two principal data sources upon which 

he could have drawn in formulating ~hose strategies; the Pennsylvania 

Crime Commission Report on Police Corruption in Philadelphia with 

its supporting materials, and the presentments issued by a series of 

special investigating grand juries examining public corruption 

between 1969 and 1973. .... 

Phillips did review the Crime Commission's report and spent time 

at its St. Davids, Pa. offices reviewing materials its staff had 

gathered. He conferred there with the Conumission = _~_.L~_, Executive 

Director, Lawrence Hoyle, who had led the lengthy police corruption 

investigation, and with other staff members He is __ -t 
• -:Do~ ed, however, 

~" have e:coress=; only ~ = ~  "~ - -- - ....... u en~hus:_s~.~ for ~he ~o.=-~-~ 

DCI~C~ cc--~Dtion inves*~=-;on -- 
....... --z~-- . One =-gnificant cm.issicn hv hi.~. 



- , Q  

during this early period and throughout his tenure is relevant to 

t h i s  i s s u e .  

When the OSP was formed the Director of Field Operations for 

the Crime Commission was David Breen. He had been responsible 

for the work of all the Commission's agents assigned to the 

Philadelphia police corruption investigation and was the most 

knowledgeable member of its staff in this area. 

Breen was aware that most of the Commission's materials were 

investigative leads, not solid cases for prosecution. He believed 

that many matters were ripe for intensive investigation, especially 

with the availability of an investigating grand jury and assumed 

the OSP would follow them up. For reasons that could not be 

clarified, Phillips never discussed these or or/net ma~-e_s~ ~ with him. 

Breen was substantially more than a garden-variety investigative 

supervisor. His first career was with the F.B.I. from which he 

retired to take employment with the State of Pennsylvania. His 

last F.B.!. post was Philadelphia where for a number of years he 

was supervisor of the organized crime program. The F.B.i.'s informant 

and intelligence programs have been sufficiently well documented in 

recent years and require no extended discussion here. it is f=~-i_- to 

note, however, that few persons, if any, had more extensive knowledge 

o = conditions relevant to the dual missions of the OSP th~n Breen. 

~i~ntlv. zut. , it is inccmprehensib!e why. .°h~!~._ __.~os igno__~=~ such a 

p~,~=11v heiDfu! source. 



There is no documentation available describing how, or 

even if, strategic alternatives for the OSP were examined. No 

planned priority between police corruption and public corruption 

was established -- although it !ater emerged. The different 

manifestations of corruption were neither ranked nor rated. The 

potential for impact upon various government systems was ignored 

in developing an OSP work plan. In short, strategic planning for 

the OSP effort was, as far as can be judged, non-existent. 

The only strategy the OSP apparently had was one of developing 

evez-y prosecution possible, within the broadest definition of the 

basic mandate from the Attorney General and the language of 

charges to investigating grand juries. In sum, Phillips opted to 

go "headhunting" for bad guys -- cops and public officials. The 

problem, however, was that there was little focus to the effort. 

No evidence exists that the OSP attempted to outline a corrupt 

system -- as for example one for the issuance of a parti ~ ~ - - , cu_a_~y 

sensitive type of contract -- identify ~he participants in the 

contract award process, and then zero in on that area. The OSP 

program was essentially reactive throughout its life, rather than 

aggressively proactive. 

Given the seriously restricted evidence gathering opportunities 

under Pennsylvania law, tactical options for the OSP were more 

easily assessed. These included the use of undercover agents, 

creating a paid informant program and the use of grand ju_~; process 

to compel the production of business records for review to disc!cse 

evidence of criminal activities, including the ceneraticn of 

susz~cious__ amounts of cash. Creating an apparently, illegal =~_~.t_r~_i-e= ~ = 

such a =_ a !otterv or a beok~akin~c czeration -- ~ provide = 



opportunity for corrupt Do!ice to ~ 
- - . at~ .... pt extortion was apparently 

considered, but rejected. The idea was opposed by Bishop and his 

successor, both of whom apparently felt that such activity would 

be per se illegal. Their opposition, while open to argument on 

legal grounds, persuaded Phillips against such a project. Trans- 

actional immunity was available for some time during Phillips' 

term -- until administratively foreclosed by Attorney General 

Kane -- and was utilized in a number of cases. 

Until a prohibition was enacted by the Legislature in NovemBer, 

1974 the OSP sought to use body microphones and body recorders to 

obtain evidence during investigations; especially where it could 

corroborate the potential testimony of a cooperating witness. 

Throughout its life the OSP sought to "turn" or "flip" witnesses 

to secure their testimony against higher-ranked figures in suspect 

situations. Much of its investigative activity was directed toward 

this objective. Developing perju~j and contempt cases was also 

conceived of as a means to exert pressure upon ~now!edgeable but 

hostile witnesses, but due to inordinate court delays, was of only 

limited utility during Phillips' tenure Phillips ~= 
" • ' e-_or~s to 

utilize the penal provisions of Pennsylvania tax statutes as ~n 

anti-corruption weapon were constrained by the insubstantial 

sanction available in the statutory penalties. 

The standard tactics available for cor_~uption investigation 

were reasonably well known to Phillips and his chief investigators. 

The degree to which they were used effectively, however, was limited 

by th~ factors; legal constraints, inadequate support from -..t-rna! 

agencies and officials, and the competence of the staff personnel in 

beth management and line positions. 



Both before field operations began at the OSP and thereafter, 

when circumstances could have warranted changes, the existence of 

a quality intelligence capability would have contributed substantially 

to strategic decision-making. The elements of an intelligence 

program have been well known for some time. Indee~ the federal 

government has made available manuals for the organization and 

operation of intelligence units since 1970. It has also supported 

specialized training for both intelligence collectors and intelligence 

analysts. In addition there are substantial numbers of former 

~ilita~z personnel with skills in these areas available for 

employment. 

Early in Phillips' terr~ two employees from the Pennsylvania 

Crime Commission joined his staff and created the filing and 

indexing system. One left the office shortly thereafter and the 

second switched to work as an investigator. 

Whether or not the two men who installed ~he original file 

and index system had the capability to up-grade it to support a 

sophisticated intelligence program is izrelevant. They left before 

they could do this and Phillips never sought to create such a 

program. 

The intelligence program can be briefly described as follows. 

There was no regular intelligence collections plan(s) at the OSP. 

Each investigator collected information relevant to the particular 

case or cases he was working. In addition, agents were expected 

to report ad hoc pieces of information considered relevant to 

the office's mission. NewsPapers. were read ~nd ar~_c__s~ ~= of in~eres~ 

depending upon the vagaries of individual agents -- c~ipped and filed. 



A female employee at the OSP, nominally Head of the Intelligence 

Section but in fact an Administrative Assistant, maintained the so- 

called intelligence index and files. These were an alphabetical 

file of index cards mounted on a rotating bin. Names, ~ institutions, 

: locations, etc., contained in investigative reports and news 

clippings were indexed; as well as references to them in trial and/or 

grand jury transcript. Thus, a particular index card might contain 

references to specific cases, page numbers in case files, and page 

numbers of trial and grand jury transcript. 

The Head of Intelligence also maintained the central investi- 

gative files. A woman with a strong sense of m~ssion, she kept 

tight control over materials. Each investigative jacket contained 

pages numbered serially to make ~he indexing system coherent. 

These well ordered central files contrasted starkly wi~h the con- 

dition of the attorney-legal files which are best described simply 

as a disaster. 

The index cards had some utility for an agent "con~nencinq 

an investigation; they could provide any references recorded 

earlier to the subject. Unfortunately, no means were employed 

to discriminate among such references. There was no system for 

the grading of sources as to reliability or for the weighing of the 

probability of the accuracy of infoznnation. Therefore, an investi- 

gator had no way to know which material referenced might be 

relevant to his inquiry, and whether or not the infor~nation might be 

relied upon. W~ile subsequent references to the s~me subject 

were recorded the index did not reflect whether new information 

confirmed or controverted ear!~=~ material. 



The woman referred to earlier as Head of Intelligence was assignee 

to work with the cards and continued in that position throughout the li 

of the OSP. Since she had no specific training for intelligence work 

and no informed guidance in managing that function, it is not 

reasonable to charge her with any shortcomings. This is especially 

true since throughou t the life of the office she was never provided 

adequate clerical support and had great difficulty keeping abreast 

of the routine work flow. 

i% is unfortunate ~hat no thought was apparently given to 

training her as an analyst or alternatively, to recruiting ~n 

experienced analyst. The use of even the most elementary tool of 

intelligence analysis -- the link diagram -- could have contributed 

subst~ntia!ly to the work of the OSP. While it is no doubt true that 

agents and attorneys had varying degrees of knowledge and awareness 

of suspected corrupt police officers, city employees and other 

persons, there is no evidence of any attempt to chart the alleged 

systems of corruption. This deficiency, had significant implications 

for making both strategic and tactical decisions. 

While prosecutors are not known for either deep interest or 

dedication to the process of intelligence, Philiips' apparent 

absence of interest in this area is surprising. His work in the 

Southern District was with agents of the Drug Enforcement Adminis- 

tration. Within the federal investigative establishment, D.E.A. 

has devoted as much or more resources to the development of a 

sophisticated intelligence program than any other agency, it has 

trained iarce, n'~.~bers of its Dersonne I .  - _..~ analysis an~.; placed 



them in n~merous offices throughout the United States. As Chief 

of the Narcotics Section Phillips should have been sensitive to 

the tactical and strategic value of ~n effective intelligence 

program. While a traditional case-making focus is appropriate for 

an individual prosecutor it is too narrow fcr the principal official 

directing investigations and prosecution of a multi-faceted corruptic 

problem in a large city. 

Since the deceased Chief Investigator, Wayne Bishop, was a 

knowledgeable and sophisticated former police intelligence commander 

it is assumed that had he lived, this omission would have been 

addressed. The fact ~hat the deficiency continued throughout 

Phillips' tenure can only be explained by his lack of awareness of 

how a quality intelligence program could have contributed to the 

work of the OSP. 

investigative Procedure 

Whenever a complaint or tip was received by the office, the 

Chief investigator assigned it to an agent, initially, the agent 

opened an investigative file and performed a "background" investi- 

gation on any individuals or companies named. The backgrouhd check 

usually included a credit rating, motor vehicle and operators permit 

checks, as well as compiling biographical information and a listing o~ 

associates. However, this effort was generally unproductive since 

the == 
e~ort was essentially ~nfocused. The manpower devoted to 

performing these initial surveys would have been more effectively 

employed if assigned to active matters. 

After the initial step, investigaters repcrted ~ir findincs 

to the Chief Investigator T~ a ma~= 
. . . .  -__r appeared promising, 

the Chie = Investicator recue=ted -;'~ - 
- - ~ = - a ~ _ ~ o ~ , a ~  investica ~ ~.~ 

- . ~ - - ~ -  s e . "~ , t 
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physical surveillance or interviews. 

A developing case was referred to the First Assistant who 

assigned it to a lawyer for follow-up. Thereafter, the assigned 

assistant received copies of all relevant investigative reports 

t filed. 

The assistant determined to whom grand jury subpoenas should 

be addressed and gave them to the Chief Investigator for service by 

an agent. No systematic attempt was made to info~--m investigators who 

had been assigned to a case about testimony secured before the 

grand jury. If additional investigation was necessary, an assistant 

made a request which traveled up through channels to the First 

Assistant, over to the Chief Investigator and down to an agent who 

was then available. The resulting lack of con~nunication between at,or. 

and agents constrained the systematic construction of cases. It 

may well have also precluded the development of certain cases. 

Because of Phi!lips' reservations about the creation of records, 

little of the history of a case's development appeared in the 

investigative files. The paucity of material in investigative 

files is also attributable to the absence of requirements of periodic 

status reports and case evaluations. 

A review of the investigative flies produced several folders whic~ 

contained only the initial complaint form which had marked the opening 

of the investigation. There was nothingelse. 

In~ra-o.~ace communications were also stifled by the lack of a 

centralized attorney-case file system. Assistants often placed 

memoranda describing progress they had made in their own files, but 

no word of their advances reached the investigators. Acents -=-=iy 

received progress reports, from attcrnevs_ about cases t:-~v..~, worked zn, 



- prosecution. 

OSP Cases 

The Crime CoMmission developed few cases that were ripe for 

This was confirmed by an experienced former 

Deputy Attorney General Michael Von Moschzisker. 

Before Phillips was appointed VonMDs~hziskerhadbeenaskedbythe Attorney Gen~ 

Packel to examine the Crime Commission's materials and assess 

their potential for prosecution. From his review of the cases it 

was clear to him that nearly all required investigative follow-up 

before prosecution. Von Moschzisker's conclusions were communicated 

to Phillips in a memorandum dated March 27, 1974. 

While the OSP had only a few agents available and little 

original investigative work had been initiated, there were a nu~.ber 

of Crime Commission matters and investigations begun by Arlen 

Specter's assistants which were pursued. By mid-May subpoenas were 

being issued by the January 1974 grand jury. However, until the 

end of August, 1974 all but one matter presented to ~he grand ju~j 

had originated with either the Crime Commission or with the Specter 

grand juries. The Cr~me Commission cases covered three areas of 

alleged corrupt police activities; gambling, prostitution and 

violations of the Pennsylvania liquor code. The OSP follow-up of 

the Specter 1972 grand jury's work involved the State Pharmacy Board, 

architectural and engineering contracts with the City, the Pennsylvania 

Liquor Control Board, daiz-! company kickbacks, ~he State Bureau of 

Professional and Occupational Affairs and fund raising by the 

Democratic City Committee through its Jefferson Jackson Day Dinner. 

= - ==icers and three g=_r~!ers were Ultimately, ~ou. police o~ 

indicted on a variety of charges arising from the Crime Con~.ission 

investigation, including varicus!y bribery, obstruction of the adnin- 



• ;ere =onvicted of perju~--¢. Two officers were acquitted at 

trial and two convicted. One of the Crime Commission cases 

involved a defendant alleged to be a gambler who bribed police 

officers. He was acquitted by a trial jury. 
i 

A review of one of the OSP prosecutions resulting from the 

Crime Commission's work may provide some insights to the problems 

and issues which confronted the OSP. Since the three for:nor 

defendants were acquitted, the following synthesizes the allegations 

against them. The allegations are not to be taken as facts under 

the circumstances. ~o of the defendants in ~his case were police 

officers assigned to the Chief Inspector's Squad -- responsible for 

Vice control activity throughout the City. The third man was an 

alleged gambler. All were indicted, variously for bribe~ Z and other 

charges arising from a "pad" or pay-off scheme developed to protect 

the gambler's operations. 

The cases were developed through the cooperation of a 

corrupt former member of the Chief inspecter's Squad who recorded 

certain evidence against the defendants with a body tape recorder 

before the law was changed. Other tape recordings were made by 

agents of the Crime Commission from transmissions received through 

a body transmitter worn by the cooperating officer. He gathered 

the incriminating evidence while working undercover for the Crime 

commission after being confronted with evidence of his own crimina!itv 

by Commission agents. 

The essence of the scheme between the four persons, including 

the state's witness was a monthly schedule of pav~,ents to him to be 

shared with the other two officers. A bar owner and another game, let 



were purportedly able to corroborate some of the factual elements of 

the witness's potential trial testimony. 

Obviously, the burden of persuading a trial jury of the truth 

of particular testimony is increased when the witness is a self- 

confessed criminal , Corroborative testimony from the two other 

civilians and use of the tape recor~gs . would have enhanced the 

credibility of the witness. However, one civilian died before 

trial ~nd the other, the bar owner reversed his previously 

cooperative stance and became patently hostile to ~he prosecution. 

Little real effort was expended by ~he OSP to locate him at the time 

of trial and he, in fact, did not testify. 

The crucial Crime Commission tapes, upon which the OSP apparently 

expected to rely heavily to corroborate Weiner's trial testimon~ were 

of little value. They purportedly revealed six incidents of corrupt 

activity by the defendants. The usefulness of several of the recording~ 

had been seriously questioned by Yon Moschzisker in his early review 

memorandum. More important, however, was the fact that the trial 

judge refused to allow four of the six recordin~ to be presented 

to the jury, on the grounds they were inaudible. ~n offer to intro- 

duce a fifth recording was withdrawn by the Commonwealth at trial, 

for reasons which are not clear. Thus, only one recording was 

a~mitted and the case depended almost exclusively upon the testimony 

of an admittedly corrupt witness. 

OSP agents had consulted with technical experts about improving 

the sound quality of ~he recordings, but were advised that the 

original recordings had been made with inferior equipment and nothing 

could be done to improve their quality, indeed, this same Problem 



confronted the OSP with all the recordings it received from the 

Crime Commission. 

The civilian bar owner who had cooperated with the Crime 

Commission and was a potential witness for the OSP: apparently 

changed his mind when his identity and knowledge of his prior 

cooperation with the Commission became known. This followed the releas 

of the Commission's Report. OSP agents learned of his alleged 

harassment and apparent change of heart. Yet, they apparently did 

little to encourage his cooperation. 

The case under discussion, Commonwealth v. James Mallov, Fred 

lannarelli and Leonard Gniewek, is instructive for several reasons. 

First, according to the Yon Moschzisker review, the case against 

Officer lannarelli was the strongest, potential prosecution resulting 

from the Crime Commission's 1974 report. If t.hat opinion was 

accurate, and there is hardly reason to doubt it, little of the 

Crime Commission's exploration could or should have been regarded 

as easily convertible for prosecution purposes. Under such cir- 

cumstances the necessity for the development of new informants and 

cooperative witnesses to make fresh cases for ~he OSP became ~n 

~perative. The climate of apathy toward corruption in the City of 

Philadelphia and the limitations upon evidence gathering under 

State law made that objective extremely difficult, if not impossible. 

In a larger sense, the case's history, illustrates the 

extraordinary delays the OSP encountered in attempting to bring 

matters to trial. Attached as Appendix 2, is a copy cf the Com~on- 

wea!th's ~nswer to Defendant'- = Motions to Dismiss Indictments Under 

~a. Rule i!00 (which requires t-~a! within !S0 da3"s of indictment), 

in the above case. The reader's attenticn ~s invited to the ma -=~=l 



appearing as NEW ~T~,R, at Page 3, et seq. Although the defendants 

were indicted in July of 1974, trial did not occur until April of 

1976. To persons sophisticated in the world of criminal justice, and 

more specifically the criminal courts of our larger cities, the histor~ 

of delay and manuevering in this case is disheartening perhaps, but 

not surprising. To the inexperienced or naive it may be shocking. 

For OSP attorneys, this experience was routine. 

To an objective reviewer, the acquittals are hardly surprising. 

At best the Commonwealth's evidence was limited and its probative 

quality weak. Most surprising, however, is that the case was pursued 

at all. Phillips must have been aware that if it was lost, the 

office would lose credibility. The trial took place after Phillips 

had been dismissed. It is possible that in discussions about 

dismissing the case, the youthful enthusiasm of the trial prosecutor 

outweighed the possible disadvantages of an acquittal. Yet, 

dismissal might have been a wiser course. 

It is neither possible nor even desirable in a report of • ~ 

this kind to attempt to comment upon every matter the OSP considered 

and processed. However, selected cases can provide insights to ~he 

operating style in the office, problems encounteered both within 

and outside the office and ultimately some explanation for its 

ineffectiveness. 

One of the OSP's more prominent matters was the "Metal Theft Case. 

Because nine persons were indicted on various charges ~ the ~+=~ 
- ---. m a . . _ _  , 

and o~v four had been tried as of this date, we are very sensiti-e 

abcut the .possibilitY- -- . of prejudicing any defand~nt's richts,, as well 

as those of the Com.~onwea!th. With that caveat in mind, readers 

hozefuiiv_ . will a~Dreci=~=_. -__ and indulge the circ,~?.specticn we have 



exercized in discussing the case. We have pursued it, nonetheless, 

because we believe it reflects various, important aspects of 0SP 

procedure, style and expertise -- or the absence thereo = 

The case began as a "walk-in" on July 12, 1974. On that 

date, Ira Gregg, a convicted murder~and professional metals 

thief told the OSP about a metals theft and sales ring, which 

had allegedly been operating from 1968 until sometime in 1971 or 

1972. Gregg claimed that two Philadelphia detectives assigned to 

a Pawn and Junk Squad had headed the operation. The alleged 

operation, as well as Gregg's motives for coming forward, were 

relatively uncomplicated. Valuable scrap and raw metals were stolen 

from metals dealers and then sold by prearrangement to metals fences. 

A principal outlet for stolen property was purportedly the Metal 

Bank of America, a firm which traded in scrap and raw metals. The 

alleged prime fence was Harold Go!dberg, an employee of Metal Bank 

of America. Goldberg committed suicide prior to trial. 

Gregg's interest in cooperating with the OSP was to secure its 

help in connection with a recent first-degree murder conviction for 

which he was awaiting sentence. He hoped to have the murder 

verdict vacated and then be permitted to plead to a lesser charge. 

He also wanted the OSP's assistance wi~h the Federal Parole Board 

regarding a sentence he was serving after conviction for theft. 

While Gregg was hardly a rose, he had an excellent memo~-y 

and made a very. credible appearance. It is to be noted that the 

entire operation about which Gregg informed the OSP had been 

investigated by federal authorities in 1972. That investigation 

had produced several indictments, but not of the two police officers. 

Grecc and ==v =~-~ others had been ~_~= 2=; in ___ . . . . . .  c~;z~c~_, fede -=~ trials. 
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Gregg was interviewed numerous tLmes after his initial 

contact with OSP. On July 23rd and August 24th, 1974 he detailed 

his various cramlnal acts and provided identification of his 

fellow thieves. One of these co-conspirators was interviewed and 

confirmed that he had been a member of the ring. He further 

specifically admitted three thefts in which he had participated. 

Prior to presenting the case to the grand jury, the OSP 

investigation was lintited essentially to interviewing Gregg, the 
--. 

co-consplrator, and theft victims. In addition, photographs were 

taken of the locations where the robberies or b~glaries had occurred. 

Pursuant to an order by the Supervising Judge, we have reviewed 

~he transcripts of the presentation to the grand jury. which considered 

the metal theft case. Since there are still six defendants awaiting 

trial we d~ net feel free to comment specifically about the nature or 

quality of ~he presentations against particular defendants. However, 

we believe some general comments are appropriate. 

The presenting assistant did a competent job in submitting 

the available evidence, including the testimony of Ira Gregg. 

We do question, however, the manner in which certain claims o = 

privilege against self-incrimination were permitted to pass 

essentially unchallenged. Our Teading of the grand jury record 

suggests ~hat in several situations, arguments that the privilege 

had been waived could have been sustained. We noted in o~ner 

presentations, in unrelated cases, either an apparent reluctance 

to pursue the waiver argument or the lack of recognition tha~ such 

a waiver situation existed. Given the lack of experience ~- 

grand jur3- investigation o4 nearly all the atto~-eys the omission 

~= ~nderstandab!e, but neverthe.~ss unfcrt~na~e ~e ~ e m s  ~=~= 



compounded by the absence of any experienced supervisors, other than 

Phillips himself. Put simply, there were no trained section leaders 

who could run case-by-case tutorial programs for the "~reen" la~.~ers 

and help them identify and deal with such issues. 

The trials of four of the nine original defendants in the 

metal theft case commenced on September 8, 1975, and resulted in 

guilty verdicts for two men. A third was acquitted and the fourth 

was granted a mistrial. One of the original defendants committed 

suicide while awaiting trial; and four others are awaiting the 

disposition of certain pretrial motions. The trial consumed the 

period from September 8th to December 15~h, 1975 and involved a 

substantial co~i~ment of OSP attorney-power. The First Assistant 

and two other attorneys worked full time with the case during ~his 

period. ~'~ile we recognize the complexity of the case, we regard 

the commitment of three la~ers as excessive. Further, we are 

persuaded that the involvement of one of the ~hree attorneys had 

a substantial negative effect upon another matter, discussed 

subsequently. 

it is frankly difficult to accept the justifications offered 

for the major commitment of attorney manpower. We agree ~- tn=t the 

range of incidents, the inter-relationships between persons, and 

the number of examinations of witnesses were too complicated for one 

attorney to ccn%rol effectively. This is persuasive for the 

assignment of a second lawyer. Yet, in addition to the First 

Assistant -- who was the principal attorney at the trial -- the 

Dresentinc assistant also participated, rt is h _d to unders-and -;by 

-he third la:~qzer was necessary. We suspect that, as tc the third 

='"-'=- t ~= case was recarded =s a tra:ninc opportunity, a -ray tc 



provide seasoning for an inexperienced but ~ ~ ° 
- - ae~ermlned young prosecutor 

This othe~.~ise praiseworthy~ idea was ill advised in an office with 

such a small staff ~_n unfortunate consequence of that decision was 

that another case regarded as significant by the OSP was put in the 

hands of attorneys with insufficient experience and knowledge of the 

matter. 

in the OSP, an unwritten operating protocol held that written 

materials potentially subject to discovery, were to be kept to a 

minimum. An overly broad interpretation and implementation of the 

policy had unfortunate consequences. The absence of periodic 

investigative case reports providing recorded continuity to matters 

made it very difficult to follow developments. For an attorney other 

than one who had had continuous involvement as a particular matter 

evolved, reconstruction of the case was tortuous. 

The problem was compounded by the perennially chaotic state of 

the attorney files in the office and ~he inexperience of the l~yers. 

.An aspect of the metal theft case illustrates the problems. During 

the early stages of that investigation, an alleged co-conspirator with 

Gregg was interviewed. He admitted having participated in several 

crimes with Gregg. At trial this defendant testified that he had, 

in fact, not participated in any crimes with Gregg. He was not 

confronted with his prior inconsistent statement and no attempt was 

made to lay the foundation for use of the earlier a~.ission as 

substantive evidence against him. Arguably, the latter may have been 

a more sophisticated tactic than could reasonably be expected frcn 

attorneys ..~6. ,,_~n cn!v limited experience However, the fail,~ = 
" - - . r ~  to 

attempt to impeach the witness is incomprehensible. Either the 

attorneys just did not underszand hcw ze use =,~h = --~=~ -iece -= 
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evidence or the files were in such chaotic condition that they were 

unaware they had it. Certain!v, with three attorneys assigned to the 

trial it would have been reasonable to expect ~he identification and 

ready availability of all materials relevant to the potential 

testimony of a defendant and all witnesses. 

While the nature of a filing system or the physical condition 

of files may appear to be pedestrian concerns, the effects on the OSP 

performance were real and negative. Based upon ~is prior experience 

in the Southern District where each assistant maintained his ow~ 

case files -- systematically or disorganized __ Dhi71iDs had not 

insisted Upon either a uniform or centralized filing system for 

attorneys. There was no uniformity in case tracking or control. 

Staff attorneys were assigned responsibilities for handling 

specific investigations by Phillips and later by his First Assistant, 

Ben Joseph. During the course o4 their work, attorneys would 

acc~mu!ate reports and memos from the investigative staff, legal 

documents relating to procedural matters -- such as motions, answers, 

pleadings, etc. -- and other items customarily foum.d An case files. 

Each attorney had filinc cabinets in or near his own office in which ( 

his files were kept. There were no uniform requirements as to the 

order in which these files were to be store d or as to the organization 

of the individual files. Thus, the location of any particular legal 

document was a matter known only to the attorney assigned Co the 

case. if two attorneys worked on the s~me case, each would have 

has own file in his own ~-.ng cabinet. ~J I 4 



The weaknesses of this style of operation were underscored 

by the turnover of attorneys or when an attorney was 

taken off a case to concentrate on another matter. Although 

uniformity might easily have been dispensed within a small office, 

there is no substitute for a logical form of organization. A 

majority of the attorneys' files we examined were incomplete 

in some respect. Typically, items were found out of order and 

opposing motions, pleadings, etc. were either not matched to OSP 

documents or missing from the file. 

Since there was no numbering or indexing for control of 

attorneys' files, no one other than an assigned staff attorney 

could know whether a particular file was missing, or even if it 

had ever existed. The former First Assistant had anticipated possible 

problems with case tracking and control and had designed ~nd 

circulated a form to be attached to all attorneys' case files. 

it provided for case numbers (possibly a reference to case numbers 

assigned by the investigative staff) defendant name, charges, key 

dates in the case such as presentment, arraignment, motions, hearings, 

attorney, sentencing, and appeals dana. We could find no evidence 

that this form, or anything simi!a~ was-ever used. 

An illustration of the consequenc@s of such disorganization 

was a file which summarized the investigative work of the Phila- 

delphia District Attorney in the matter of alleged corruption 

in the award of architects' ~nd engineering contracts by the city. 

This file, which members of the legal staff admitted wcu!d have been 



helpful in conducting the architects' investigation, was found ~n 

one attorney's filing cabinets. Although it was normal procedure for 

the office to use a received stamp on all documents coming into 

the office this file bore no evidence as to when it had first come 

into the possession of a member of the Special Prosecutor's ~== 

One staff attorney, who did a significant amount of work in the 

architects' investigation, as well as the former chief investigative 

accountant, insisted that they had never seen the file. Our examinatio~ 

of their work product indicated that ~hey had done substantial 

independent work to obtain the same information which had been 

available in the above mentioned file, as early as two years prior 

to ~ne creation of the Special Prosecutor's office. How much 

additional manpower was wasted as a consequence of file disorder 

is unknown. 

Consistent with what might charitably be called the "decentralizec 

attorney file system" -- and less charitably, the near total 

disorganization of the lawyers' files -- was an inattention to the 

need for case review memoranda by ~ - I' 
a~o~ne.s. With rare exception, 

attorneys who departed the ~ == 
- s~a_~ and even those who were reassigned 

from one matter to another, failed to prepare a briefing memoram.dum 

of points for a successor. 

As a consequence, in one matter, the order from a judge to provide 

certain materials to a defense attorney was not complied wi~h and 

the failure by the OSP to do so was made grounds for a not guilty 

findinc bv the trial judge, in pretrial motions, .h_ d===~ 

attorney moved for ~he production of certain grand ju~z testimony. 
° 

The court ruled agains~ the OSP's effort to resist producing certain 

materials and in a written opinion ordered the materials provided to 
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the defense. In addition, the judge wrote to the defense attorney 

advising that he would make the materials available to him for review 

in the judge's courtroom. The assistant handling the pretrial 

proceedings sent a hand-delivered letter to the judge telling him, 

in effect, that since the court was making the transcript available 

to the defense, there was no need for the OSP to do so. 

The defense attorney never in fact appeared at the pretrial 

judge's chambers to review the requested transcript. At trial he 

argued for a mistrial on the ground that the OSP had not complied 

with the pretrial order. Unfortunately for the OSP -- and as was 

too frequently the case -- the trial assistant was not the same 

person who ha d handled the pretrial proceedings; that attorney had 

already left the staff. Thus, the trial assistant was effectively 

"sandbagged. " in the absence of a transition memorandum from the 

original attorney, he had not been forewarned about the potential 

problem of formal non-compliance. Further, as an inexperienced 

lawyer, he did not anticipate the tactic of ~he defense lawyer. 

This, despite the fact that the defense counsel was well known 

among the City's prosecutors as an exceptionally wily ~nd " ~=" ~ ~ 
- - C l _ _ ! c ~ l ~  

adversary. 

Phillips insists that the documentation referred to above -- 

including the previously assigned assistant's letter -- was in the 

case file. Assuming that to be accurate, the failure to antici- 

pate the potential problem must be attributed either to the ine:~erience 

~cf the trial assistant or the disorder of the file. 
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As noted earlier, Phillips exhibited a hyper-sensitivity to 

the potential for defense discover! of materials in OSP files. His 

concern was so extreme that even discussions of ~ ~ 
s~.a~egy or tactics 

in cases were never reduced to memoranda. Thus, there were no 

advisory documents in trial files to provide guidance for successive 

attorneys assigned particular cases. This produced confusion and 

often conficts between staff attorneys assigned jointly to a case. 

One such matter was the investigation and prosecution of John 

Aleksiejczek, known as the Alec Case. 

Once again, a preliminary caveat is in order. The defendant, 

hereafter referred to as Alec, was indicted and tried on charges 

of conspiracy to commit bribery or extortion. At ~he close of 

the Commonwealth's casej a Demurrer was sustained to all charges. 

Technically, that result reflects a finding by the trial judge 

that the Commonwealth failed to present sufficient evidence to 

make out a prima facie case on the charges. We believe that 

this ruling was erroneous. A post-trial, internal memorandum 

prepared by the OSP attorneys on the question of possible appeal 

agrees. For purposes of a Demurrer, the persuasiveness of evidence 

is irrelevant. The only question is whether there is evidence to 

support each element of the crime charged. However, the OSP analysis 

and our own view is that the trial judge could and should have 

granted a motion for a directed verdict of not guilty, had it been 

offered. The appropriate ground would have been that no jury could 

find the Co~.onwea!th's evidence persuasive beyond a reasonable 

doubt. Thus, an appeal on the technical inaccuracy of the court 

sustaining the Demurrer would have served little purpose. Ciearl},, 

at a retrial the available evidence could net have survived a 



motion for a directed verdict. We note the foregoing in the interest 

o ~ fairness to Mr. Alec who, after all, has not been convicted of 

any offense. 

The case, however, is instructive on many aspects of OSP 

operations. The dramatis personae include ~lec, a man experienced 

in the operation of landfills,, allegedly well-connected with 

officials responsible for the award of contracts for the disposal 

of solid waste in the City of Philadelphia, and Rocco Molinari, a 

Philadelphian who was part-owner of a sanitary landfill located 

in southern New Jersey. In addition, there was a retired former 

city employee, and an OSP investigator, also named Rocoo Molinari. 

For purposes of clarity, the land fill owner is hereafter referred 

to as Mo!inari-owner. The Molinaris were cousins. In addition to 

various-city officials and employees, another relevant individual 

was Mo!inari's co-owner in the land fill, the partner. 

The case began when Molinari-owner complained to his agent 

cousin about his then ~nmrofitable landfill and his di'ficulties in - ~ 

securing City of Philadelphia waste disposal contracts. He told the 

agent that he had hired A!ec, who represented that he could produce 

such a contract through his connections as he had done for others. 

Alec, according to Molinari-owner ~ would work through the 

retired city employee who had the alleged ability to m~<e the 

contract deal which would involve a substantial bribe. The n~es cf 

the city officials which ~ "~ ~ ~ ~.ol~.a~_-owme_ reported that A!ec ~as 

invoking generated great interest at the OSP. ~'~ile Molinari-owner 

was at best an unstable personality, he had made tape recordings 

of various conversations with Aiec and thus had partial corroboration 

for -A_ s -__m_n_- was attributing to A!ec. As the investigation 



developed, with OSP investigators encouraging ~linari-owner to draw 

A!ec out as much as possible , Molinari became increasingly difficult 

to deal with. He was highly neurotic, the victim of a variety of 

phobias and subject to wide va~riations in mood. 

As we have detailed elsewhere in this report, the OSP -- and 

all law enforcement in the Commonwealth -- had lost authority to 

use body bugs. There was therefore no way OSP investigators could 

monitor Alec's representations to Molinari-owner. Since wiretapping 

had-been-illegal for many years in Pennsylvania, ~here was also no 

way agents could overhear telephone conversations between Alec and 

the alleged go-between, the retired city employee. The OSP could, 

and did, however, confirm the existence of telephone calls from 

Alec to the retired employee; Since A!ec was located at the land- 

fill in New Jersey and the go-between was in Pennsylvania, telephone 

toll record analysis confirmed that certain calls Alec told 

Molinari-owner he had made to the retired employee were actually 

made. The contents, however, could not be confirmed. 

in the months following Mo!inari-owner's hiring of A!ec, 

and the evolution of the alleged program to corruptly secure a 

$5 million land fill contract, the potential cost of the deal 

escalated. It rose finally to $!00,000. The OSP investigative 

plan was to let the situation reach the payoff stage. Molinari-owner 

would then pay the $I00,000 (supplied by the OSP) to A!ec who would 

be arrested and "turned" against his co-conspirator. In the 

scenario, Alec would then pay his contact, who would in turn he 

arrested and induced to cooperate against the suspect city officials. 



After great difficulty, the 0SP obtained $100,0~in cash for 

:[o!inari-owner to deliver to Alec. None of the Philadelphia banks 

or businesses would cooperate to advance such a large amount of 

money, and no federal agency was willing or able to do so. The 

money was finally~obtained from an organization in New York City. 

With the money in hand, the 0SP was prepared to strike. Unfort,~nately 

a not-so-funny thing happened on the way to th~ forum. 

Word of the government set-up was leaked and Alec backed out 

of the deal. Opinions vary as to the source of the leak, ~nd 

whether it was deliberate or negligent. All persons agree, how- 

ever, that the case was effectively blown. In an effort to salvage 

something from the extensive investigation that had been carried 

out, the decision was made to arrest Alec and charge him with 

attempted ~heft by extortion. The hope was that he could still 

be persuaded to cooperate. For that purpose it was important to 

arrest him in Philadelphia where there would be ~n immediate 

opportunity to confront him with their evidence at the 0SP 

headquarters and try to persuade him to cooperate. After a n~ber 

of weeks A!ec was located in the city, arrested and brought to the 

office. 

When first confronted with part of ~he evidence against him 

Alec allegedly stated, "You've got me." He asked immediately there- 

after, however, to contact his attorney and interrogation ceased. 

With the appearance of his la~.~er, and the attorney's comments to 

him questioning how !ong the 0SP might continue to exist and its 

ability to protect him, Alec declined to cooperate. 

It is important to note that even at the time of Aiec's 

arrest and presentation before a com~.itting magistrate, (Judge 



Mergio~on April 9, 1975) the OSP was uncertain whether the 

defendant had actually been engaged in an extortion attempt, a 

bribery conspiracy, or was attempting to "con" Mo!inari-owner 

out of $100,000. He was held, however, on the charge of attempted 

theftby extortion. 

The matter was presented to the investigating grand jury where 

Molinari-owner and other suspected persons including the retired 

employee, appeared as witnesses. Molinari-owner was hardly the 

model government witness. His personality disorders had become 

more pronounced during the months the OSP had been involved with 

him and he was exceedingly difficult to deal with. It was interesting 

to us that when we reviewed the available files on this case, we 

found a report to the effect that in October of 1972, Molinari had 

been found mentally incompetent, This finding had been announced 

by United States District Court Judge Hannu~n, in connection with 

an ~nrelated federal criminal proceeding. Both the assistant who 

had been involved in the investigation and the grand jury presentation 

of the case, and the Chief Investigator told us they had no 

recollection of knowing that information. 

At the grand jury the retired employee pleaded his privilege 

against self-incrimination and the city officials denied any criminal 

involvement. At least one aspect of the grand jury examination of 

~he retired employee must be noted. He responded to certain questions 

from the presenting assistant, and ~hen invoked his privilege. We 

find it at least arguable that at that point he had already waived 

his privilege. Without Alec's testimony against this witness -- 



obviously not forthcoming in the foreseeable future -- there was no 

way a conspiracy case could be developed against him. ~.nd without 

this witness'testimony, there was no way to develop a case against 

city officials, since he was the suspected go-between. Thus, 

successfully pressing the waiver argument might have had two 

potentially beneficial results. First, if ~he argument was sustained 

and the witness persisted in his refusal to answer, he could have 

been jailed for contempt. Jail might have unlocked his lips and 

truthful testimony would, or at least might have made the case 

against ~he public officials suspected of corrupt activities. 

Second, the witness might have answered falsely and a perjury case 

developed. Facing a perjury charge, ~ne witness might have decided 

to cooperate. Unfortunately, the presenting assistant stated that 

he had philosophical problems with pursuing self-incriminltion 

privilege waivers. To which we respond, anti-corruption investi- 

gation is a place for strong advocates, not philosophers. 

The grand ju.~-J recommended Alec's indictment for conspiracy. 

He was formally indicted on June 6, 1975. The retired en~.loyee 

was n~med as an ~nindicted co-conspirator. 

As indicated, the indictment charged Alec alternatively with 

conspiring to bribe and conspiring to extort. The OSP thesis 

was that when all their evidence was submitted at trial, the jury 

could decide which theo~J it found most persuasive. Phillips 

apparently believed that the case involved a conspiracy to cor~it 

bribery, although he did not profess an intimate familiarity with 

the ma~ter when we interviewed him. He had been, however, very much 

aware of developments during the pre!imina_~_. , investigation stage. 



He further noted that when Alec refused to cooperate on the mornin 9 

after his arrest, he knew that there would be no way to make the 

potential case against other possible co-conspirators. 

It is in the circumstances surrounding the trial of the 

Alec case that many of the internal operating problems of the 

OSP are best reflected. In what unfortunately appears to have 

been more the pattern for operations rather than the exception, 

the assistant most knowledgeable about the case could not try 

it. He was trying the metal theft case. The office's most 

experienced trial attorney-- other than Phillips -- Ben Joseph, 

was also on trial in the metal theft case. Another assistant 

Phillips regarded highly had resigned and refused to extend his 

conunitment to try the case. By a process of elimination, Phillips 

came down to two assistants who had time to t--y the matter. 

in addition to the fact that each had a dl_~e, en~ and strongly 

held view of the case, their personalities clashed. Put charitably, 

they had substantial difficulty working together to prepare the 

case. Phillips recalls several conversations with one of the 

two assistants -- the more outgoing of the pair -- ~nd little, if 

any conversation with the other. He could not recall any discussion 

about conflict in proposed trial strategy or mention of any inter- 

personal conflict between the two attorneys. We are satisified, 

however, from other interviews that there were serious problems in 

both respects. Phillips' operating style , his commitment to other 

matters he considered more pressing ~nd the absence of any available 

inte_~r~ediate supervisor contributed to ~he lack of resolution of the 

problems. 



-- il~i D = ~ =  .... - o _~._c wi~n each of the men strongly committed to 

inconsistent theories. Needless to say the Commonwealth's 

presentation was a bit ragged. A salient aspect of the government's 

case, and critical evidence for a possible conviction, were 

recordings of conversations between Molinari-owner and Alec, 

which the former had made secretly. 

Preparing a foundation for the introduction of tapes is not 

terribly complicated, but for the inexperienced prosecutors it was a 

difficult task. Compounding the problems for the OSP attorneys 

was the fact that Molinari-owner made a very difficult witness. 

His psychological instability was a constant irritant and he was 

less than completely cooperative. Throughout the trial the dual 

theory_ problem complicated the presentation. One assistant, the 

more aggressive of the two, was actually very upset over the 

fact that his colleague urged the court, sitting without a jury, 

to adopt the theory that Molinari-owner had originally been a 

co-conspirator in a scheme to bribe city officials. He finally 

adopted that view in his final argument to the cou~ which ~hen 

incorrectly sustained a Demurrer. 

Another aspect of the trial also intrigued us. The tape 

recordings contained references to a number of City cficiais and, 

if true, revealed a corrupt scheme for the award of waste disposal 

contracts. A comparison of newspaper stories and the trial 

transcript shows that in one major newspaper, the Philadelphia 

Inquirer, transcripts of the tape recordings appeared i~mediate!y 

on the heels of it having been played in the courtroom. Phillips 

insisted that cnce a tape transcript had been marked for 

identification, although not formally introduced into evidence, 

it bec~e a matter of public record and a~pre~ria~ for P'~b!icati~n. 



We disagree wi~h that interpretation on the grounds thau although 

marked for identification, the transcripts' contents were not in 

evidence until admitted as such. Although marked for identificauion, 

evidence never admitted would not be part of the official record of 

~he proceedings and would remain under the prosecutor's control. 

More significant, however is the apparent conflict between 

Phillips' understanding of how the newspaper received the information 

in the transcripts and the view of his assistant, as reflected in 

the trial record. The assistant indicated that the Inquirer had the 

material it printed before it had been marked for identification and 

used at trial. Phillips insisted that the paper received it only 

after it had been marked. The time constraints applicable suggest 

that in fact transcript material was furnished in advance of being 

marked for identification. 

In response to a question whether ~he Inquirer had had a 

transcript provided to them other than in court, Phillips 

stated: 

"I don't believe so, no. I think that the Inquirer 
got a copy of the transcript, i don't know whether 
they got it from me or whether they got it from (trial 
assistant) or where they got it, or how ~hey got a copy 
of the transcript. They may have gotten it from me, 
but I only gave it to them after I was assured by (trial 
assistant) that it had been marked for identification 

and was therefore a matter of public record and was 
being referred to." 

While Phillips insists that the Alec case was pursued out 

of a hope to "turn" Alec ~nd reach higher into the corruption 

in the city, he does acknowledge a value in having the public 

made aware cf the tape contents. He noted: 



"I recognized that if these tapes ever got played in 
the public courtroom that there would be perhaps some 
newsworthy value to them, given the names that are 
mentioned on the tapes and what the people were 
allegedly involved in." 

He felt strongly that publication of the tape contents was a 

legitimate way to let the people of Philadelphia know what was 

happening in their city, so long as it was a corollary to the 

prosecution of Alec. 

The foregoing discussion of the publication of the tape 

transcripts is in no way intended to suggest that Phillips 

lacked either personal integrity or a well developed sense of e~hics. 

We are persuaded of his conviction about the correctness of the 

legal position he adopted as to when such materials might be 

legitimately released, although we disagree with him. We are 

convinced of his sincere belief that the transcripts were not 

provided to the press until after they had been marked for 

identification. His concern about protecting potential or real 

defendants' riahts is reflected in the brevity of the pres -~ 
- e.. ~emen ~s 

his grand 3uries issued. 

We note the foregoing to suggest the ethos we believe prevailed 

among the OSP attorneys. Feeling beseiged, harassed and 

victimized by the Philadelphia "system" and confronted by the 

destruction of what was anticipated to have been an outstanding 

case to il!ustrate the corruption of the city government, it is probable 

that some prosecutive balance was lost. Disappointments of that 

}~ind are not easily borne by an~j prosecutors, but inevitably the,/ are 

mo-~ debilitating to the less experienced. To all of this, however, 

must be added that the trial assistant referred to by Phillips in 

his records cuoted above was~ b~, ~ accounts, ~= -- - ~ --- ~.~_ mo=~ difficult• 



lawyer on the staff. While aggressive and hardworking, he was hard 

to control and vastly over-confident in his very limited experience. 

We sampled a variety of cases, including several which OSP 

staff members advised us represented both effective and ineffective 

efforts by the office. We also examined a number of OSP cases which 

had been handled by different lawyers, in order to assess the 

quality of attorney work before the grand jury, at trial or both. 

We also attempted to determine the quality of charging decisions 

made by the lawyers, through an independent assessment of the 

evidence upon which the grand jury was asked to make p~a~en~e~.ts 
/ 

which led to indictment. 

One of the cases selected for the purpose of assessing the 

quality of charging decisions involved a Philadelphia defense 

attorney, Nino Tinari. He was indicted for obstruction of justice 

(6 counts) , perju.-y (3 counts) , conspiracy (7 counts) , tampering 

with witnesses (6 counts) and solici~-t~ll to commit perju.-y (6 counts). 

His indictments grew out of the successful investigation and 

prosecution of a fraudulent overtime payment scheme involving 

employees of PE~DOT, and their superior, Joseph Brocco, a district 

superintendent. Brocco, reputed to be a close political associate 

of a powerful State Senator from Philadelphia, was convicted and 

sentenced to five years in prison. 

The indictments against Tinari for perjury, subornation of 

perju-~y and tampering with witnesses revolved around instructions 

* Pennsyiv~nia Department of TranspcrZaticn. 



he had allegedly given to persons involved with Brocco in the 

fraudulent overtime scheme, in ~hat situation, checks in the names 

of a number of PE~DOT employees had been endorsed by Brocco and 

the proceeds retained by him. Tinari allegedly instructed such 

persons to testify that they had authorized Brocco to endorse their 

checks and that they had received the proceeds. 

However, our review of the grand jury testimony in this case 

reveals that the OSP lawyers were unable to develop by their 

questioning of witnesses the evidence needed to support the ~harges 

of tampering with witnesses and obstruction of justice. It was 

also apparent from the questions asked and answers received that 

the prosecutors had not even interviewed their witnesses in advance 

of bringing them before the grand jury. Consequently, the allegations 

contained in the indictment relating to these two charges could not 

be proved at trial. 

There was sufficient evidence presented to the grand jury to 

support perjury charges in this case. However, the tria! judge acquitt~ 

the defendant on these charges also. Why an acquittal would have 

been granted by a judge sitting without a jury on the perjury indictmen 

if the same witnesses took the stand and gave the same testimony 

against the defendant is hard to "~nderstand. Since there was no 

transcript of the trial, it has been impossible to determine what 

the case at trial against the defendant was on the perjury charges, 

and whether the witnesses who testified before the grand jury in any 

way changed their testimony when they testified at the trial. One 

explanation may be found in the fact that this case was 

the same matter referred to earlier where the OSP failed to DroviSe 

defense counsel with certain grand ju~ I testimcn y as had been orSered 



by a judge ruling on pretrial motions by the defense. 

The inadequacies of the assistants who presented testimony 

to the grand jury relating to the tampering and obstruction charges 

are explicable on the grounds of inexperience. More troubling, 

however, is the fact that insufficient attention was given to a 

review of the adequacy of the evidenceagainst the defendant before 

the indictment was la~ against him. If a prosecution memorandum 

was prepared prior to preparation of the indictments, we did not find 

a copy. Given the absence of sufficient intermediate supervision 

within the attorney staff, we are given to wonder who, if anyone 

knowledgeable did or might have reviewed it. 

In our sampling of various cases we found reason to question 

seriously not only particular charges in ce_:~ain cases, but more 

important, ~he decision to prosecute certain defendants at all. The 

prosecution of John O'Shea, former Treasurer of the Democratic 

City Con~uittee in Philadelphia, is illustrative of the dilemma 

corruption prosecutors face frequently. 

The case was developed initially by the J~ne 1972 Special 

Investigating Grand Jury. In its exploration of alleged corruption 
- .." 

in the award of architects and engineering contracts by the City of 

Philadelphia, the jury learned that one firm, Meridian Engineering, 

had paid the salary of a secretary to work for O'Shea at the Democratic 

City Committee from September through December, 1972. The ~T~n 

of the matter was set forth in the 6th presentement of the Januar~" 

-- .~ ..... t!ne OSP 1974 grand jury issued November 13, 1974 -- before ~ ~c~ 

had .zursued the case, as successors in interes~ t~ .._~_n~-~: Szecter's_ 

inves~icati -~ team ~ "~ :~-;~ ~-- ....... e ~. presentment detailed ,_~:~=~= the<: 



"Thomas Graham, chairman of the board of Meridian 
Engineering, presented to John O'Shea, a list of the 
projects in which Meridian was interested. At or about 
that time, Mr. O'Shea complained to Mr. Graham that the 
City Committee did not have the funds to hire a full time 
secretary for O'Shea. By the conclusion of that meeting, 
Graham and O'Shea agreed that O'Shea wouid hire a secretary 
and that he or she would be carried on the books of 

Meridian." 

Following the 6th presentment , O'Shea was indicted on 

December 3, 1974 for conspiracy, 8 counts of filing fraudulent 

accounts and 3 counts of unlawful political assessment. O'Shea 

was also indicted subsequently on December 30, 1974, for 3 counts 

of perjury. To simplify and summarize, the conspiracy alleged an 

unlawful agreement between O'Shea and Graham to make unlawful 

corporate political contributions -- the salary of the secreta-~Y • 

The counts of fraudulent accounts involved the books of Meridian 

in which the salary of the secretary was recorded. The counts of 

unlawful political assessment involved 0'Shea securing the cost 

of the secretarial services from Meridian. The alleged perjury 

was in filing required reports with the Election Con~ission and the 

Pennsylvania Department of State and failing to include the value 

of the secretarial services. 

There is no question about the technical sufficiency of the 

evidence in the case. Each element of the charges could be sustained; 

Graham, President of Meridian had been i..nmunized during the Specter 

investigation and had described the arrangement in detail. ).~s. King, 

the secreta~] in question had also appeared before the Specter grand 

jury and confi.-med the arrangement. The books of Meridian clear!~z 

= the emD!oyment of Mrs. King. in 
showed the financial details o~ 

• _ - r ~ _ v - ~ - -  ~_~..~ fact, the OSP interviewec 5~s. King who real =i~-?~..ed he~ ~-~"~"= - ~ 

~ ~ d  D'~-blic accountant te --~z!=d -- 
~-- testimony Meridian's ........ - ~ury 



the January 1974 grand jury that Mrs. King was on the payroll of 

Meridian. 

The O'Shea case file is one of the few in which we found a 

memorandum setting forth the assigned assistant's position as to 

the feasibility and desirability of prosecution. He advised 

Phillips that there were five reasons for prosecuting O'Shea: 

1. Evidentially, the case is solid. 

2. The fact that the donation was received in 
secretarial services is of little consequence. 

3. In OSP investigations, most prominently the 
milk investigation, the only weak link in proving the 
overall conspiracy., is the link showing intent and 
~now!edge on behalf of city officials. The only people 
who would ever be able to establish that link would be 
those who staff a Democratic City Committee. While this 
case is not one which realistically would hold the 
promise of jail should O'Shea lose, the adverse publicity 
surrounding an indictment and prosecution and conviction 
is one which Mr. O'Shea must give considerable thought 
to as much as he makes his living from a public relations 
firm. 

4. Additionally, at this point we are interested in 
using Mr. O'Shea to establish links with the people 
in the Mayor's office. 

5. This office should not make it appear that we are 
pursuing merely a course of investigation and prosecution 
aimed at the present (Rizzo) administration. If we are 
aware of a case as to a member of the Democratic City 
Committee, we believe that it would be detrimental to the 
credibility of this office to bypass that case unless the 
reasons for doing so are manifest an~ convincing." (Emphasis 
supplied). 

As Phillips was considering whether or not to authorize 

prosecution, he encountered opposition from his Chief Investigator, 

Wayne Bishop. As we have noted earlier, Bishop was a hard-nosed, 

skillful, skeptical veteran investigative supervisor. He had worked 

on political corruption matters with the state police in Cznnecticut 

and then with the Senate Watergate Ccm~.ittee. Bishop sensed that in 



i--" 

the political climate of Philade!phia, O'Shea's actions were ~niikely 

to be regarded as serious and that a trial jury was unlikely to 

convict him. 

The decision whether to prosecute presented what is a classic 

problem for corruption fighters and Phillips was required to balance 

a number of factors. The target was a person whom the office 

believed was deeply involved in, or knowledgeable about corrupt 

activities in the city. Although the actual substantive violation 

might be regarded as minor, the available evidence was technically 

sufficient and its probative quality high. 

If the prosecution was declined, Phillips and the office might 

be subject to criticism for failing to pursue a "bad" guy who had 

arguably violated the law. Zf the office convicted O'Shea he might 

be persuaded to bec~me a government witness against others suspected 

of more serious violations. On the other hand, prosecuting a case 

where the essence was likely to be regarded as de minim,xa-- could 

well result in a jury rejecting the matter. 

In ~hat event, the office's credibility would suffer under 

criticisms that it was taking "cheap shots" and pursuing insiqnifcan~ 

cases in the absence of anything worthwhile. Phillips elected to 

prosecute. 

Unfortunately, Bishop's judgment was vindicated; the trial ju~-y 

took only 90 minutes to acquit O'Shea on all counts. Newspaper 

accounts of the problems and exp. eriences of the OSP -- many cf which 

we have =-c~!ored elsewhere in this report -- refer to the result in w .  

t~=- case as one cf -~..~ serious setbacks the office encountered. Y_~,,= 

to t ~ exten~ that the OSP perzeived O'Shea as = prominen: =~- - 

cr functiona~ Z in the a!!eced systems of ccrrupt actlvi~ies within 



the government of the city, it is hard to conclude that Phillips' 

decision was erroneous. 

Another aspect of the O'Shea matter sharply illustrates one of 

the obstacles with which the OSP had to contend constantly. That is 

the reluctance of the Philadelphia judiciary to utilize its contempt 

authority against recalitrant witnesses. Mrs. King, the secretary. 

about whose employment by Meridian the case revolved, had as noted 

above, testified before the Specter grand jury. in 1973 and given a 

consistent statement later to Phillips' s~af_. ~ = However, before the 

trial was to begin,her counsel informed the OSP that he intended to 

instruct her to invoke her privilege against self-incrimination and 

refuse to testify against O'Shea. We were told that counsel acknow- 

ledged that this decision was in large part due to problems Mrs. 

King's husband was having wi~h the OSP in ~he course of an unrelated 

investigation of the Philadelphia Traffic Court. 

Phillips and Ben Joseph dete_~mined to seek inumunity for 5~s. 

King, to be in a position to force her to testify at the forthcoming 

trial. An immunity petition was approved by Attorney General Kane 

and submitted to the judge assigned to preside in the matter. There 

was extensive pretrial skirmishing from March until June of 1975, 

during which all important and relevant matters winh one exception 

were resolved in favor of the OSP. The one matter involved Mrs. 

King's refusal to testify. The imm~.ity petition had been signed 

by Kane on June Ii, 1975 and presented to the court. }'~s. King's 

co~nse! persisted in his position that she would not testify. 

..... _~s wanted the judge to make a finding of criminal contempt 

-~" j= , =~a -il the ~itness but w~s rebuffed. The 3udge refused to de so, 

_-"~ .... = tha~ an,.'_ contempt was ~_~_~'~ ~ in n--'-__ 



Phillips determined to appeal the court's ruling and reque 

substantial bail for the recalcitrant witness ~ 
• ~h_s was refuse, 

while the OSP appeal was pending the trial proceeded with the wi 

at liberty under nominal bail. It is doubtful that her presence 

and testimony at ~he trial would have altered the verdict. Howe 

the example is nonetheless symptomatic of ~he larger problem 

which confronted the office. Judges repeatedly failed to use th 

criminal contempt authority to support legitimate efforts by the 

to secure what was considered important testimony. Our review 

of this matter and others wh~_re applications for contempt sanctio 

for reluctant or hostile witnesses were refused, convinces us th 

often Philadelphia judges were unwilling to exercise ~ "~ 
con~_. 

authority to protect the integrity of the court. 

While we have sketched many of what we regard as shor~ccmin¢ 

and inadequacies in the operation of the OSP we do not intend to 

suggest that Phillips and his staff did not hang some scalps upo: 

the ledge pole of the office. In fact they did, although the ha 

on most was a bit thin. In one case, William Kelly, a Philade~ 

police officer, was convicted by a ju.-y on one count of obstructi 

of the a~ministration of law, three counts of perjury and one cou 

of bribery in official matters. The opinion Of the trial judge 

disposing of post-trial motions succinctly s'~marizes the case: 

"The defendant is an officer with ~he Philadelphia 
Police Department• On July 30, 1973, he accepted 
$20.00 from a g~mbier in a-West Philadelphia tap-room 
in exchange for not taking action against the farter's 
ga~-ub!ing operation. This 'payoff' was observed by a 
Philadelphia State Policeman who was assigned as an 
undercover investiga ~ - ~o~ with the Pennsv!van~a Crime 
Ccm~.ission. - - 

in September, 1973, the defendant and ~he c=--T/zler 
became suspicious of ~_;.~ true ~=~tv of a man ::~.o 
was actinc -s a -"a.-b!=~ b'~ ~ who ~ ~==~ ~e-. ~-as another 



Pennsylvania State Policeman also assigned to the Crime 
Commission. Consequently, the defendan= perjured him- 
self in an affidavit submitted to a judge on September 
27, 1973, in order to secure a search warrant. The 
defendant intended to verify his suspicions by an arrest. 
The warrant was issued and executed. The arrest of the 
agent compelled him to abandon his undercover activities. 

The" defendant appeared before an investigating grand 
jury. on December 20, 1974. At that time he reaffi.--med 
the facts contained in his search warrant affidavit and 
testified further ~hat he had not spoken or met the gambler 
prior to the execution of the search warrant. 

At the trial the witnesses included the gambler, who 
testified pursuant to a grant of immunity, the two Crime 
Co=~.ission investigators and several other fact witnesses." 

As noted in the opinion, the case was a matter developed 

entirely by the Crime Commission. And, to anyone knowledgeable 

about criminal litigation, it must be regarded as a "sure winner. " 

Of eight police officers against whom the OSP pursued cases, ~wo 

were deteGtives and ~hey were convicted as part of the metal theft 

case developed by the OSP. The other officers, a patrolman and 

a captain were indicted for shaking down bar owners, but remain 

~ntried while the Pennsylvania Supreme Court considers the validity 

of the substitution of persons to the investigating grand jury_ which 

made presen~T.ents against them. T~o o~her police officers, Malloy 

and Iannerelli were acquitted after trial in cases developed by 

the Crime Commission. Officer Barry Lees was convicted of perjury 

and m~king a false statement in connection with an investigation 

involving allegations that he attempted to extort money from a 

store owner and planted narcotics. That matter was initially 

investigated by the internal Security Unit of the Philadelphia Police 

* Reversed on post-trial motions and new trial granted. 



Department with assistance from the District Attorney's office. 

The OSP handled the case after Phillips demanded the District 

Attorney turn it over, under the supersession order of Attorney 

General Packe!. Again, we are constrained to point out that, like 

the prosecution of Officer William Kelly, the case against former 

Officer Lees was not a complicated matter. We were fu--ther ~ 

quite impressed wi~h the quality and condition of the file which 

the District Attorney's office transferred to the OSP; especially 

when we contrasted it with the regular files of Phillips' assistants. 

There is little that we can characterize as either innovative 

or imaginative in the investigative work of the OSP, but it must 

be borne in mind that evidence gathering is stringently limited 

under Pennsylvania law. Without the authority for electronic 

eavesdropping (court approved wiretapping and/or bugging) and with 

even the use of body-recorders and transmitters denied by a hostile 

legislature, effective police corruption investigation was foreclosed. 

Given that the office's few experienced agents were well-known forr~.er 

Philadelphia officers and that the OSP could not attract experienced 

outsiders, undercover police activity could not be pursued. Public 

corruption investigation was also inhibited in part by the nature 

of the transactional i~mum.ity available under Penm.sy!vania law. 

Arguably, if "use" immunity had been available, the OSP 

evidence against A!ec could have been segregated for later prosecution. 
! 

Then Aiec could have been i~unized against the use of his testimony 

or the fruits t~reof, and compelled to testify against his suspected 

co-conspirator -- assuming, of course, the willingness of a Ccm~.cn 

~'==~ ~udge to enforce an i~unity order. :~:th the =~ ~ence prev=ou=iv 

segregatec, ~= OSP ccu~ h~v- defended azains_ any La_ ~ of -int 



from the immur, ized testimony and still been able to proceed against 

Alec if it chose to do so. Unfortunately, the potential benefits 

in proceeding in such a manner were unavailable under ~he existing 

law of the Commonwealth. 

There is an element in the investigation of the PENNDOT case -- 

discussed above in connection with the perjury prosecution of a 

defense attorney -- which requires some elaboration. When it was 

decided to present the matter to the grand ju~-y, investigators were 

determined to serve all witness subpoenas simultaneously. Their 

objective was to attempt to intervie:~ the intended wi~uesses 

contemporaneous with service of the subpoenas, in order to obtain 

statements. This would inhibit witnesses from later meet/.ng and 

jointly formulating one false story. 

The plan was executed by teams of agents and in fact, in- 

consistent ~d contradictory statements were obtained from a number 

of t~he potential witnesses. The material t~hus obtained contributed 

to the ultimate guilty pleas by a number of the low-level defendants 

in t.he scheme to defraud PENNDOT. While we recognize' the ingenuity 

of the approach, one aspect trouble~i us. That is, if the subpoenaed 

witnesses were in fact suspected either of fraud in securing the 

payment of false overtime claims and/or the t.heft of some guard rail 

materials, then t_hey were clearly targets of the gr~.nd jury. As 

such, were they entitled to be warned of their rights against self- 

incri~-~--nation when the agents persuaded them to give inter-views? 

2Lnd, was the issue considered when the plan was approved? ~ -~= 

attempts to resolve those questions, we have been um.able to c!arifv 

the situation. In the s~_e case, the OS. ~ made ve_~z effective use 

of a questioned doci.-~,ent examiner e~..~!oyed by the Pennsv!vania StaZe 



Police. His work established that the principal defendant, Joseph 

Brocco, had endorsed the checks payable to the minor defendants. 

in the investigative group, there was one agent who was a 

capable photographer and hiswork contributed to the convictions 

obtained in the metal theft case. There was not, unfortunately, 

much opportunity for him to do productive, covert photographic 

work. 

Despite their strong opposition to creating an OSP gambling 

operation which could become a target for corrupt police, OSP 

investigators did reluctantly become involved with an existing 

gambling operator; a n~.~bers operator who had been developed as 

an informant and then complained of police harassment. Phillips, 

Joseph and the Chief Investigator decided to support a police 

pay-off operation at the informant's place of business, and placed 

a civilian in the premises to actually handle the money. At the 

same t~me they installed a television camera to record corrupt trans- 

actions, to be operated by the civilian from a light switch. 

Following the camerm installation, police presence at the location 

was confirmed by OSP agents through physical s'~veil!~nces cn 

several occasions and then discontinued to avoid suspicion. 

Unfortunately, either through the heqligence of the civilian 

who was attending the premises and who was supposed to operate the 

hidden camera, or because of equipment malfunction, the ~nticipated 

films of suspect police were not obtained. Some suspicion was 

directed at the n~.mbers operator as possibly responsible for the 

=ai!ure, but an OSP _..~-vestigation could no ~ confirm th~ -t. TvDica!~y,_. _ 

-he inability of the OSP to employ audia! electronic surveillance 

ecuipmen ~ ]~mited p'~rsui_ of ~h~ investi=aticn 



Shortly after Phillips assumed his position he initiated 

discussions with George Boa!!, former United States Attorney in 

~!aryland, about tactics for corruption investigations. Beall and 

his "~-== ~=~ were responsible for ~he investigation which led to the 

resignation of former Vice President Spiro Agnew. The investigative 

approaches which Beall described included wide-r~nging subpoenas ~f 

the books and records of architects and engineers who had done work 

under government contracts. With such records in their custody, 

prosecutors could have investigative accountants search for entries 

which might reflect a scheme for the generation of cash for the payment 

of bribes. 

On J~ne i0, 1974 the OSP issued forty-seven subpoenas for the 

books and records of all the major architectural and engineering firm, s 

doing work in Philadelphia as well as the records of city departments 

which awarded such contracts. ~out a month later, subpoenas 

were issued for the records of firms holding construction contracts 

for work at the Philadelphia Airport. 

While the subpoena "blizzard" is a recognized ~ ~ ~'" ~ .e_..nq_~e, ~ 

is generally ass'~med that there will be sufficient trained and 

. t experienced manpower available to review exDeditious!y h_ materials 

secured. Phillips' manpower constrain£s in the accounting area 

however made it very difficult to process the records with any 

dispatch. As we have noted, the Chief Investigative Accountant, 

David Eacan, did not join the OSP staff '~-~ - • ~_~ October of i9,4 

At various times -he~ ~ OSP __=~so obtained the bank recorSs of sus~=~.__ 

individuals -.~r~ ou~ ~.. _=ubpoenas, inclu;inc_ , those of John O'Shea, the 

• " :.-~is~ant Demccrmtac City Comc.ittee Treasurer and Joseph Da!ev the ~= 
_ -- f 

T~_~-~re_.-= ~ ~ Th=_ =fforts_ of the inves_igative~ aczountants ~'_re~= 

.... ~-f'----~~itl~ f~r t?e in/ictrenn~ _,f f~_--c__ C¢uncilnan 



Isadore Bellis and of Da!ey = ~o_ conspiracy, bribery and extortion. 

On occasion the office received information from volunteer 

informants and, in a matter involving the Philadelphia Redevelop- 

ment Authority, had help from the press. While the Redevelopment 

Authority was mentioned in presentments~ of the J~ne 1972 grand 

jury, the OSP probe of the Authority which began in October of 1974, 

was attributable to these outside informants. The focus of the 

OSP investigation was possible corruption in the theft of 

salvageable machinery and materials from Authority sites, as well 

as the corrupt award of contracts ~ for security guard services ~nd 

parking lot leases. 

The investigation resulted in the indictment of the Director 

of the Redevelopment Authority, Augustine Salvitti, for perjury and 

theft, the indictments of metals company owners, Kenneth Shapiro 

and Herman Petroff for perju_~q~ and other offenses. All three 

defendants remain untried, pending resolution Of OSP appeals 

from the grant of motions to quash their indictments by the Superior 

Court. 

lh the view of the OSP, their premier matter Was the 

investigation and indictment of Hi!le! Levinson, Managing Director 

of the City of Philadelphia. That posztion is filled by appointment 

~y the Mayor and is the highest administrative post in ~he city 

government. Levinson, who is an attorney and not a •- e_ pro ' 
- " ca~e=~ fess ien~ 

in local government a~ministration, was regarded as a close associate 

and loyal, personal adherant o~ ~:ayor Rizzo. Under the Philadelphia 

government structure department heads report to the ~.!anagin~ Director 

-.~; he has final authority cve ..- award of city contracts. =~ . r t ~= 



Pursuant to the 14th presentment of the January 1974 grand 

jury, issued March !9, !975, Levinson was indicted on charces of 

perjury, false swearing, extortion and the demand and assessment 

of political contributions. 

Levinson has not yet been tried. As noted elsewhere, certain 

pretrial motions await final disposition on appeal to the Pennsylvania 

Supreme Court. In view of the fact that the matter is still 

untried we shall make no comments about the quality or sufficiency 

of the evidence in the case. However, some general observations are 

appropriate. 

The 14th presentment of the January. 1974 grand jury describes 

a general situation which, if the finding is accurate, reflects a 

modern, corrupt scheme of financing both political organizations 

and political officials. All cities must make capital improvements 

including construction of government buildings, work on urban 

transportation systems, water, sewer andwaste disposal systems 

projects. Such projects include desicn and construction activities 

as well as consultant supervision and management services. These 

are, by and large, services and work which must be provided by 

the private sector. No large city can maintain in the public service 

the numbers of persons with the diversity of skills necessary 

for successful completion of an on-going and broad range of capital 

projects. 

Thus, awarding contracts for such work is a continuin= 

responsibility in municipal governments. Obviously, for the ~rivate 

_=ect=r such contracts are an imzortant. -~=-d often .Drefita~! =_ _ source 

cf business. Since political organizations and nearly ai ~ 

officials -- oth=-__ th-~.=~ tha= min{scuie_ n~ber wnach" vc!unta-~ ~__ v 
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serves only one term -- require constant infusions of 

money to support these activities. Manipulation of municipal 

contracts is a guaranteed means of filling politica I war chests. 

Contract graft is a phenomenon as old as municipal politics. 

The Philadelphia variation, however, diminishes individual or 

personal corruption opportunities in favor of organizational 

benefits. That is, individuals do not go into business for 

themselves; rather, they become collection agents for the ~-l~caiuu_~_ 

party in power. 

Unlike past eras when corrupt bosses lined their personal 

pockets with bribe money, the scheme today is directed at 

filling party coffers. %~i!e the names, numbers and positions 

of officials may be differen~ the game is the same in many cities 

and states. Essentially the January. !974 grand juz-y was 

describing a "profit-sharing arrangement" in which the "arm" is 

put on those companies and firms which want government contracts 

to pay for the privilege with political contributions made in 

advance. Unlike some other jurisdictions where a percentage of the 

contract price is extracted aftey~ard, Philadelphia does ~t in 

advance -- or so the grand jury found. 

What we have described above fo_~m.s only the basis of the 

allegations in the indictments against Levinson obtained by OSP. 

.... =~.~=~ or not this prosecution ever will be presented at trial 

depends on the outcome of the Supreme Cour+_'s ru!in= on the 

--~ .... z of the spe~=, investigating crand jury which recommended 

the indictments. Also, whether or not the OSP can .Drove uhe ~-h_r~=s~= 

~:i!! depend on the evidence it can presenz. As we have staned, 



or assessing the evidence in this reD.r* 

Relationship With Courts 

The Special Prosecutor and his staff dealt with three groups of 

judges. They had a day-to-day relationship wi~n the supervising 

judges of the special grand juries. While Phillips was Special 

Prosecutor two successive grand juries were in existence. The 

January 1974 grand jury was supervised in turn by Judges Harry. 

Takiff and Matthew Bullock. The November 1975 grand jury was 

supervised by Judge Myrna Marshall. 

Second, Phillips' office worked wi~ the judges of the 

Philadelphia Cou~--t of Common Pleas who were assigned to preside 

over trials of defendants prosecuted by the OSP. Finally, Phillips 

and his staff appeared before the Commonwealth Court and the 

appellate courts of Pennsylvania, the Superior Court ~nd the 

Supreme Court. 

The office had its best relationships with ~he three judges 

who supervised the special grand juries. They were vezq~ supportive 

of Phillips' efforts and spoke highly of ~he work of his staff. 

The judges disagreed with complaints by defense lawyers that Phillips 

and his staff were unfair or too aggressive . In their view the OSP 

had an extremely difficult task to perfcr~and Phillips and his 

staff were persistent and fi_~n., but not unfair. The judges believed 

that at times Phillips' staff might have appeared over zealous, but 

they attributed this to a combination of lack of experience and a 

strong ccr~.izment to the office's mission. 



The supervising judges also believed that Phillips' office 

had been generally effective. Judge Bullock expressed the opinion 

that the very existence of the office and the grand jury served 

to deter corruption in Philadelphia. These judges did not think 

it was significant that the OSP had few convictions. They 

believed that Phillips was doing very well to obtain even a few 

convictions in ~he area of poiice and official corruption in the 

face of the obstacles the office encountered. 

Judge Takiff, who supervised the January 1974 grand jury and 

the June !972 grand jury staffed by .~rlen Spec:er's office, generally 

commended the work of the Special Prosecutor's office. Although he 

thoughtPhillips did well in the face of all the obstacles that 

confronted him, he believed that part of Phillips' problems resulted 

from his selection of inexperienced staff. 

Phillips, in turn, thought highly of the three supervising 

judges. He worked closely with each of ~hem and acknow~edaed that 

they had been supportive of the work of his office. The on!y sicnif- 

icant clash Phillips' ==" 
o~_ace had with Judge Takiff occurred over the 

questioning of a prominent Phi!adelphian, Frederick R. Mann. M~nn 

had allegedly played a role in collecting funds to renovate Mayor 

Rizzo's office in City Hall. Phillips, suspecting that contributions 

had been made by major city contractors, subpoenaed Mann before the 

grand jury to tel! who had given him money. When Mann refused to 

answer questions, Phillips obtained a grant of immunity for him. 

Mann still refused to give any information and Phillips asked Judge 

m=k~ff to hold Mann in cc~*~ ~ 
.... - ...... ~-. Judge Takiff balked a: this request, 

~-=~m~ng that the Brady decision of the Superior Courz, reiazin~ to 

im~unitv, had raised a question concerning the validity 
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of the immunity that had been granted Mann. We believe Phillips 

acted properly in this case and even displayed courage in pursuing 

an obviously unpopular matter. 

Although a number of Common Pleas Cou_~ judges handled cases 

prosecuted by the OSP, the judge who had been assigned to most of 

Phillips' trials was Stanley Kubacki. There is mutual admiration 

between Phillips and Judge Kubacki. A number of defense lawyers were 

of the opinion that the relationship between the judge and the 

prosecutor was actually too cozy. They accused Phillips and his 

staff of frequently having e__xx parte meetings with Judge Kubacki. We 

have found no evidence to support this claim. Both Phillips and 
• ... 

Judge Kubacki denied that there were ~ny such meetings relating to 

specific cases. Though some private meetings occurred between 

Judge Kubacki and lawyers from the Special Prosecutor's office, these 

related to general procedures. Contrary_ to the defense attorneys' 

belief that Phillips often met with Judge Kubacki, the judge expressed 

surprise that Phillips had never come to see h~m. ~i!!iDs recalled 

that he did meet once or twice with Judge Eubacki. 

Phi!liDs ~nd his lecal s~=~ reserved their -~ - - =~_onges~ critcism 

for the Superior Court of Pennsylvania. .Many of the delaying 

motions brought by defense lawyers to cha!!enge the legitimacy of 

Phillips' office or the cases he brought to co~t came to the Superior 

Court as interlocutory, appeals. These challenges had the effect of 

stopping numerous investigations and prosecutions. Ordinarily, inter- 

!ocuto~ appeals are dispatched with haste by a reviewing court in 

order to permit uhe cases to proceed or to end them if appropriate. 

The 0S2 =~=__ members were ceneraiiv cr~ca? ~-" most c # 
- - - -- , thes= 

j udces cn the =round ~hev favored defense ~ - - _a-.r.~er-. -cwever o11r 
-=_~-ie. cf ~: cases in ":~ ' : " ~ '~' ~.-cn they z- ~-' "-i "_e_-- not r-.:e- =-: 
Ju-~--ific--tlcn for-_hi~ c?--- "_ ~i-- 



However, the Superior Courz not only accepted ~he interlocutory 

appeals when most could have been s~m~arily dismissed, but held them 

in abeyance for months for deferred hearings or decisions. Often 

by the time the Superior Court disposed of an interlocutory appeal, 

witnesses had become unavailable or the case had become stale. 

These long delays played into the hands of lawyers and targets who 

were anticipating the demise of the Special Prosecutor's office or 

waiting out the term of the sitting grand jury. 

The Superior Court decided many cases against the OSP. On 

the other hand, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania usually upheld 

the Special Prosecutor's positions and reversed the Superior Court. 

The Supreme Court also ruled in favor of the Special Prosecutor in 

a series of cases challenging the office's existence, the legality 

of its funding and of the legality of the investigating grand juries. 

These costly and ultimately unsuccessful actions were brought by 

witnesses or defendants who were thereby able to delay their 

appearances and divert office personnel from ~neir investigations. 

Phillips Relationship With Other Law Enforcement A$encies 

1. The District Attorney of Philadelphia 

Although the Attorney General of .Pennsylvania had superseded 

District Attorney Fitzpatrick in investigations and prosecutions of 

police and official corruption in Philadelphia, there was little 

friction between the District Attorney's office and the Special 

Prosecutor's office. This was bec,,use Walter Phillips did not think 

/ in Re: January !97z S~ecia! Grand Jury Re: Petition of 5Tat =~,= - 
Carabe!!o, J-.,; in Re: January 1974 Special inve_=~icatinc Grand 
Jur'J in the m_ ~ - of ~r--__': Service ~ ...... . ........... =c 
and SUDD ~{~-= and ~-:c=v h-n± " Co., _'-no . r~ -e c,,nu,,r-; !?- _ _ _ _ ,  :'__ _ :.~.ec ,,z ' . , , -.. : - 

-~ G"- ° Sp~e ~_ia I_ in.~_~._-~g-t~ng~ ==~ = _. -_-and Jury,, ADDe,,i~ ~ Of Aucustlne° Sa!v~H ., 
-n :-.e: _~a.:uerv 19,4 Or-hi Jurv inv== ~cati.:.. P.e: :.tar-;in .-__~-i-[-:" 



he needed the District Attorney and generally ignored him; and 

~ ~=~ hi!!ips' office because F~ E~mett Fitzpatrick was de,_g~.~-- that P 

and not his office, had the burden of investigating corruption. 

Indeed, Fitzpatrick told us that any time he was asked by someone, 

"~ny aren't you out there doing something about public corruption?" 

he would reply, "That's Phillips' job." Fitzpatrick believed 

that he had been rescued from a political hotseat. 

Phillips' principal complaint about Fitzpatrick was that the 

District Attorney did not sufficiently recognize Phillips' exclusive 

jurisdiction in police and official corruption cases. For example, 

he was annoyed over Fitzpatrick's refusal to compel the Philadelphia 

Police Commissioner to turn over all complaints am.d investigations 

involving police corruption to the Special Prosecutor's office. 

Fitzpatrick claimed that even if he had wanted to do so, he had no 

control over the Philadelphia Police Department. However, he 

denied that Phillips had exclusive jurisdiction in police corruption 

cases, claiming that he had never been validly superseded by " 

Attorney General. Fitzpatrick was wrong on this claim because 

the Supreme Court of Per~sy!vania had ii effect ruled that he had 

been superseded and even pointed out that Fitzpatrick had consented 

to the supersession. Fitzpatrick tried to draw a nice distinction 

between the jurisdiction of the Janua_-y 1974 grand jury., in connection 

with which he admitted supersession, and the investigation of police 

corruption, where he disputed supersession. However, Fitzpatrick 

ignored the fact that the January qr~nd jury had also been charged 

tc investigate police corruptien in Philadelphia, thereby -huti -~ 

o,, ~ ~+zpatrick from thi= =~=a of ~.ose_~___n. 



Fitzpatrick's dispute, however, was mainly academic. He had 

little desire to investigate or prosecute police corruption, in only 

one case did Fitzpatrick interfere with Phillips' work. This was the 

metal theft case where the OSP had obtained the conviction of two 

police officers on the basis of the testimony of a convicted murderer. 

During the trial, it became clear that the office's principal 

prosecution witness, Gregg, had incorrectly identified one of the 

metal ~heft defendants in the case since that individual had been 

in prison when the crime was committed. 

Fitzpatrick ordered Gregg arrested for perju~--y. He knew 

when he ordered the arrest that a number of major defendants in 

the metal thefts case were still untried and that Phillips needed 

Greqg to prosecute these o~ner defendants successfully. Frustrated 

over Fitzpatrick's action,, Phillips sent the files of the untried 

cases to Fitzpatrick telling Fitzpatrick to t---y them since he had 

ruined the cases for Phillips. Fitzpatrick returned the files to 

Phillips claiming that he had been informed by the witness that he 

was still willing to testify against ~ne remaining defendants even 

though he had now been charged with perjury. "i didn't ruin your 

cases afteral!," Fitzpatrick told Phillips. 

Fitzpatrick boasts that he provided assistance to Phillips and 

cited an instance in which he sent an assistant district attorney to 

argue a case for the Special Prosecutor when that office had been 

temporarily disqualified from appearing in court. This incident 

occurred after Phillips had been fired, during the period when 

his successor, Bernard Siecal, wa~ ~ e ~  =f .a~ . . . . .  ~ ...... ~ to remain ~ 1 ~ ~ in 

the face of the legislature's withholding of Zhe funding for the 

Special Prosecutor's office. 



2. Philadelphia Police Department 

Phillips met with Police Commissioner Joseph O'Neill at the 

beginning of his tenure to obtain cooperation. He stated that a!thouq~ 

he was politely received at this initial meeting, he never did 
t 

receive cooperation from the Philadelphia Police Department. On 

the contrary, Phillips said that from the Commissioner on down 

through~Department ranks there was opposition to his investigation 

and an "unwillingness to turn evidence of police corruption over to 

his office. Indeed, even in cases where Phillips' office succeeded 

in obtaining a conviction of Philadelphia police officers, those men 

were permitted to stay on the force pending appeals and final deter- 

minations of their cases. Phillips thought this was blatantly wrong 

and tended to undermine if not ridicule his efforts to prosecute 

police corruption. 

On the other hand, Commissioner O'Neill claimed that he thought 

it was his respcnsibility to ~and by his men ~ntil their convictions 

were ultimately upheld by the highest court. 

A principal dispute between Phillips and Commissioner O'Neill 

ste~med from O'Neill's refusal to recognize Phillips' claim of 

exclusive jurisdiction to investigate allegations of Philadelphia 

police corruption. Phillips had demanded that O'Neill turn over to 

him all cases that the p.olice Department had initiated relating to 

police corruption. O'Neill refused, claiming he had an equal, if not 

primary, responsibility to investigate these charges himself. O'Neill 

also said that he had the right to refer these cases to the Philade!phi 

District Attorney, rather than to the Special Prosecu~or's office. 

O'Neill did not believe that the Attorney General's supersession of 

Fitzpatrick could in an}' way limit his jurisdicticn or authorltv. 



O'Neill was obviously technically correct in his position, 

f since the police Department of ~ladelDhia does not come under the 

jurisdiction of the Attorney General or the District Attorney's 

office. It is a separate municipal department under the jurisdiction 

of ~he Mayor of Philadelphia. However, it may be argued that once 

• the District Attorney has been lawfully superseded by the Attorney 

General, the only authorized prosecutor to receive evidence from 

the police is the Special Prosecutor appointed by the Attorney 

General to repi______ace the District Attorney. This was Phillips' 

theory and he was upheld by Judge Kubacki in Phillips v. Fitzpatrick 

in its final report, the January 1974 grand jury sta~ed that 

• "In many instances o~ efforts were frustrated by the active 

opposition of the Philadelphia Police Department." The report lists 

four complaints the jury had made: l) the Police Department's 

• "stonewall" attitude and lack of cooperation; 2) its failure to 

dismiss convicted officers; 3) the Department's failure to t~e 

active steps to clean its own house through the development of ~n 
• 

active, independent internal affairs bureau, and 4) the active 

hos~i!ity of the Fraternal Order of Police. 

It is obvious that no strategy employed by the Special 

Prosecutor would have succeeded in obtaining cooperation from the 

police. O'Neill was under Mayor Rizzo's supervision and -~izz0 

would not cooperate with the Special Prosecutor who he believed 

had been appointed for the sole purpose of attacking him. There 

was no indication that Ccm.missioner O'Neill or the Police Dep -- ^~ ------ a_ .~., 

cave iecal any more cooperation than had been given to ~ ~ s .  
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3. The U.S. Attorne,j's Office for the Eastern District Cf 

Pennszlvania 

When he bec~e Special Prosecutor, Walter Phillips did not 

introduce himself to U.S. Attorney Robert Curran or solicit 

cooperation from his office. Instead, he called on the Special 

Agent in ~harge of the FB! office in Philadelphia and asked him to 

contact Curran on Phillips' behalf. This slip in protocol on 

Phillips' pa_~ surprised U.S. Attorney Curran and may have 

permanently weakened their relationship. Phillips based his 

reluctance to meet with Curran on r~mors he had heard that Curran 

was politically motivated. 

Phillips' failure to develop a common understanding with the 

U.S. Attorney's office led to constant clashes between the two 

offices. The first c~me when Phillips launched his investigation 

into kickback payments by architects to the Democratic City Cor~ittee. 

He subpoenaed the Democratic City Com~mittee's records as well as 

those of city records that related to the awarding of relevant 

contracts Curran, ~ ~ ~ • c.a_m_~.g to have begun an investigation in the 

same area -- following up evidence originally obtained by Arlen 

Specter's grand ju~y investigation -- subpoenaed the OSP for the 

records it had obtained. The OSP successfu!~v resisted Curran'- 

effort to obtain the material• 

However, the dispute presented the sorry spectacle of two 

zrosecutors' offices fighting with each other eve_ a~. investigation. 

Curran was hi ~_r because he u_~ieved D ~ ~  ~=d peached on ~t~= ....... ~ .... his 

territory, and Phi~1~Ds appeared shocked that Curran was seeking ~ 

.¢-~.: at considered to be his - "usive z~nd-~ 



Later, Phillips accused Curran of failing to keep an agreemen 

to turn Over evidence which Curran had received in an investiqatic 

both offices were pursuing jointly• Phillips claimed that if he h 

received the evidence in time he might not have lost a major 

prosecution against an official of the Democratic City Committee. 

He con~nunciated this complaint to the Attorney General of the Unit, 

States. 

Outran was furious. He denied such an agreement existed and 

added that the evidence Phillips wanted had been equally accessibl~ 

to Phillips and his investigators. He accused Phillips of being 

incompetent. The Attorney General, ~hrough an aide, replied to 

Phillips, generally supporting Curran's side of the dispute. 

This scrapping between the Special Prosecutor and ~he United 

States Attorney reflected more th~n competition between prosecutor~ 

It was symptomatic of the conditions which have prevented law enfo~ 

ment agencies from affectively dealing with official corruption in 

Philadelphia. At first it was difficult for us to understand, as w 

reviewed Phillips' struggle to survive during his short tenure, why 

his mission had not been supported or augmented by federal law 

enforcement agencies. Together they might have scored some major 

victories and deterred the == ~ e~or_s to destroy Phillips office. 

U. S. Attorney Curran must share the blame for ~he absence of 

effective corruption investigations and prosecutions in Philade!phi 

His office's record does not demonstrate a vigorous commitment to 

-his type of prosecution. 

Curr~n's successor as U.S Attorney in the Eastern Dis ri of • t "c~ 

Pennsvivania, David Marston, has ended the !ethar:v _f the ~as- :" 

aczressiveiv probe; cfficia! _ r__p_i~ ~ in D~1=d~phia. He as pi 



up some of the investigations that were jeopardized when the 

Special Prosecutor's office was closed and is Pursuing them wi~h 

the full force of his office. 

These probes, one into graduate school admissions and another 

into the fraudulent financing of a home mortgage company have 

already resulted in certain indictments. One indictment charges 

Speaker of the Pennsylvania House, Herbert Fineman, with ten counts 

of extortion, bribery., obstruction of justice, mail fraud ~nd 

conspiracy. The U.S. Attorney's success-~n ~hese investigations 

underscores the value of a strongly established prosecutor working 

with adequate investigative tools and a swift and effective court 

system. 

Relationship with the Philadelphia Bar 

This evaluation found a ~nique hostility toward the Special 

Prosecutor's office on the part of those Philadelphia ~ ~= a~.or.._ys who 

dealt with ~ . ~t After numerous interviews with lawyers, we were 

struck by the fact that we found ~his bad feeling was uniform 

among attorneys with divergent backgrounds and practices, many of 

whom did not associate with one another. Moreover, the law~_'ers we 

interviewed consistently gave Phi!lips and his staff poor grades for 

competence and performance. However this low assessment of the OSP 

should not have produced the hostility we noted. Rather, we felt 

the reverse would have been more likely. 

Although a n~-/~er of varied allegations were related to us, 

the la~zers generally repeated the following ccmviaints about the 

Scec~a!. _ Prosecutor and ..~is staff: _~) th=v. _ were :.~o-_n_;.: ~ -~) they 

;.;ere un=-i~ in ~--~ wit ~ -= ~ ~==--:.-. ~. char~es, evidence, w&tn__~==ses and zrDcedural. 

manz_r-:= = 3'., +~=~. refu-_i==~ ~_ =~:.tend~ cc~rt-si_-' = == d=fense_ !a'.-qe_s' ~ were 
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nominally accustomed to in dealing with the District Attorney's office 

in Philadelphia; 4) ~hey took extreme adversary positions on factual 

and legal issues; 5) they refused to admit error even when they had 

to know they were wrong; 6) they concealed evidence that might 

establish the innocence of the lawy. e-'s client; 7) they abused and 

pressured judges about rulings that were simply consistent with 

the law; 8) they leaked damaging and incriminating evidence against 

targets and defendants to the newspapers; and 9) they perceived 

defense lawyers as corrupt and criminally involved in the matters 

charged to their clients and treated them accordingly. 

Some examples given to us that lawyers believed illustrated 

their complaints of arrogant, unfair or disccu~eous behavior are: 

1)overbroad subpoenas that would strip a client of all has business 

records, forcing him to halt or close down his business; 2) refusal 

to agree to a short continuance to accommodate a lawyer's holiday 

plans or other scheduling predica/?.ents ; 3) trying to catch a target 

on a perju~I charge before the grand j u~-y_ when ~hey could not produce 

enough evidence against him for the primary substantive criminal 

activity ~nder investigation; and 4) pursuing a prosecution even when 

there was not sufficient evidence to convict, for the purpose of 

harassing the defendant or injuring his public reputation. 

We have concluded that many of these complaints are unfounded, 

although many of the attorneys no doubt felt put-upon. ~at they 

have frequently attributed to ~nfairness and lack of courtesy was 

..... ~ a matter of style. The office's inexperienced staff ~¢as 

nervous over its heavy, responsibilities ~nd w~s eacer to suczeed. 

They were bright, serious and hichlv ~4~=~=; vou~ ~en and woman, 

who were nauurallv_ _ . . . .  -ealous and aq~-=~si~-_.J~ Thus, they_ azDeared_, to 



come on strong to a defense bar that enjoyed a traditional c!ubby 

relationship with the local prosecutor's office. 

Defense lawyers_ and assistant district attorneys in D" ~l_n__ade~ph__~ ~= 

were accustomed to scratching one another's backs. Howeve ~ 2. _ -, ~ne.e is 

a definite distinction b~tween the day-to-day responsibilities of the 

Philadelphia District Attorney and the task entrusted to the Special 

Prosecutor. Walter Phillips' investigation aimed at higher stakes 

and more powerful persons than are usually pursued by the cr~Tina! 

justice system. In addition, he was underf~nded, ~nderstaffed, ~nd 

without adequate weapons to investigate effectively the complex white 

collar crimes involved in public corruption. 

Phillips has correctly claimed that he had to insist that his 

staff stick to rigid court schedules and compel defense la~,~ers to 

promptly respond to subpoenas and appearances. Delay was his worst 

enemy. The defense lawyers frequently represented powerful ~nd 

weal=hy clients who were able and willing to pay for a strategy of 

delay. The leading law fi_-ms in the city were arrayed against the 

Special Prosecutor's office in the cases that Phillips brought. The 

b~l= Dians followed by these firms, unlike si~D!e defense tactics in 

ordinaz-¢ criminal cases, resembled the multi-Pronged strategies employe 

in complicated anti-trust or tax litigation. Defense co~nsel were 

willing to use every weapon that could help their clients against 

the Special Prosecutor. They had every right to do so. On the other 

hand, the,/ had to expect that their opponent would resist them just 

as acgressivelv The club rule~ were simp!v not aDDl~cab!e in th_-~ 

cases. 

There ~, of course, no justi=~cation for iiscourz==v znfairness 

or arrocance_ . ~[hi ~=__ we =-r_= convinced that ~ had no such inzentions, 



Phillips' style sometimes produced the appearance of such behavior. 

For example, he made litti = =~ort to communicate personally ";%%n 

members of the bar to explain the necessity of his of=~ce's actions. 

Phillips also conveyed to his staff the vie~ that they had a special 

mission that made them a somewhat different if not superior group 

of prosecuting la~yers and investigators. This attitude, coupled 

with their beleaguered position and inadequate support, led to 

the adoption of a "just-us-against-all-of-them" philosophy. Since 

Phillips and some of his staff did view most defense attorneys as 

somewhat unsavor, it is no wonder they bruised the feelings of many 

Philadelphia lawyers. Also, in a few instances, some me.~ers of 

the staff pursued criminal prosecutions that were legally insufficient, 

apparently because ~ney believed the defendants were actually guilty. 

These actions placed the Special Prosecutor's office in an unfavorable 
• , .,. 

light and provided ~n~niti~n for those who wished to destroy it. 

On their part the OSP lawyers complained that defense attorneys 

d~=~orv tactics ~nd they objected to what they often employed .... . . 

believed was a conflict of interest created by defense representation 

of multiple defendants. The January. 1974 grand ju_~-Z ~nders=ored this 

latter complaint in its final report. The grand jury stated that 

inordinate delays and obstacles were encountered due t~ defense 

counsel repeatedly representing two or more witnesses involved in 

the same alleged criminal activity. The ju~--y_ noted that one witnes~ 

would make blanket Fifth ~endment claims on the advice of counsel 

whose o ~- clients benefited from this practice, in one case, the 

C SP had the court ~-,,-i~=v ___~_=__~ an attorney from reD~e=enting. _ 12 -cz ! i~'- 

I~=; before the g~a~d ju~/, ~iri!io v, Takiff, !~ __. officers ca_~ . . . . . . .  - D= 523 

(1975); ~e_ rt. denied 423 U.=." i~3 :i9-',_ ,'~) . The Pennsv!van~=. _- ~Zupr-n_, = = 
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Court in the Piri!io case underscored the danger of multiple 

representation by holding at D. 906 that 

". • . where each witness was a potential defendant 
and the Court received information that the testimony 
of each officer might be expected to incriminate one or 
more of the other witnesses, . and where the extent of 
the possible multiple cross involvement in criminal 
activity is known to the court but hidden from the 
individual witnesses by the requirements of secrecy, it 
is inappropriate for the supervising judge to permit 
multiple representation." 

PHillips and the Philadelphia Community 

Walter Phillips entered Philadelphia amidst glorious newspaper 

plaudits, especially from the Philadelphia Inquirer. ~f- the bells 

did not ring from the churches and schools as p~l~ps arrived, he 

can be excused from believing that they were ringing as he read th~ 

headlines that greeted him. However it is ~nfort~nate that he 

apparently believed that what he read in the newspapers reflected 

the actual support of the Philadelphia community. 

Phillips made little effort to communicate with the various 

segments and organizations in the Philadelphia conumunity to introduce 

himse!~ and explain his mission. He thought there was something 

improper and even "political" about meeting with civic or business 

leaders and organizations in connection with the work of his office. 

Such a professional posture may be fitting for a courtroom !a~yer, 

but it can be self-defeating for the head of ~n office charged with 

investigating pc!ice and official corruption. 

Corruption investigations are not inherently popular. ~!anv 

me~bers of the Public, inc!udinc com,,unity leaders, ~-= -=ady to 

~e___i_ that =uch ~ - ~ , = - ~ 4 - = ~ "  • . 



exaggerated charges, or not nearly as important as investigations 

and prosecutions of crimes of violence. Ultimately if the prosecutor 

is successful, sensational revelations or convictions may electrify 

the community and provoke the general public support he needs. Howeve. 

at the outset of his investigation, he is in the best position to 

solicit the backing of powerful con=nunity leaders. 

Strong community support is not obtained easily. The Special 

Prosecutor must communicate his general goals persuasively and 

persistantly. He should ale_r_t tbo~e responsible for taking positions 

for citizens and professional groups• especially bar assocations 

about the dangers ~hreatening the community because of corruption. 

His goal should be to obtain commitments from community leaders to 

ei~Jner speak out or encourage their organizations to voice support 

for his office. 

Walter Phillips seemed to have worked in a community vacuum. 

His initial investigative effo~s were greeted by silence from ~he 

comznunity leadership. And except for one or two ineffective Ut~_ra .... 

of support, that silence continued throughout his brief tenure as 

Special Prosecutor. Phillips was clearly not totally to blame. 

Although he was ineffective in generating community support, the 

business, professional and community leaders are equally at fault 

for not meeting Phillips half way and offering support. 

It is not clear whether any prosecutor would have been 

successful in obtaining help from the community. At the time of 

the grand jury investigation, the so-called civic and community leaders 

Many of the leaders of h_ bar who had on prior occasions spoken 
ouu agains= wroncdoinq were retained by targets cf the Office cf 
S~='~=~ =-osecutcr and therefore became neutra!i~ed. 



of Philadelphia had substantially abdicated ~heir responsibilities 

for insuring honest government They had succur~bed to either == • ~ - a r  

or self-interest. We have been told by prominent businessmen 

that the most influentialbusiness leaders had already decided for 

economic reasons to become supporters of Mayor Frank Pizzo. Although 

they were subsequently dissatisfied, their perception of the con- 

sequences of breaking off this alliance terrified them. Thus, when 

the Greater Philadelphia Partnership was confronted with the question 

of whether it should support the Special Prosecutor, it decided that 

an affi.~--uative ~nswer would be considered by .Mayor Rizzo as a political 

unfriendly act. To avoid the wrath of the Mayor, it chose not to take 

a position. A highly reliable source has told us that the Executive 

Director of ~ne Greater Philadelphia Partnership quit in protest over 

the less than courageous actions of his employers. 

Other prominent civic and community groups in Philadelphia also 

held back. Although many of them may have felt helpless, they painfuli 

bring to mind the analogous scene of ~ne killing of a girl in t~.e 

presence of hundreds of onlookers who do nothing to rescue her either 

because of fear or the desire not to get involved. 

Perhaps a different Special Prosecutor with different experiences 

and personality could have won the Phi!adelphia community's support. 
7:<. 
The leaders involved are persons of integrity ~nd civic spirit, even 

though ~h~y lacked courage. A stronger prosecutor, with a well- 

defined plan of action might have inspired confidence that something 

cou±c be done about official wrongdoin~ and might have eased 

fear of supporting ~n~s" ' prosecution ===~-~.. "_~ is more unfortunate tha 

cc~nitv leaders took the safer and more comfortable way ou~ by doinc 

nc~c Consecuent!v, ".'~=~.,.._.~ the Cffic ~ of c,=~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ~_=_ :resecu:or was 
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destroyed, few seemed to care or notice. 

It will remain Philadelphia's shame that so important a 

prosecution ef=^~ - ~w-~ could be so openly assaulted and looted with 

hardly a public protest made. One gross measure of community 

reaction is the number of letters sent to the editors of local 

newspapers. When Phillips was dismissed, and later when the OSP 

te--minated, only a handful of letters were received. In contrast 

when Richard Nixon fired Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox during the 

I, "Saturday Night Massacre ,a half million telegrams poured in =- ~.om 

the people of America to the Congress during that weekend. 

Relationship with the Press 

Few people in public life receive more attention from the media 

than prosecutors investigating official corrnption. Frequently, such 

investigations periodically uncover evidence linking well kno,~, person.~ 

with scandalous conspiracies. Because these revelations are known to 

yield eye-catching headlines which sell newspapers, it is hardly 

surprising that Philadelphia's-. press welcomed Special Prosecutor 

Walter Phillips to the city with open arms. 

Throughout Phillips'~wo-year tenure as Special Prosecutor, 

and until the OSP was given up for dead in the fall of 1976, the 

office enjoyed mostly uncritical news coverage and overwhelmingly 

favorably editorial support from all three daily newspapers (particu- 

larly the Philadelphia Inquirer). The electronic media treated the 

office in the same way. The dailies and newscasts all carried news 

of each grand jury presentment and indictment as well as news of -he 

m--jo ~_ - trials undertaken ~--., t~=.._ office. Lonc news ana~'.,se~,- 3f-_n= 

~_i-t_~ wi ~- =~ th +h~_.._ ~m=--+':~__--___.. of sources in t"._~= OSP, a--ze=-=d 4~ ÷-= 

newspapers cr ..macazines wheneve- ma-c- e:;ents, ..m~s ~: s-t; -c~--s, . . . .  .' = m= :ff:.~ - 



the office's investigations. Press representatives insist, however, 

that any help they received from OSP for these news analyses did 

not include leaks of secret investigative material. 

Prosecutors, like other public officials in the limelight, 

often fall prey to two strong and harmful temptations: to 

selecti%~_ly "leak" secret materials to advance their positions; and 

to consider the favorable coverage their offices receive in the 

press as an indication of strong public support. We have found 

that the office of the Special Prosecutor was fundamentally innocent 

of the charges often made by its opponents that its staff leaked 

protected grand jury. testimony to members of the press. With few 

exceptions, the office refused to divulge any secret information 

unless and ~ntil it was admitted into evidence at trial. 

I 

Unfortunately, as we have Stated, Walter Phillips often equated 

the positive coverage his office received in the media with what he 

incorrectly perceived to be active support by the Philadelphia 

community. Judging whether the public will respond to a continuing 

news story, is a hit or miss proposition. Maurice Nadjari was the 

darling of the New York press for some time when he was Special 

State Prosecutor = - Ye ~o~ the criminal justice system in New York. t 

after he first successfully fought his dismissal from the post, 

public support and press attention soon withered. 

When .~h~iliDs._ . needed _Dub!ic support for his positions on 

wiretapping and f~nding legislation, he actively sought and obtained 

media coverage for his stands. However, without the active co- 

operation of citizens' groups or powerful political leaders, his 

r~ O • See "i-~'~_ .- __ _ c =-u=~icn of Philade!=h~= Incuirer of 2, ±~...76 at ~24. 
in o ~= ~stance, the office di; -=~ease evidence the ~ had =-~ 
-~een mar!<=; = ~= ~ ,~ ~, ~.~- -~= =-=~ int_ _-iden-_. :his • ~_ i" ntifi =÷ ~-- - ~ =,, ~ - 



positions were easily defeated in the Pennsylvania General Assembly. 

By the end of his tenure as Special Prosecutor, Phillips had learned 

that piles of press clippings were no substitute for firm commitments 

for support from the Governor and Attorney General, or for an actively 

aroused general public. 

Relationship with the Governor and Attorney General 

During his tenure as a deputy attorney general in charge of 

the Office of Special Prosecutor, Walter Phillips served under twc 

Attorneys General -- Israel Packel and Robert Kane. Although he 

complains of inadequate financial backing from the outset, Phillips 

speaks highly of the support his office received from Packel. In 

contrast, Phillips believes the office received little support from 

Atto~--ney General Kane. Although Phillips may have experienced 

different relationships with his superiors, this was not entirely 

dependent upon who was Attorney General. The Attorney General is 

an appointee of the Governor of Pennsylvania and as such generally 

follows and implements the policies of the Governor. if Packe! 

provided more support for the office than Eane did, this may be 

partially explained by the fact that while Packel was Attorney 

General, Governor Shapp was somewhat supportive of the Office of 

Special Prosecutor and had decreased his support by the time Kane 

became Attorney General. 

There were certain well-defined areas of the Special Prosecutor's 

activities for which the support of the state administration was 

critical. These were: !) the independence of the Special Prosecutor's 

office; 2) the funding provided for~neOSP~) the avai3=~l~tv of 

ce-~'in investigative tools forehead-S;and 4) Dub ~" statements and 



overall posture. In addition, there were more routine matters such 

as cutting red tape when procuring supplies, sa!a~y raises and 

promoting ~nd undercover vehicles. 

Although Phillips was a deputy attorney general under the 

supervision of the Attorney General, it was clearly necessa~ in 

the prevailing political climate that he be pe~itted to act 

independently in running his investigations of police and official 

corruption. In his discussion with us, Packe! emphasized that he 

gave this independence to Phillips. Phillips confirmed Packe!'s 

claim. Attorney General Kane also left Phillips on his own ~o_= ~ most 

of the time Phillips was Special Prosecutor. 

On its face, this speaks well of the relationship between the 

Attorney General and OSP -- a relationship ~hat certainly facilitated 

an autonomous and politically uncontrolled investigation by Phillips. 

Yet, leaving Phillips alone had political advantages. Governor 

Shapp was a candidate for re-election in 1974 and needed the good 

will of the public, as well as the aid of the Democratic political 

leadership in Pennsylvania. By creating an independent special 

prosecutor in Philadelphia, he could obtain the credit for sponsoring 

an investigation against public corruption and at the same time 

free himself from the responsibility for the Special Prosecutor's 

actions. 

Furthermore, throughout 1974, when Packel was still Atterney 

General, none of Phillips' investigations appeared to threaten 

political leaders on whcm the Governor had to rely. The presentments 

ret,,--~ hr. the January. ia?4- crand, ju~J. during ~h=~_. -- veriod =~_ith_r= 

related to police ~--,~~ ..... w~-~.. (within P~i~D~'-.----.- initial mandate 

f--...~ Packel) cr invoiv=d corruption charges touching the :.izz 



administration and the Philadelphia Democratic City Committee. Thus, 

it was in Shapp's interest to give basic support to the OSP, at least 

until he was re-elected C~vernor in November 1974. 

At the end of February, 1974 Packel sponsored a bill in the 

General Assembly to create a statewide special prosecutor to 

investigate police corruption with a state appropriation of $500,000. 

The bill died in committee. ~ts outspoken opponent was Senate 

Appropriations Committee Chairman, Henry J. Cianfrani. This bill 

..... apparently renewed the legislature's hostility toward Packel, who 

had become the Attorney General without ~s approval. The House of 

Representatives expressed its hostility toward Packel by adopting a 

resolution calling for a Constitutional amendment which would have 

made ~he Attorney General an elected rather than an appointed officer. 

Shapp tried again in June 1974 to obtain funding from the 

legislature for the OSP. He wrote to legislative leaders that he 

considered "the work of the Special Prosecutor to be of the highest 

priority. . . To accomplish the tasks before it, ~he Office of 

Special Prosecutor needs to be well staffed and this costs money." 

However, his attempt was ineffective. Cianfrani prevented an 

appropriation for the Special Prosecutor from coming to a vote. 

House Democrats also defeated it. This led one Republican 

Representative to publicly accu~Shapp of not being serious in 

his support of the Special Prosecutor. He argued that if Shapp 

had really wanted to get the bill through he should have been able 

to influence the votes of sufficien~ legislators in his own party. 

In anticipation of the passage of this bill, Governor ~hazz's bu~z~ 
message for FY 1974-75 called for an apprcpriaticn of $!,000,000 
to supper~ the sZatewide special prosecutor. ~ecause no such 
ffi _ was . . ~ ,- =~ o c= created by ~he !ecislature, ~he Gcvern~r ~ -=-.~ t 
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The legislature's refusal to provide financial support for 

the Special Prosecutor did not stop the office's operations. The 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration of the U.S. Department of 

Justice supplied federal grant money for the OSP. LEAA provided 

these funds through its conduit in Pennsylvania, the Governor's 

Justice Commission (C~C). The Attorney General was chairman of this 

Commission and its membership was appointed by Governor Shapp. 

On the occasion of his second failure to obtain legislative 

funding for the Special Prosecutor, Governor Shapp wrote a letter of 

support for the Special Prosecutor to Attorney General Packel. This 

letter was written on August 6, 1974 in the midst of the Governor's 

re-election campaign after his Republican opponent accused the 

Governor of "covering up" corruption in Philadelphia by failing to 

support the OSP. The letter in its entirety is as follows: 

"Dear General Packel: 

After the House of Representatives voted down ~he 
appropriation bill for the Office of the Special Prosecutor 
in Philadelphia, i was disturbed to lear?. ~hat some people 
in Philadelphia are apparently under the impression that 
Mr. Phillips' operation will terminate shortly because cf 
inadequate financial support. I think it is imperative that 
we dispel this impression immediately. I am still con~nitted 
to an all-out effo~ to have the Conunonweal~h provide its 
necessa~-y, share of the funds. 

As you know, Pennsylvania has been fortunate so far to 
secure a large part of the funds for the Office of the 
Special Prosecutor in Philadelphia from the federal 
government and the Pennsylvania Justice Department. To 
date, we have received $289,445 from the LEAA funds designated 
for Pennsylvania, an additional $305,000 from LEAA in 
Washington as a direct grant and $138,802 from Pennsylvania. 
Under the Crime Control Act of 1972, the federal goverm4~ent 
can provide f~nding for this type of project of up to 90% 
through LEAA if the state will supply the remaining amount. 
,.~h the recent Supreme Court action uvho!dinq your creation 
of the Special Prosecutor Of=ice in Philadelphia, Z suggest 
that ~'cu direct }~. Phil!iDs to aDz!v i~mediate~, for federal 

" " "  -- --7 

funds to ccn~i~,~= his czeraticn i understand ~=t LZ~. 
has suggested tha~ h_ next t = a;p!ication for funds by the 



Special Prosecutor's Office in Philadelphia be for the 
period from October l, 1974 to June 30, 1976. 

In view of this extended period, there is a need for 
approximately $500D00 of state funds to secure the federal 
funding, i had hoped that the General Assembly would 
appropriate the necessa_~y state funds in July before the 
summer recess, and I am still confident that they will 
approve funding when they retu_~n in September. If they do 
not, an alternate source of funds will have to be found. 

In light of the many recent events, there can be no question 
about the need for a special prosecutor to root out govern- 
mental corruption. It's time that a complete ~nd thorough 
investigation be conducted to punish the guilty and remove 
suspicion from the innocent. Throughout the nation, we have 
seen the need for specialized prosecuting offices to deal with 
public corruption, as for example in New York and Washington. 
Now, in Philadelphia, we are on the verge of establishing such 
an operation. Consequently, it is vital that the Commonwealth 
supply its share of the funds and support the operation in 
Philadelphia. 

Sincerely, 

MILTON SHAPP 
Governor" 

It is noteworthy that this letter informs Attorney General 

Packe! to direct Phillips to apply immediately for federal fum.ds 

on the basis of a budget for a period from October !, 1974 to June 

30, 1976. At no time did the OSP apply for funds from ~-_LEAA for 

. . m~i11~ps complained such an extended period of time. On the contrary, ....... _ 

that his inability to get long term funding placed his office in an 

insecure position which prevented him from recruiting experienced 

sta~. and threatened the success of his investigation high level ~= 

by causing witnesses am.d informers to lose confidence in his office. 

Phillips recalled Shapp's letter o_ support to Packel in the s~T~..er 

of 1974, but he had no recol!ecticn of the reference tca 2i-month 

budget period to be funded by LE~-A. He said he could not reme~er 

Packe! either sugcesting to him or directing him to file such a 

budget request. ..... D~{]!ips says_ that he discussed !onc. term _~n-'~ ~{--: 

-.:ith L--.~ ~. hu._ _e_eive f a n_---ati-.:e ,=- 



The clearest manifestation of support for the OSP by the 

Governor and Attorney General was the securing of LEAA funding 

through the Governor's Justice Commission. Throughout the entire 

existence of OSP the Governor's Justice Commission with the backing 

of Shapp, Packel and Kane approved grants to keep the office 

in operation The total funding which was made available to the OSP 

from its inception until June 30, 1976, is summarized in ~he table 

which appears below. More significant than the amounts which were 

ultimately received are the amounts which were denied the OSP by 

the legislature and the subsequent actions t~ken by that body to cut 

off all sources of funding, federal as well as state. Owing to the 

failure of expected state funding to materialize, as well as poor 

State budgeting techniques and poor grant accounting, numerous 

changes were made to the budgets originally submitted. 

budget analysis is quite difficult. 

Total Fundin~ Con~nitted to OSP 4/1/76 to 6/30/76: 

-Grant Nu.~ ~ ~rd_=~ 

1. DS-483-73-A State dis~-etionary 4/1/74 

M 
2. - State match to a%~ve 

3. 74-~F-03-009 Fed. Dis~-etionary 1/1/75 

4. - State ~ h  .... " 

5. 75-DF-03-008 Fed. Discretio~2-z~Y 10/24/75 

6. - State M~-tch " 

7. DS-74-C-G-9-546 State Discretionary 9/74 

8. - State ~iatch " 

9. DS-75-C-53-.=-626 State Discre~-icna- -'z: 7/75 

Consequently, 

Period 

4/74-6/75 

v! 

4/74-11/74 

,I 

12P74-8/75 

II 

12/74-il/75 

,I 

7/75-6/75 

$ 

A.-~u~t 

289,445 

104,802 

305,000 

34,000 

400,000 

44,444 

319,210 

35,467 

!,0~5,956 

S2,5~  = ~2= 
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Total Actual Expenditures 4/1/74 to 6/30/76: 

Expense Category 

Personnel 

Fringe Benefits 

Travel 

Equipment 

Supplies 

Consultants 

Confidential Funds 

Actual Amount 

$ 1,410,065 

273,878 

11,938 

29,315 

523,506 (1) 

20,356 

19,779 (2) 

$ 2,288,837 

(i) Includes occupancy costs for office space. 

(2) Prior to May, 1975, expenditures for confidential 
informerspayments were charged to an account which 
was grouped wi~h supplied for repor~ing purposes. 
The actual confidential payments ~hrough June 30, 
1976 totalled $40,416. 

In April of 1974, the OSP received the first four payments of 

LE~ money as indicated in the summary above. Based upon the assump, tio~ 

that the state funding would be received, the grants were expected to 

last until June of 1975. However, in addition to the demise of the 

Special Prosecutor Bill, the grant did~not provide funds for the 

expansion of ~he original OSP mandate -- from following-up the work of 

the Pennsylvania Crime Commission investigation, to include sta~zng==" 

the Takiff grand ju~ !. 

~ghen it became clear that this initial funding would not last 

the OSP until June, 1975, the office began seeking a second round cf 

LE~ and G;C ~rants totalling $719,210. 

Since the legislature had not appropriated an~T f'~nds to pay for 

~.~-~= r_~"ir_d=~ =~ sta~_~= m-tchinc= _~crticn ~f~ =~÷'~=- th_~ fir~ ~ ~r ~eccnd 



round of grants, (state matching funds totalling $218,713) the Atzorney 

General used state funds from the Justice Department's appropriations 

to meet these grant requirements. The Attorney General's office was 

running short of money itself because of ~he support it channeled to 

the OSP and its failure to obtain an increase in its appropriation for 

FY 74-75 to cover automatic state pay increases. Despite serious 

fiscal problems in Pennsylvania, the legislature passed a supplemental 

appropriations bill on April 29, 197~ in which the Department of 

Justice shared. This had the practical effect of providing state 

funding for the OSP on a retroactive basis, since the Attorney 

General was reimbursed for the support funds he had given the OSP 

from the Depar~_ment of Justice's budget. 

The fiscal plan for the second year of operation of the OSP 

called for a state discretionary grant of LEAA funds in the amount 

of $i,000,000 together with state matching f~nds of about $439,000. 

The request for state funding was included in the budget submitted 

by the Justice Department to the State budget office, and was included 

in the 1975-76 general appropriations measure when it was introduced 

into the legislature. Although the House very clearly voted not to 

remove the OSP funding in spite of the general situation in which 

budgets were being slashed drastically, this support was short lived. 

H.B. 1336, the measure in question, emerged from the Senate Appropr- 

ations Committee with a n~nber of alterations which ultimately were 

signed into law: 

!. The budget of the Justice Department was cut so 
drastical!v_ that there was no reom fo_~ ._~D_ving~-- ] even 
a Dart. of ~.~ recuired_ 5~39. ,000 in state matching funds. 



. The Justice Department budget was line itemed. That 
is, the appropriation was divided among the various 
offices within the department, with a prohibition against 
using or shifting the funds between the offices. The 
OSP was conspicuous by its absence from the line item 
appropriation. 

. The Pennsylvania Crime Commission budget was line 
itemed into the Justice Department budget and was 
cut drastically. 

. 

. 

The OSP had leased office space costing $7.35 per square 
foot and the bill contained a prohibition - applying only 
to the Justice Department - against expenditure for rent 
in excess of $6.90 per square foot. 

The line iteming and the rental restrictions were not 
applied to any other agencies of the government, and 
were clear!y designed to cut off all state funding of 
the OSP. 

On June 30, 1975 this bill became law. The OSP was able to 

continue in operation despite the fact that it was receiving 

100% LEAA money from the GJC. Since the GJC was supplied with 

sufficient state matching funds on an overall basis, the requirement 

for $439,000 in matching funds specifically for the OSP was waived. 

This was termed an "aggregate overm, atch." The legality of ooerating 

the OSP totally with LEAA money was challenged in two instances by 

defendants the OSP was attemmtinc. . to prosecute. Although the pa.~_c~_~ "'~ 

issue was ultimately resolved in the courts in the favor of the OSP, 

this litigation provided substantial disruption in the normal operatic 

of the office. 

, =~- 
The Special Prosecutor s O~__ce never received its grant from 

the Governor's Justice Commission for fiscal year 1976-77. The 

money was pirated by the Pennsylvania General Assembly, which enacted 

The $6.90 prohibition did not prevent the rent from beinc paid c." 
~'~= OSP office szace. . Bv a ~i-~ick. in renecotia~inc_ ~ the lease 
ha!!wavs,_ restrooms and elevator shaft space, bec =~: .... .z-=rt cf -'-...e 
the premises - the per square foot rental .~as reduced ~o _he 
al ~ - "~= rate. 
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a statute giving it control over federal funds granted to state 

agencies. At a time when some Democratic legislative leaders had 

become targets of the Special Prosecutor's probe, the Office of 

Special Prosecutor was the only agency eliminated by the legislature 

from the list of federal fund recipients. This action ultimately 

led to the demise of the OSP. The fate of this last grant intended 

for the Special Prosecutor is more fully discussed later in this 

report. 

Loss of the Body Bu~ 

When Phillips began his work as Special Prosecutor, he believed 

his investigations would be handicapped by Pennsylvania's - ~-" ~" - 

law prohibiting ~he wiretapping of telephone conversations and the use 

of concealed, microphones to eavesdrop on room conversations. However, 

Pennsylvania law at the time did not forbid the use of bodybugs. 

These are miniature recorders or radio transmitters which can be 

concealed on the body of an undercover agent or informer for the 

purpose of recording conversations with a suspect. Since the agent 

or informer is a party to the conversation, his use of such a recording 

device is not considered to be electronic eavesdropping. 

In its investigation of police corruption, the Pennsylvania Crime 

Commission had effectively used such a body buy on a cooperating bar 

owner to record conversations with Philadelphia police officers 

concerning the payment of bribes. Phillips planned to use body bugs 

in his investigations and had submitted a purchase recuest ~ the 

state for some sophisticated expensive recording devices. ~Li- 

recuest, was leaked to the .Dress. It was believed t~= ~.-~ th_= _el ak may 

have come from a disgruntled former employee who may have made a 

,~e .... c~: of -h_ purchase order. 



Shortly after the leak was reported Speaker of the House of 

Representatives Herbert Fineman pressed legislation to amend the 

Pennsylvania Wiretapping statute 18 P.S.5570. The amendment added 

the following definition to those acts which were prohibited under 

Pennsylvania law. 

"Eavesdropping: Surreptitiously listening to, monitoring, 
transferring, amplifying or recording the voice of or action 
of another person without the knowledge and approval of such 
other person by the use of any electronic, mechanical or 
other device. " 

This amendment would prohibit body bugs. In support of his ~mend- 

ment, Speaker Fineman spoke loftily of the right of privacy, and ex- 

plained that ~he prohibition of body bugs would further the Per~syi- 

vania legislat,are's policy against electronic eavesdropping . He 

warned his fellow legislators that no one was safe from the reach 

of eavesdroppers who now had available to them miniaturized space- 

aged electronic equipment. He told his colleagues, "I'm suggesting 

to the members of the House that out of a sense of self preservation, 

you should be supporting this kind of ~mendment." 

Fineman also revealed that he learned that he had been wiretapped 

and bugged and cla~med that the experience had had a chilling effect 

on his private conversations. He also reported an alleged bugging 

incident involving another member of the House. 

On September 4, 1974, while the bill was pending, Governor 

Shapp wrote to Attorney General Packel to express concern over the 

Special Prosecutor's request for electronic surveillance equipment. 

Referring to reservations he had heard from !egisiaters concerning 

the use of such equipment, Shapp info_-med Packel that although he 

-.ill intended to push his request f~r legislation providing financial 

S~DDor~ for -. ~= Spezia! Prosecutor, he wanted Packe! to understand 



that they had a "responsibility to the public to make certain any 

funds expended by the Special Prosecutor are in full compliance with 

the law." 

Phillips became furious over the letter and its subsequent 

release to the press. He spoke to Packel and convinced him that 

the equipment he sought to purchase would be used in a manner 

consistent with Pennsylvania and federal law. 

However, Phillips was alarmed about the legislation that the 

Speaker had introduced, because it would deprive his office of the .... 

use of the body bug in its investigations. Phillips told Packel 

that body bugs were absolutely essential in corruption investigations. 

This was especially true, he said, in corroborating an informer who 

accused a police officer of accepting illegal payoffs. 

Apparently, Packe! was able to win Shapp's support of the 

office's use of body bugs, since on September 20, 1974, Packel wrote 

the Pennsylvania legislature a letter strongly opposing the amendment 

and urging the legislators not to deprive P~nnsylvania law enforcement 

officers of an essential weapon against "organized crime and corruption 

as well as drug abuse." In his response to the House, Fineman 

lashed out at Packe!: 

"I can understand the Attorney General's position, in view 
of the recent disclosure made by a newspaper of general 
circulation that the special prosecutor in this state has 
spent ~housands and thousands of state dollars for the purchase 
of electronic surveillance equipment. What was he going to 
investigate? M~nicipa! corruption? Perhaps some policeman 
down in the city of Philadelphia was taking free hamburgers 
or maybe taking some payoffs because they've allowed the n~bers 
racket to exist in some particular area of the city, or 
some such similar offense. That was what M~. Packe! was 
going to allow his special - ~ =e__c~ attorney to invade the 
right of privacy for, for those kinds of matters." 

The anti-eavesdropping legislation was passed on November 20, 

--,-., anc was _e..t to the Governor for his sicnature .~a_,~=~ Dh~ ~ i 
- - - .... ps 



privately and publicly urged Shapp to veto the bill. He pleaded for 

an opportunity to meet with Shapp to explain his position before 

Shapp acted. He was promised by the Governor's top aides that he 

would be given this opportunity. However, while Phillips was 

waiting to be called to the Governor's office, Shapp signed the bill 

on December 27, 1974 and it became law. 

Shapp acted against the advice of his Attorney General and 

with the obvious knowledge that he was handicapping the investigation 

of the Special Prosecutor. He could be applauded if he was resisting 

over zealous law enforcement demands and striking a blow for privacy. 

Yet even the Warren Supreme Court had held that the secret recording 

of a conversation by one of the parties to it did not ~'~ ~ cons ha ~u.e 

electronic eavesdropping or a violation of privacy under ~ne Constitu 

The Court reasoned that since a party to a conversation is permitted 

to reveal what he has heard either to his associates or by giving 

testimony in court, there is no reason to prohibit him from recording 

the conversation to make certain his recollection is accurate. To 

be sure, the defendant may feel betrayed and outraged, but he has 

no legitimate complaint ~nat his privacy was invaded. The Court 

said he chose to speak to the informer and confide in him, and theref. 

took the risk of betrayal. 

The value to law enforcement agencies of one-party consent 

recordings was explained to Governor Shapp by his own Attorney 

General. In corruption cases, which deal mainly with white collar 

conspiracies involving public officials, there are no eyewitnesses 

or clues such as fingerprints or smoking g~ns. These crimes are 

usua!!v_ exposed by a participant ~ho has become an informer ~_̂ - =--~: 

undercover acent who -as infiltrated .h_ conspiracy The prosecutor 



is usually confronted with having to prove word against word -- the 

word of an informer or undercover agent against the word of .h_ 

suspect. The problem can be easily understood when one considers 

the credibility of the testimony given by a cooperative gambler 

or narcotics addict against a police officer, or even the testimony 

of an undercover agent given against a high public official. As 

Phillipsrepeatedly argued, this law enforcement dilemma was 

dramatically illustrated in the Watergate scandal where John Dean's 

word was pitted against the word of the President of the United 

States and his most powerful White House aides. The White House 

tapes proved to be ~he "ultimate witness" that could corroborate 

Dean. 

Shapp's signing of the Fineman bill was his first step in 

withdrawing support from the Special Prosecutor. Attorney Genera! 

Packel, himself, became a casualty. He was already persona non 

~rata with the Pennsylvania legislature. Within days after Shapp 

signed the eavesdropping bill, he found it necessaz-y to ask his 

old friend and advisor to resign his position as Attorney General. 

In his place, he appointed his campaign manager in the recent 

election, Robert P. Kane. 

The Erosion of State Support for Phillips 

Attorney General Kane launched his relationship with the 

Philadelphia Special Prosecutor by adopting the same policy of 

!aisse ~. faire followed bv~ .._~s zredecessor. However, Kane did be_i_v~ ~ 

that Packei had gone too far in allowing Phillips to run an autonomous 

operation. Kane soon began to remind Phillips that he xas only a 

deputy aztorney ~enera! ~vorking ~nSer his supervision. Phillips 



and Kane agree that the Attorney General usually left him alone. 

However, Phillips has told us he was willing to report the progress 

of his investigations to Kane, but was never asked. It was as if 

Kane didn't want to know. Kane explained that he did not want to 

create the appearance of interfering with the Special Prosecutor. 

However, very early in his tenure as Attorney General, Kane 

caused alarm in the Office of Special Prosecutor and ~ndercut its 

effectiveness by casting new doubt on its continued existence. 

Shortly after he was appointed Attorney General, Kane met with 

District Attorney Fitzpatrick and asked him whether he would be 

willing to take over the work of the Special Prosecutor's office. 

Fitzpatrick remembers that Kane expressed reservation about the 

investigation Phillips was conducting, but felt that the grand juz-_¢ 

probe had to be continued. Fitzpatrick exp. ressed his willingness to 

review all the cases in the Special Prosecutor's office and to assess 

the viability of each of them. He told Kane that he would be willing 

to pursue only ~hose cases he concluded were sufficiently strong. 

Kane did not press the matter at ~hat time. 

However, at a planning meeting in Harrisburg, Kane told the 

heads of all Justice Department agencies that he had discussed with 

Phillips and Fitzpatrick the takeover by the District Attorney of 

the grand jury investigation of corrup~on in Philadelphia. Phillips 

was not present at ~ne meeting but was represented by his administrati 

assistant, Nancy Ezold. Ezold was surprised by Kane's statement and 

imm.ediately te!ephone~Phi!!ips who told her he had never had such 

a discussion with Attorney General Kane. Kane's statemen~ was repcrte< 

in the press with the explanation -~-~ -.~=~ he had tried to support 

Phillips by seehin~ funds from the legislature but that all Democratic 



factions were united in opposition to Phillips. 

Shortly thereafter, Kane told the House Appropriations Com~.ittee 

that he "would look to the day when" the Philadelphia District Attorne' 

office could take over the functions of the Special Prosecutor's 

office. This statement was widely publicized, it had a devastating 

impact on morale in ~heof~.~ceand seriously diminished the willingness 

of several witnesses to cooperate with the OSP. Governor Shapp 

publicly discounted Attorney General Kane's s~a~_men~ ~ ~ ~ by explaining 

that it did not represent a dimunition of ~he state's support for 

the OSP, but only referred to an unlikely = • ~u~ure willingness of the 

Philadelphia District Attorney to investigate official corruption. 

Attorney General Kane's early attempt to get District Attorney 

Fitzpatrick to take over Phillips' role might be partially explained 

by the Shapp administration's inability to obtain state funding for 

the Special Prosecutor's office. By April, 1975, the OSP had been 

supported only by LE~ f~nds with the required state matching 

portion being provided from the Attorney General's budget. Attorney 

General Kane had asked the legislature not only to reimburse the 

Department of Justice for the funds it had supplied the Special 

Prosecutor's office, but also to appropriate $439,000 for the Special 

Prosecutor's office for fiscal year 1975-76 to meet the state's 

matching requirement for the LEAA grant. By a supplemental appropriati 

the legislature did provide the necessary, f~nds to reimburse the 

~ ~ Of " mepa_mmen_ Justice. But as we have shown above, ~t not only refuse 

~o appropriate any funds for the Office of Special Prosecutor for 

fiscal year !975-7~, i~ drastically cut the budget of the Deparzment 

of Justice_ so that the= A~ornev. General would have no surplus funds 



tO give the OSP. It alsoenacted restrictions prohibiting the Depart- 

ment of Justice from using any funds for any purpose other than those 

line-itemed by the legislature in the appropriation bill. 

The funding problems could not have been the only reason the 

Shapp administration was seeking to have District Attorney Fitzpatrick 

take over the Special Prosecutor's investigations. The Governor's 

Justice Commission, under the control of theGoverno r and Attorney 

General, was still in a position to award LEAA funds. And, as we 

have stated, the Justice Department was able to employ the "aggregate 

overmatch" theory to excuse it from having to provide any additional 

state f~nds for OSP. 

Although the Governor protested the legislature's rejection of 

the Justice Department's request for funds for the Special Prosecutor'~ 

Office, he failed to demonstrate any effective exercise of leadership 

on the members of his own party in the legislature. 

The Governor has indicated to us that he had become dissatisfied 

with Phillips' activities. He believe that Phillips was spreading 

his investigatiorS beyond the areas originally contemplated. In 

fact this was not so. Kane also told us ~hat he was disturbed by 

the continued grand jury investigation by a special prosecutor. His 

concern was that the special grand jury in Philadelphia appeared to 

be developing into a permanent grand jury, since it was continuing 

the investigations of the Specter grand juries going back to 1369. 

Kane said it seemed inappropriate to have a special prosecutor r'~nning 

a grand ju~¢ probe of corruption in Philadelphia when there was a 

du!v elected Dis ~ i -. Attorney who was now w~!~ ____~ . ~r .~ ...... ~ and able to ~=~-2 

cn such an investi~=-:~ 
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It was also evident that at this t~me powerful Democratic leaders 

in the legislature -- the Speaker of the House, the Chairman of the 

Senate Appropriations Committee, and the Chairman of the House 

Appropriations Committee -- were bringing considerable pressure on 

the Governor and Attorney General to restrict, if not terminate, 

the Office of Special Prosecutor. A close political ally of one 

prominent legislator had been indicted by the OSP for his extensive 

involvement in fraudulent activities and conspiracy. Members of 

the Special Prosecutor's staff believe that if the defendant was 

convicted and sent to prison he would implicate his prominent 

patron. 

Investigations by Phillips touched Speaker of ~he House Herbert 

Fineman, Chairman of the House Appropriations Committee Stephen 

Wodjak and Senate Appropriations Committee chairman, Henry J. 

Cianfrani. Senator Cianfrani does not hesitate to acknowledge 

that he frequently complained to Shapp and Kane about Phillips' 

tactics. Fine/nan claims that it wasn't necessary for him to bring 

pressure on Shapp and Kane about the OSP. However, he said the 

.Governor and Attorney General knew exactly how he felt. 

However uncertain the relationship between Kane and Phillips 

may have been earlier, it became strained to the breaking point 

in the fall of 1975. In October, Phillips presented Kane with three 

immunity petitions for the Attorney General to sign. They related 

to investigations in which Fineman, Wodjak and another legislator 

were the primate targets. Until then Kane, like Packe!, had routinely 

signed, without questioning, the i~unity petitions Phillips had given 

him. These earlier petitions had involved investigations of police 

officers and city officials in Philadelphia. Kane says he ass~.ed 
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they were prepared in accordance with the law. 

However, Kane refused to sign these last three immunity 

petitions. He told Phillips he wanted to review them carefully 

and would inform Phillips about his decision on them at a later 

time. 

I~n late November 1975, Kane met with Phillips and 

told him he had serious reservations about signing the immunity 

petitions Phillips had given him in October. Be told Phillips 

that the investigations referred to in the petitions were not 

within the scope of the provision of the Pennsylvania Immunity 

Statute which authorized grants of immunity. Kane pointed out that 

the Statute 1Lmited granting of immunity to investigations of 

"organized crime and racketeering". He referred to ~he decision of 

the Superior Court in Commonwealth v. Brady, 228 Pa. Super., 233 

(1974), which held that the immunity statute could not cover 

investigations of public corruption. The Brady case had been 

pending for review before the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania for 

over one year. Kane said that he could not act on the petitions 

until the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania definitively passed upon 

the question. 

Phillips justifiably found fault with Kane's refusal to 

sign the immunity petitions on the basis of the Brady case. The 

Supreme Court of Pennsylvania had already decided the question 

contrary to Brady in three separate cases brought by the Special 

Prosecutor's office and if it followed its o~m precedent, would 

have to overrule the Superior Court. in in Re:Fa!one, 464 Pa. 42 

(1975), In Re:~4artorano, 464 Pa. 66 (1975) and in Re: LaRussa, 464 Pa. 86 

(i975) ~he Pennsylvania Supreme Court held that the mandate of the 
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Office of Special Prosecutor to investigate police corruption and 

official corruption in Philadelphia was within the scope of the 

language "organized crime and racketeering" contained in the immunity 

statute. 

A strange case of suspended animation seems to have afflicted 

the Pennsylvania Supreme Court in the Brady case. As of the time 

of the preparation of this evaluation the case has been awaiting 

action by the Court for more than two years. 

In light of the Court's three explicit holdings contrary to 

Brady the Court's failure to summarily reverse it and its permitting 

the case to hang in limbo for so long a time cannot be properly 

explained. 

Phillips was stymied by Kane's refusal to sign the immunity 

petitions. In addition to relying on Brady, Kane also told Phillips ~ 

he had philosophical disagreements with the concept of immunity, thus 

laying the foundation for the rejection of ~he pet&tions even if the 

Brady case was decided favorably to Phillips' investigation. 

On February 19, 1976, the Philadelphia Inquirer published a 

story disclosing Kane's failure to sign the immunity petitions submitte¢ 

by Phillips, that were crucial to an investigation involving 

Pennsylvania legislative leaders. Kane believed that Phillips had 
\ 

leaked the story and was outraged. Phillips sought and obtained 

denials from everyone on his staff about ~he leak. He traveled to 

Kane's office and informed him that no one from the Special Prosecutor' 

ffice told the Inquirer reporter about the in~nunity petitions. Kane 

remained unconvinced by Phillips' denials. However, the Inquirer 

itsel =-, reported, that it had obtained the inform...a~ion in support c = 

its s~Drv, not from ~liiD~..._ _- but from "~:-.~r.~c:'~ ~:n Harr[zb~-: '°,._ 
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Shortly thereafter, fearing that Kane might aburptly end his 

investigation, Phillips obtain the permission of the supervising 

judge of the grand jury to take a memorandum he had prepared 

describing an investigation into alleged crimes by Pennsylvania 

legislators, to Washington. He presented it to the Chief of the 

Criminal Division of the United States Department of Justice. When 

word of Phillips' trip to Washington reached Harrisburg, Attorney 

General Kane charged the Special Prosecutorwith "insubordination". 

On March 31, 1976 Kane fired Phillips and his First Assistant, 

Ben Joseph, claiming that his confidence in them had irrevokably 

eroded. 

The firing of Phillips by Kane has ~wo sides. Attorney 

General Kane was totally frustrated with Phillips. K~ne believed 

Phillips would not accept his supervision, was determined to embarrass 

him by leaking stories to the newspapers, and had even been disloyal 

and insubordinate by "end running" him with his trip to the United 

States Department of Justice. As Attorney General, K~ne had a right 

to set policy on all issues, including immunity. He thought if 

Phillips would not follow his direction, then Phillips could not 

remain a deputy attorney general. 

K~ne had reason to be dissatisfied with Phillips' performance. 

His investigations and prosecutions had not produced any major 

convictions. Kane had received complaints from lawyers judges and 

public officials. It is clear from the record ~hat Kane was genuinely 

unhappy with Phillips and at the time of the dismissal, had reached 

the point of almost complete incompatibility with the Special 

Prosecutor. 
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On the other hand, Phillips was fired in a peculiar political 

environment. We have received reliable information that for a period 

of months prior to Phillips' dismissal, the Governor and Attorney 

General were under constant pressure from Democratic legislative 

leaders to get rid of Phillips. After Judge Myrna Marshall charged 

the November 1975 grand jury to contimue the probe of police and 

official corruption in Philadelphia, District Attorme l, Fitzpatrick, 

at Kane's invitation, claimed the right to staff the grand jury. 

Further, ~he proposed budget of the Department of Justice for fiscal 

year 1976-77 did not even have a reference to the Office of Special 

Prosecutor. It appeared that the Attorney General had planned to 

free himself of ~he corruption probe in Philadelphia. 

In February 1976, Senator Cianfrani helped the feuding Democratic 
I 

factions "cut a deal" to provide unified support for Governor Shapp's 

presidential bid. Cianfrani says that although this deal was not 

conditioned on Phillips' dismissal, it was generally understood that 

Phillips' continued presence was incompatible with the spirit of 

unified Democratic support for Shapp. This can be better ~understood 

when one considers that Phillips' office was then hot on the trail 

of some Democratic leaders in the General Assembly. 

Kane did not believe he faced strong public opposition to his 

firing of Phillips. With the exception of a brief outcry on the 

part of Philadelphia newspapers, Kane was correct. Indeed, Kane says 

that he received 0nly five protesting letters from the Greater 

Delaware Valley area. The near absence of public reaction to the 

Judge Marshall rejected Fitzpatrick's effort to take cver the qran 
jury probe, citing his prior refusal, his hea-.~ case!cad and the i 
herent conflict created by his political and personal re!a:ionship 
with the Democratic officials who would be targets of the probe. 
~*-~=*-~ck lost his a~pea! in the Suzrene Csurt of Penn~y!vania 
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firing of the Special Prosecutor likely resulted from a combination 

of factors. Much of the public ~ould not have been aware of what 

in fact was going on. Others did not care. Many had become convinced 

that there was nothing they could do to "fight City Hall". 

Destruction of the OSP 

Before Robert Kane had made know his in~ention to fire Walter 

Phillips, he had approached Bernard J. Sieg~l, then First Assistant 

District Attorney of Erie County, Pennsylvania, and tentatively 

offered to appoint him as Phillips' replacement. Siegel had impressed 

the Attorney General during his service on two Pennsylvania Cri~ninal 

Justice Commissions, including the Pennsylvania Crime Commission. 

A graduate of Brandeis University and Harvard Law School, Siegel, 38, 

did not have significant experience investigating public corruption, 

nor was he familiar with Philadelphia's treacherous politicnl 

environment. After Phillips' dismissal, Kane for~ua!ly off,red the 

Special Prosecutor's position to Siegel. Siegel became the deputy 

attorney general in charge of the OSP on April 15, 1976. 

No attempt was made to allow an L~-~.artial ~rcup to nominate 

candidates to fill the position of Special Prosecutor. No individuals 

outside the state government "establis~ent" were consulted on the 

appointment. The resulting absence of an independently certified, 

well-known, investigative professional added to the uncertain status 

of the office. 

This report will not attempt to evaluate ~he operation of the 

Special Prosecutor's Office under Siege!'s direction. However, we 
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have included our observations concerning improvements made in 

the OSP's operating procedures during Siege!'s tenure as Special 

Prosecutor. From mid-April 1976, until its slow death in December 

1976, the Office of the Special Prosecutor was never more than a 

holding~ operation. Finally, Siegel's job was merely to oversee 

a terminal case of political cam.cot. 

In the sixty days following Phillips' dismissal, half t-he 

office's legal and investigative staff resigned. For the most 

part, the replacements hired by Siegel were quite capable. 

However, they suffered from being placed in a rapidly deteriorating 

situation. 

Siegel appointed Edward G. Rendel! to his First Assistant. 

Before going into private practice, Rendell had been Chief of the 

Homicide Division of the Philadelphia District Attorney's Office 

under Arlen Specter. Two o~her attorneys were hired by the office, 

both of whom had strong backgrounds as criminal lawyers. All of the 

investigators hired in 1976 were inexperienced in large-scale 

corruption investigations. 

Siegel made improvements in three areas of the office's operation: 

First, a centralized attorneys' filing system was begun. As discussed 

above, the absence of any coherent or organized case file system in 

the Phillips office made it extremely difficult toanalyze the 

condition and status of a case or transmit it from lawyer to lawyer. 

Also, centralized grand jury and motions schedules were deve!oped which 

improved communications within the office and allowed more efficient 

utilization of the grand ju~j and staff. Second, (perhaps because 

The office did obtain the indictments of two state legislators, 
House Appropriations Committee Chai~--m..an Stephen Wodjak (D-Phila.) , 
and Senator Francis Lynch (D-Phiia.), for their involvement in an 
a!leced ccnsDiracy to obtain f~nds from the ,=-=~t~ of dental 
school _:?=~!ican~ -.,~ return f_r~ ~.e iecis!a~or~'_ as~istance~ in 
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because of the steadily declining investigative resources available t¢ 

the office) many of the weaker investigations initiated earlier were 

concluded. Thir~ th~ Special Prosecutor took positive actions to 

improve his relations with the District Attorney, the Philadelphia 

Police Department, and the United States Attorney's Office. Even 

with the office's future existence in serious doubt, good communicatio 

between the OSP and the United States Attorney's Office allowed 

several important investigations to be continued. 

On March 29, 1976, just as Walter Phillips was being •dismissed, 

the Pennsylvania Superior Court handed the Office of Special 

Prosecutor its greatest legal setback. Acting on an interlocutory 

appeal, the Superior Court quashed the indictments of Hil!el Levinson, 

Philadelphia's Managing Director and the most powerful individual 

charged by the Office of the Special Prosecutor. By mid'January 

1975, the January 1974 grand jury had decreased in membership from 

its original 23 jurors to !7 due to the death of one juror and the 

excusal of five others. The Special Prosecutor's Office experienced 

increasing difficulty in maintaining a quorum necessary to hear 

evidence and make presentments. Because of his fears about possible 

difficulty in obtaining a new investigating grand jury, Walter Phillips 

decided to seek the addition of new grand jurors from the original 

January. 1974 grand jury. panel. On January 15, 1975, Judge Takiff 

appointed six new grand jurors from the original panel. Whenever these 

new grand jurors were called upon to vote on a presentment, they were 

read any relevant testimony of the witnesses who had appeared before 

the grand jury. 

On March 19, 1975, the January 197.4 grand j __ .. - _ u~v returned its i4t~ 

presentment, reco~mendinc the indictment cf Ell!e! Levinscn for p_r~:~- ~, 
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extortion, false swearLng and unlawful political assessment, ste~ming 

from Levinson's discussions with Philadelphia's architects about 

the purchase of tickets to a Democratic City Committee dinner in 

October 1972. The regular indicting grand jury indicted Levinson 

on 35 counts. 

Levinson's counsel filed a motion to quash the indictments. 

John A. Cherry, an out-of-town judge specially appointed to preside 

over the case, dismissed the motion, but certified three issues for 

interlocutory appeal, including the substitutions authorized by 

Judge Takiff. 

On March 29, 1976, the Pennsylvania Superior Court, in a split 

decision, quashed the indictments. Commonwealth v. Levinson, Pa. 

Super. 362 A. 2d 1080 (1976). The Court held that the appointment of 

substitute grand jurors "was unauthorized". "Moreover, since a 

proper number of persons were present from the original grand jury 

during the 14th presentement, the original grand jury was still 

legally constituted and the added attenders were unauthorized persons 

because never properly made a part thereof." Supra at 1088. 

Although the Court specifically limited its decision to the 

Levinson case, all the defendants named in the final 12 presentments 

of the January 1974 grand jury took appeal of any orders upholding 

their indictments. Less ~han 2 weeks after the Court's decision, the 

indictments against the second ranking official charged by the 

Office of the Special Prosecutor, Redevelopment Authority Director, 

Augustine Salvitti, were dismissed during pretrial argument. The 

Superior Court's decision, currently on appeal to the Pennsylvania 

Supreme Court, has severely damaged many cases brought by the OSP. 

Judge 
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Cases against nine defendants have been delayed or quashed. 

The Court's decision underscored a serious flaw in Pennsylvania's 

grand jury laws. As a special grand jury investigation proceeds, it is 

normal for grand jurors to be excused for cause. After;several jurors 

have been excused it becomes increasingly difficult to reach a quorum 

each day testimony is heard or presentments are made. The Superior 

Court's decision in Levinson requires the supervising judge of the 

special investigating grand jury to wait until the grand jury can no 

longer reach a quorum before adding new grand jurors. The ruling 

places an extraordinary and unnecessary burden on the supervising 

judge and the prosecutor. 

The final denial of funding to the Office of Special Prosecutor 

occurred as a result of the passage of three bills by the Pennsylvania 

legislature. As noted above, the OSP had been omitted from the 

Governor's executive budget for 1976-1977. instead,in April the 

Gove_~nor's Justice Commission approved a $1.3 million appropriation 

of federal Law Enforcement Assistance Administration funds for the 

office. 

House Bill No. 568 was the general state appropriation bill for 

fiscal 1976-1977. It included several sections which sought to 

prevent support for the OSP. Like the'appropriations measure for 

1975-1976, this appropriations bill continued the line-iteming in 

effect for the general government operations of the Department of 

Justice. The leased space rental price restrictions which proved 

ineffective against the OSP during 1975-1976 were not present in 

the 1976-1977 bill. As additional insurance that the Justice 

Department would not allocate any of its f'~nds for the operation of 

the o~zi=e the following language was added to the 1976-197 
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appropriations bill: 

"The funds appropriated for general government operations 
to the Depart~ment of Justice are specifically appropriated 
to the bureau or division indicated and shall not be used 
for ~he purposes or functions of any other bureau or division 
of the department." H.B. 568, printers no. 3082, page 29. 

The critical change in the state appropriations bill is to be 

found in section 8b. In the preceding 1975-1976 state appropriation, 

section 8b began "In addition to the amounts appropriated by this 

act, all monies received from the federal government, or from any 

other sources.., are hereby appropriated... " H.B. 1336, 

printers no. 1792, page 61. By contrast, the provision in section 

8b of the 1976-1977 appropriations bill was worded: "In addition 

to the amount appropriated by this act, all monies received from 

any other source, except the federal ~overnme_n~. . . are hereby 

appropriated. . • " (emphasis added) No mention of either this 

change in the language concerning federal government f~nds or the 

lack of money for the Special Prosecutor's office was made during 

the debates 0n the appropriations bill on the floor of the Pennsylvani~ 

House. 

On May 18, 1976, the State Appropriations Bill, H.B. 568 was 

approved. Governor Shapp signed the appropriations bill on June 4, 

1976. 

In another action calculated to hamper support for the OSP, the 

Pennsylvania House overruled Governor Shapp's veto of Senate Bill 

704 on March 18, 1976. This bill amended the Pennsylvania A~minis- 

trative Code of 1929 to prohibit the assignment of perscnne! tc circum- 

vent appropriations limits. The measure had the effect cf prohibiZing 

the Attorney General from allocating his staff for the Special 

Prosecutor's o ~fice. 
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On June l, 1976, Senate Bill 1542 was introduced. The bill con- 

tained a number of provisions which had the effect of insuring that 

the General Assembly, not the Governor would have the power to al!ocat 

and control federal funds' coming into the state. In summary, ~he 

bill provided that (1) all requisitions to the state treasurer must 

indicate if any of the funds requested therein were derived from 

federal funds; (2) all requisitions must indicate whether any of the 

funds requested will be used directly or indirectly as state matching 

f~nds; (3) the state treasurer is specifically prohibited from issuing 

any warrants for funds to derive from federal grants unless these 

federal funds were specifically appropriated by an act of the General 

.Assembly; (4) the treasurer is specifically prohibited from issuing 

any warrant for any funds which are to be used for state matching 

funds unless appropriated by the legislature; (5) the act prohibits 

the use of so-called restricted agency accounts unless specifically 

authorized for a certain agency by the legislature; (6) according to 

the act, it is the duty of the Secretary of Revenue, to officially 

certify estimates of revenues from all sources, including the federal 

government for use in the proposed budgets for the following year. 

The bill was passed by the Senate on June 8, 1976, by a vote of 

49 to 0. It was passedwith amendments by the House 183 to !, on June 

16, 1976, and was submitted to the Governor on June 24, 1976. While 

the Governor could have waited until July 4, 1976, to veto the bill, 

he vetoed it on June 28, 1976. His quick action allowed the !egis!auuz 

to override his veto prior to the July 4th recess. Reliable sources 

have told this evaluation that considerable pressure was placed on 

Governor Shapp to veto S. ~. 1542 before the holiday. However, an 

effective veto would have deprived all state agencies cf ==~=~ ='~n;_ 
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Therefore it was not unreasonable for Governor Shapp to ~ choose to 

contest the legislature's action by a court suit. 

On July 29, 1976, the Senate overrode the Governor's veto by a 

vote of 40 to i0. :On ~he same day, the House voted to override the 

veto by a margin of 169 to 22. 

The last and final card played bythe legislature was House 

Bill 1366, the Federal Augmentation Appropriation Act of 1976. That 

bill provided for the appropriation of federal funds according to 

the authority now possessed by the legislature by virtue of ~he 

passage of Senate Bill 1542. Two features of this bill are 

significant to the Office of Special Prosecutor: (I) the LEAA ~rant 

for the Office of Special Prosecutor was conspicuously omitted from 

the bill; (2) $45,000 was appropriated for t.he exclusive purpose of 

paying all expenses associated with this evaluation of the Special 

Prosecutor's Office, Although the emphasis in the application of 

state discretionary funds were shifted with respect to some of the 

other programs affected by the bill, the Office of the Special 

Prosecutor was the only program left completely without funds by 

the bill. On June 30, 1976, the Senate passed H.B. 1366 by a vote 

of 34 to 15. 
°. 

During debate on H.B. 1366 several members of the House made 

reference to the denial of funds for the Special Prosecutor's Office. 

Representative Stephen Friend of Delaware County attempted to intro- 

This item was not in the original draft of the bill. It was 
hurriedly added when the evaluation project director info.--r..ed 
Attorney General Kane that the bill as worded would eliminate 
f-~nds for the evaluation. The willingness of the bill's sponsors 
to include a line item for the evaluation of the OSP at Kane's 
urging - and not for the OSP itself - provides another clue that 
the prima~J pu_~pose of the bill was the destructien of the OSP. 



duce into the House an amendment to provide funds for the Special 

Prosecutor's o#~ice . . . .  Representative Friend was cut o~== by the Chair 

and ruled out of order. Friend then made a motion to suspend the 

rules ~to allow avote on the amendment. That motion was defeated 

by 104 to 84. Friend tried again, but lost his motion to suspend 

the •rule by a vote of 105 to 82. 

Representative AnthonyScirica, a Republican from Montgomery 

County, stated for the record that "rather than an effort by ~his 

legislature to exert discretionary, control over the application or 

allocation of almost $I 1/2 billion in federal funds, this bill is 

simply a rubber stamp of all existing federal programs with one 

exception. . . " That exception, of course, was the Office of the 

Special Prosecutor. Representative Hutchinson made the following 

comments : 

"The whole purpose supposedly of the legislation that we 
passed and overrode the Governor's veto was to provide some 
legislative oversight over these vast amounts of money... 
(yet) today we are faced with a bill that came over from 
the Senate this afternoon and we are asked to appropriate 
$1 1/2 billion today. . . I think it is clear that we do not 
know what we are doing, i am opposed to that because I think 
it is a ruse. and a phony. . . In addition, oddly enough, no 
funds are appropriat~ for the Special Prosecutor. . . I wonder 
what the real reason is that we passed this bill• Certainly 
we are all in favor of legislative oversight, but this is not 
oversight " • • • -. 

During debate on the floor of the General Assembly, Representative 

Friend said: 

"Frequently our actions in this House displease many people• 
it is nice, however, particularly the last day when we can 
take actions which do please some people. We are doing for 
the Governor what he has wanted to do for the last 2 years 
but did not because of political consequences and we are 
pleasing any number of other people -- city councilmen and 
deputy mayors in Philadelphia who will not have to answer 

embarrassing questions any more, and the Mayor of Philadelphia 
will not have to answer any more embarrassing questions about 
the financing of his house. . " 
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Representative Friend was cut off by a point of order. According 

to the chair, since the Special Prosecutor's office was not included 

in the bill, it was not a proper item for discussion. 

At the conclusion of debate, the House voted 124 to 64 to concur 

with the Senate version of the bill. House Bill 1366 was in the 

hands of the Governor on June 30, 1976. Governor Shapp signed the 
L-- 

bill into law on July l, 1976. He line v~coed certain minor programs 

in order to provide a test case in which he disagreed with the 

appropriations made by the legislature. _ . ...... 

Some of the proponents of Senate Bill 1542 assert that the 

taking over of control of federal funds by state legislatures was 

part of a national trend. However, the only national association 

of state legislators which took a stand on the matter did so after 

the passage of S. B. 1542 by the Pennsylvania General Assembly. 

Regardle~ of the rationales provided for passage of the 

legislation, one fact stands clear for all to see. The only state 

agency, office or program, that was completely denied f~nding by 

the Federal Appropriations Augmentation Act was the OSP. This 

fact compels this evaluation to reach the conclusion that a group 

of Pennsylvania legislators, under investigation by the Office of 

the Special Prosecutor, seized upon an idea of questionable merit 

and welded it into a tool to destroy the Office of ~he Specie_! ProseTatcr; 

Shapp v. Sloan 

On July !, 1976, the Department of Justice presented to the State 

Treasurer requisiticns = ~o. payment of the payroll of the Office cf the 

Special Prosecutor. This payment was requested from federal LEAA 

funds which had been appropriated by the Governor's Justice Ccm~.ission 

for th= Office of the Special Prosecutor. On the same day, counsel 
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for the Treasurer informed the Attorney General that the Treasurer 

would not issue the payment warrants for this particular payroll 

voucher because of the new legislation. 

On July 7, 1976, the Attorney General, onbehalf of the Governor 

and other members of the executive branch, filed a petition for revie~ 

in the Commonwealth Court, seeking a reversal of the Treasurer's 

decision not to honor the requisition for funds. Concurrently, the 

Attorney General filed a motion and memorandum in support of a 

preliminary injunction seeking an order demanding that the Treasurer 

honor the requisition. The request for injunctive relief was 

predicated on the fact that $176,843 in funds which were part of 

the 1975-1976 LEAA grant had not been spent by the office during 

the year. The Attorney General argued that any delays in the 

restoration of LEAA funds would cripple the operations of the office 

possibly permanently -- by forcing the attorneys and staff to find 

other employment. 

By order dated July 13, 1976, ~he General Assembly was permitted 

to provisionally intervene on the side of the State Treasurer pending 

full hearing on the merits. On July 15, the Commonwealth Court 

allowed the OSP to requisition funds UP to an amount not exceeding 

$176,000. This represented the balance of LEAA funds not expended 

in the prior fiscal year. 

An application for a stay of the Commonwealth Court's order was 

filed by the legislature on July 16, 1976. This application was 

denied by Commonwealth Court Judge Bowman. An interlocutory appeal 

was taken to the Supreme Court on July 16, 1976. Supreme Court 

Justice Nix ordered a stay of the Commonwealth Court's order. He 

further ordered that the State Treasurer honor a requisition of 
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up to the total amount of only $50,000. The order was subsequently 

vacated by the Supreme Court and the $176,843 was paid out by the 

State Treasurer to the OSP. 

On December 3, 1976, the Pennsylvania legislature won a major 

victory. The Commonwealth Court ruled that the General Assembly 

had the sole authority under the state Constitution to appropriate 

funds in the Commonwealth treasury -- including federal funds. The 

court brushed aside the substantial arguments made by the Attorney 

General relating to federal congressional priority under the 

Supremacy Clause of the U.S. Constitution and to the impairment of 

federal grants and contracts under the Contract Clauses of both the 

Pennsylvania and U.S. Constitutions. The COUrt asserted that these 

federal rights were subordinate to the state's rights under the 

doctrine of state Sovereignty. 

Although an appeal was taken to the Pennsylvania Supreme 

Court, the Commonwealth Court's action was in fact fatal to the 

OSP. Starved of funds, the office could not continue to sustain a 

staff or any prosecution efforts, and it went out of existence. 

Vain protests over the destruction of this important state 

corruption investigation were made by Mr. Siegel, Judge Marshall 

and the Philadelphia press. A few civic leaders complained and 

some citizens wrote letters, but most Philadelphia and Pennsylvania 

officials, including the Governor and Attorney General, observed 

the death of the office without a public statement of regret. 
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Conclusion 

This evaluation report has devoted a substantial number of 

pages to an analysis of how the OSP was organized and staffed as 

well as how it functioned under the direction of Special Prosecutor 

Walter Phillips. A number of serious weaknesses and deficiencies 

have been noted about the office which should serve as caveats for 

any prosecutor who, in the future may assume the difficult 

responsibilities of conducting a corruption investigation. 

However, as this report stresses in its opening pages, 

the inadequacies of Walter Phillips' office were not the principal 

reason for the failure of his office's mission. It failed, and 

the OSP was ultimately destroyed, because of the overpowering 

forces this report has attempted to describe. Zndeed, Qur conclusion 

is compelled from all the factors discussed above -- even a highly 

experienced corruption prosecutor and staff who made none of the 

strategic and judgment errors found by this evaluation would Probably 

not have succeeded. 

The factors which precluded a successful probe of police and 

official corruption werepervasive and overwhelming. From the outset, 

9here never was the necessaz-z strong and effective support for 

the probe by the very officials who sponsored it, the Governor and 

Attorney General. Although they created the Office of Special 

Prosecutor, provided minimal funding from federal grants and made 

some supportive public statements, they were essentially passive 

with respect to the office's investigative purpose. Later they 

became obstructive. They never provided the office with the 

s'Jmbo!ic and financial backing it needed to create public confidence 

in the continuity of its investigations. 
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At a crucial time in the life of 0SP, the Governor signed the 

anti-body bugging bill passed by the General Assembly which 

deprived the office of an essential investigative tool. Later, when 

the OSP was developing a major investigation involving leading 

Democratic state legislators, the Attorney General refused to sign 

immunity petitions for essential witnesses. Finally, when funds 

were withdrawn from the OSP by the General Assembly, the Governor 

and Attorney General did no more than raise the legality of this 

action in court. They did not aggressively attempt to expedite 

court action or publicly protest the destruction of their own 

special investigative agency. 

Other law enforcement agencies in Philadelphia either actively 

obstructed the efforts of the OSP, or remained on the sidelines. 

The Philadelphia Police Department, the District Attorney's Office 

and the United States Attorney's Office were all basically indifferent 

to probing police and official corruption during Phiilips, tenure. 

Unjustified court delays created major obstacles to 

the OSP's investigations. Also, the unwillingness of certain 

judges to properly use their contempt powers made it impossible 

for the office to obtain essential testimony. 

The General Assembly had been opp0sed to an investigation of 

corruption by a special ~osecutor from ~he outset, it refused 

to appropriate needed state funds on every occasion the Governor 

requested such appropriations. It penalized the Attorney General 

for using his own budget to support the OSP by passing restrictive 

legislation on the application of f~nds appropriated to the Department 

of Justice. It deprived the office of the use of body bugs by special 
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legislation enacted in the midst of the office's probe of police 

corruption. It struck the final blow to destroy the OSP by 

enacting legislation giving it control over federal funds for 

state agencies. Then it enacted an appropriations bill for 

the allocation of these federal funds that eliminated all 

financial support for the office. 

The OSP not only lacked support from official agencies, but 

was abandoned by the business, bar, cavic and community leadership 

of Philadelphia as well. It received practically no encouragement 

from the public. 

It was in this overall context that the OSP failed in its 

mission. This evaluation concludes that because of all these 

circumstances, the Office of the Special Prosecutor was doomed 

to defeat from the start. 

i. 
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REC0~NDATIONS 

!. A special prosecutor is not always needed in corruption investi- 

gations and prosecutions. As a general rule, the investigation and 

prosecution of public corruption is ~he responsibility of the elected 

District Attorney of Philadelphia. A District Attorney is not elected 

soley to prosecute street crime, but rather has the obligation to 

enforce all the criminal law in his jurisdiction, including white 

collar crime, organized crime and public corruption. Admittedly, most 

district attorneys, by virtue of their political backgrounds, 

may not be inclined to pursue vigorously all such responsibilities. 

Thus, recognizing that a district attorney may neglect some 

portion of his responsibilities, especially public corruption, it is 

not necessary initially to create a new prosecuting agency. The 

Attorney General of Pennsylvania has broad law enforcement 

authority throughout the Commonwealth. However, under existing law . 

in order for him to utilize an investigating grand jury or to 

prosecute, he must supersede a local prosecutor. As we have observed 

in this evaluatioh, supersession involes unnecessary., dilatory, and 

time-consuming delay. We are persuaded that the Attorney General 

should have concurrent jurisdiction to-investigate and prosecute 

all violations of the criminal law. ~en that jurisdiction is 

exercised the Attorney General shall have ~he effect of superseding 

the District Attorney. 

We recognize that an Attorney General, for political or corrupt 

motives, at times may not be willing to vigorously act in such 

matters. In other situations, an Attorney General may confront an 
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actual or potential conflict of interest in the investigation or 

prosecution of an official within his own administration. Also, 

an Attorney General may have attempted to interfere with an 

investigation or prosecution properly begun by a District Attorney. 

In such situations a new prosecuting agency, a tempora~ Z Special 

Prosecutor, would be required. Mindful that a special prosecutor 

in Pennsylvania has been a deputy attorney general and subject to 

supervision and control, the temporary special prosecutor should be 

authorized by statute to be a truly independent official. He should 

therefore be created by an action of the courts. The Supreme Court 

should have the appointive function. The process could be triggered 

by petition of the Attorney General, the local District Attorney, 

if aggrieved, or by any citizen. 

are presently pending before the 

Bills. / 

Legislative proposals of this kind 

Congress in the Waterga.te Reform 

® 

2. This evaluation highlights the critical problems of court delays 

and the ineffective exercise of judicial sanctions in Pennsylvania. 

The OSP was confronted repeatedly with dilatory pretrial motions by 

attorneys~ and interlocutory appeals. We are not suggesting that 

legitimate procedural protection should not be sought by or on behalf 

of an affected defendant or witness. Rather, we sur3ges~ that remedial 

action be undertaken to prevent abuse of the processes. Thus, we 

recommend that the Pennsylvania Rules of Criminal and Appellate 

Procedures be revised to provide for expeditious disposition of 

qrand jury, pretrial and interlocutory motions and appeals. 

Since a number of the Philadelphia judges handling OSP 

matters have taken apparently conflicting positions on the definition 

of criminal contempt we believe it would be appropriate for the 
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9 3. We are cognizant of Pennsylvania's long history of 

of witnesses before investigating grand juries were able to evade 

direct and responsive answers to questions we recommend that judges 

exercise their contempt powers to require responsive answers to 

questions legitimately put. 

opposition to 

• nearly all forms of electronic surveillance, as well as its more 

recent abolition of one-party consent recording. And we are aware 

of the competing arglunents and different points of view on this 

issue. We have found, however, in the course of our evaluation, that 

the investigation of police and official corruption cannot be con- 

ducted effectively without the use of electronic surveillance; 

wiretapping of telephone conversations, placement of microphones in 

rooms and the use of body transmitters or recorders. We recommend, 

therefore, the enactment of a statutory scheme similar to the provision 

of Title 18 U.S.C. Sec. 2510, et seq., to permit the use of electronic 

surveillance under court authorization. We further recommend the 

repeal of the prohibition against the use of one-party consent 

recording and/or transmission. 

e 
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4. We recommend that the existing limitation on immunity based upon 

type of offense be •repealed. The authority should be available at 

least in all corruption-type offenses. When a temporary special 

prosecutor comes into being by action of the Supreme Court, as 

reco._-unended earlier, he should be empowered to petition for LT~nity 

without the approval of the Attorney General. 
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April 28, 1976 

I, 

The Honorable Robert P. Ka~ne 
Attorney General 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; 

Dear G=-neral Kane: 

In response to your request that I make an evaluation of 

the Office of Special Prosecutor in Philadelphia under a cop.- 

~rac~ual arrangement with your office, I wish to confirm ~inat 

I have stated to you earlier that l am prepared to undertake 

this task and submit the following informal proposal and budget. 

1. -Goals and Met/nod of Evaluation. The Office of Special 

Prosecutor (OSP) was created by the Attorney General more than t:.;o 

years ago after Judge Harry A. Takiff of the Philadelphia Court of 

Comcnon Pleas had convened and charged a special investigating grand 

jury in Philadelphia and after the At.torney General superseded the 

Dis~ric~ Attorney of Philadelphia to continue to pursue the investi- 

gation by tha h grand jury and the charges made by the Pc:nnsylvania 

Crime Com-~.ission that a substantial nu~=_r of Philadelphia polize 

officers and other Philadelphia public officials ~vere i'~volv~:d i'~. 

r.:orrup.t activities. Since the OSP "~:a~: establi.~h~.d for the pur-cse 
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the quality of 

is basically a 

the public. 

of investigating and p~-osecu~ing ~hese and re!a~ed charges, the 

evaluation should seek to measure how ~-sell it has carried ou~ ~/nis 

assignment. From the outset it is recognized hhat certain problems 

and difficulties are inherent inthis kind of'an evaluation. 

Ordinarily an evaluation of a governmen~ agency assumes tha~ 

improvemen~ can be measured in quantifiable terms and assessed 

ageins~ a larger quantified background. This a ssump~on carunct 

apply to a special prosecutor's office. 

In the firs~ place there have been too few models of this 

extraordinary office and still fewer studies to provide a quantified 

background for comparison. There is no base line esbablished of 

the universe of corruption against which the special prosecu~or.s ~ 

work can be measure~. _ Even c~he question of what constihu~es 

"success" on the part of a special prosecubor is not readily 

reduced to quantification. It cannot be determined by the n'~mber 

of indictznents or even convictions, since an essential elem_~nt is 

these prosecution actions. And ~l%is value judgment 

subjective one made by profcssi0nals and u!~ia~ely 

For these reasons an evaluation of this kind poses unique 

problems -" " ~, ~n~_,. do not lend themselves to social science me thcdo!cg_v. 

.They rec_:uire, rather, professional judg~..en~s and opinions after s~,,~,.: 

and -.na!vsis bv .~vof=-~ ..... ~_ ----- .... _ ---r ...... ~._._c 
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m_~ P.obe'_-Z p. l<ane-'-3 
April 2?,, 1970 

in inves~i.qahions of officia! co~'rup~ion. Through an appro~:ch 

of this kind, by the use of such experts, it is believed thah 

professional judgments can be a:ade concernin~ the specific assig~ 

given to t/~e OSP and the degree of success or failure the OS_~ has 

met in responding to that assignment. 

This evaluation obviously cannot attempt a definitive assessm~ 

of the base line of corruption which ~as the tmrget of the operatic 

of the OSP. However: • sufficient representative infor=ed opinion 

can be obtained by the evaluation team to permit it to identify wi~ 

reasonable accuracy the Criminal activity that should have been 

recognized by the OSP as its principal responsibility for investi- 

gation and prosecution. As sta~ed earlier, it is recognized that 

the success of a prosecution effort Canno~ be measared by the numbez 

of its convictions. The quali~y of the prosecution activicy and 

the obstacles or opportunities that existed to obstruct or aid ~his 

activity are relevant. The evaluation will seek to determ/m.e all 

the significant factors which relate d to the ability of ~he OSP to 

fulfill its responsibilities. 

Because of the special nature of an evaluat/on of this kind, 

%.Jhich does not lend itself to social science met/".odology, Z propose 

to personally conduct the evaluation as th:a principal investigator. 

! have attached a copy of my resume, se~thir'~g forth ,~y cr,~]~f.ic,aiens, 

_ ~ ]  ~ r,~ .~ • - • 
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au, an experh on hhe conduct of 

pros ecu hions " 

uoL'ruption investigations a:{d 

United S~a~es Senate Selec~ Co=~ni~ 
............. .... ~-- on Presidential Campaign 

Activities (the Senate Watergate Committee). For the past ten 

years I have been Director of the Institute of Criminal Law and 

Procedure of Georgetown university Law Center, where I have also 

served on the faculty as a Professor of Law in criminal law and 

criminal procedure. My criminal research center has conducted a 

I recently served as Chief Counsel and S~aff Director of the 

number of evaluations of criminal justice programs. At present we 

are in the final stage of an evaluation of the pretrial release 

pi-ogram operating in the Court of Common Pleas of Philadelphia under 

a grant from the William Penn Foundation. Of special• significance, 

believe, is the facu that I served as District Attorney of 

Philadelphia by appointmen~ of the Conunon Pleas judges of Phila- 

delphia to fill the vacancy left by Richardson Di!worth who resigned 

to run for the office of Mayor of Philadelphia. Prior to that 

time I served as Chief of the Appeals Division and as First Assistnnt 

Dis trict A ttorney. 

My close associate on this project will be Charles R0govin" 

a nationally recognized expert in the field of organized crkT, e and 

in the conduct of corruption investigations and prosecutions. ;It. 
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R°~ °Ovin's qualifications are attached ~-o this l'-'tcer. H u  l ~ a s  had 

a distinguished career in th_~ criminal justice field. 

Like myself, 1.Lr. Rogovin has had both defense and prosecution 

ex~perience in the city of Philadelphia. He first %.ior~=ed in the 

Public Defender's Office and then in t/le District AttorneySs Office 

where he attained the position of First Assistant Distu=ict Attorney. 

He was one of the assistant directors of t_he President,s Commission 

on Law Enforcement and the A(iministuzation of Justice (Presiden~,s 

Crime Commission), specializing as director of the Organized Crime 

Task Force. He then became an assistant Attorney General for the 

Commonwealth of Massachusetts serving as Chief of t_he Criminal 

Division and Director of the Organized Crime Section. ~'~- Ro~ovin 

was the first Administrator of the Law Enforcem~=nt Assistance 

Administration of the United States Depar~m. ent of Justice and he " 

~'~s the first President of the Police Foundation. After serving 

as a Fellow at the Institute of Politics at t_he John F. Kennedy 

School of Goverr, ment at Harvard University, he established the 

consulting firm of Criminal Justice Associates, Inc., of which 

he is President. $.Ir. Rogovin has served on a nttmber of advisory 

committees and evaluation teams reviewing ~/~.e ~.;or]~ of criminal 

justice agencies throughout ~he country. 
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2-Lr. Rogovin and I will be assisted by one or ~:;o consul tan 

in the Police field and two law student r~searc/n assis~anas. 

The methodology will involve ex~ensive on-site inaerviews 

wi~h all relevant persons to be conducted by ~,Lr. Rogovin and me 

toge~her or by either of us seperately. These interviews will 

include the former special prosecutor and his former first 

assistant; the presen~ special prosecutor; all present staff 

m~mbers of t-he OSP and persons recommended to be interviewed by 

former and present staff members of the OSp. 

2-Lr. Rogovin and I will also interview all relevant Public • 

officials of Philadelphia to obtain their opinions and as much 

detailed information concerning their knowledge of the operations 

of the OSP to develop an external viewpoint of ~he OSP in official 

Philadelphia Circles. •Further, the evaluation team will in~rvie~ 

a number of relevant persons associated with agencies or Profession{ 

activities who would have a substantial number of significana conta 

with the OSP, or officials with whom the OSP relatcd, to provide 

valuable factual information. In addition to Philadelphia officia 

we will also interview officials in Harrisburg, both in the Executiv 

Branch and the Legislative Branch. 

After appropriate judicial action has been ~aken a~ the ~-.-,,-. = _ 

of the At~_orn~y General, ~!r. RogoTin and I will e':amine relcv~.~:t gre~ 

jury '-'ecord~ and any sealed court record~ or transcripts ~ 



'?]~ Honorable l',ob~ut P. Kane'--/ 
Ap_'i! 28, 1976 

© investigations conducted by the OSP. In addiLio:~ ,~o tl~e~bov~ 

intervicws and examination of records, an evaluation of OSP 

records will be made by hhe eva!ua~ion t,-am, includi/%g an 

examination of case files and investigative records. 

The study of the OSP records, files, stmff offices -- includin~ 

the intensive personal interviews and revi~ of grand jury records 

and court files -_- w_ill permit the eva!uatio~ team to assess. 

!. The tmctics, strategies and skills of investigators 

and lawyers of the OSP. 

2. Office a~inis~ra~ion. 

o 

of staff. 

Recruiting, screening, selection, training and supervising 

. Office management. 

5. The OSP's security system for the protection of the 

office and files containing sensitive i~formation. 

6. Public information programs of the OSP and relationships 

be~.;een ~-he OSP and the news media. ~ 

7. The appropriahe role and function of nn OSP under bhe 

circumstances that existed when .the OSP was crea~_ed. 

8. Whether this role and function can be ~-~=~-~ 
~-~-~_c within 

-gay obher ins~i~-utiOna! framework. 
I 
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The iicnorable Rob~zt D. Ka~le--8 April 28, 1976 

4& . 

During the course of hhe evaluation, ~:~m. Ro%'ovin and I "~,:il! 

• seek the advice of specialists in the field of inv,~.stigation and 

prosecution of official corruption and organized crime. Although 

• it is not cont,,plated that a formal advisory c o~mittce will be 

organized, both ~,~r. Rogovin and ! have extensive contacts throughout 

the country in this field and will make appropriate use of them in 

the interest of this evaluation. 

At the conclusion of the collection of data, the evaluation 

team will analyze and check i~s data and will prepare an evaluation 

report for submission to the Attorney General of Pennsylvania and 

whatever other official agencies have been designated for ~he 

proper receipt of this report. The report will not0nl Y contain 

the eva!~-ation findings, but ,ii.~I also include a list of "~pecifiC 

recommendations based on these findings. 

2. Timetable of Evaluation. It is believed that the field 

worh, including a~. interviews and review of records, files and case 

materials can be complete d in a period of three months -- d,'ring 

June, July and August, 1976. The darn would be -~nalyzed and checked 

during the month of Septcmber, 1976 and the evnluation repor~ prepare, 

~nnd submitted by ~he end of October, 1976. 
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I have sought to cover the high!ighhs of an evaluation oZ 

the Philadelphia OSP, since it was our understandin 9- that you 

would not require a formal com.=rehensive propo-~ai. 

there are any items that you wish to have covered in 

detail or that you believe are unclear, 

I will provide 

Howe ~#~r, 

grma her 

please let me know and 

SD:mpd 

iZ 

an~, additional information or e}..-plana~ion required° 

• / / ?  

• " S.£ncerely, ~ ~ /, 
• ./ ,/ - / . 

r... tkW ¢ ,. , , .  . ' ~ , ~ ~  ~ ~.* ~ ~ ~  
~ ' S a m u e l  Dash " 

Professor of Law 

Enclosures 

• .o. 

@ 

® 
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SAHUBL DASH 

Temple University, B.S. (First Honor pre-la%.; curriculum 1947) 

H a r v a r d  L a w  S c h o o l ,  J . D .  cure l a u d e  ( 1 9 5 0 )  

~'airZield University, LL.D. (Honornry D~gree - 1974) 

• Professor of Law and Director, Institute of Criminal Law and 
Procedure, Georgeto',,~ University Law Center. 

•% 

Chief Counsel and Staff Director, U.S. Senate Select Co~.~ittee 
on Presiden~inl Campaign Activities (Senate ~.;a~ergatc Committee). 

Chairm-~n of Board of Trustees, District of Col~T~ia Public • 
Defender Se~ice (D_~fense agency for accused persons ~.fno cannot 
afford counsel in criminal cases creahed by Act of Congress for 

D.C.) 

.D. as~ Chairman, Criminal Law Section, American Da1" Associa~_ion; 
Criminal Law Section Dalega re, ilouse of Delegates, American 

Bar Association. - 

Si~ecial Consultant, Standard~c on Prosecut4-on -und -~=- = 
American Bar Association Projec~ on S~ndards for Cr/-minal Justice. 

Special consultant to Attorney General of P uer~m Rico, 197_ 9 
(Directed instructional program in criminal proced.~re for Puerto 

Rican prosecutors.) 

Fo_~mer Special Consultant, ~,:a~ional. Association of Attorneys 

General. 

Fo~-mer E:-ecutive Director, D.C. Judicial Conference Project on 

Hental Disorders. 

Former Director, Philadelphia Council for Cor.~-..unity Advancement 
(pioneer Philadelphia poverty program) 1963-1965. 

F o u n d e d  t h e  Ii~r'~'ard Vo!untzrv D.o = ' ' ' ' ~ - ' - ' ;  o f  ! l a r v . - ~ . d  Law 
S c h o o l ,  w h i l e  a s a u c l ~ n ~  t l z , - r e  ( 1 9 4 9 ) .  
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P~',rtncr, law fj~:::~ of Dash and L¢:v[;-, i~[~8-1963 (::f'ecia!:i-zin~ i~ 
c::i'~inal trial ~.;o{}:) . " " 

Dazt Prcsid~n~, National Associution o~ D~-fense I.a~,;yers in~ 
Criminal C~)ses. 

Author of The EavesdronDer.~ (.~%uhg2rs Univ. Press, 1959) based on 
nationwide investigation of wiretapping and eavesdroppin~ for 
the Pennsylvania Bar Endo'wm.en~. 

• " - o 

Partner, law firm of Blank, Rudenko, Klaus and Rome, 1956-1958. 

District Attorney of Philadelphia (by unanimous appoin~m.ent of 
Philadelphia Board of twenty-one Common Pleas judges to fill 
vacancy) , 1955-1956. .' 

First Assis~nt Dis~ict Att0rney of Philadelphia, 1954-1955 

Chief of Appeals Division, District Attorney's Office, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1952-1954. 

Trial attorney, Criminal Division, Deoartznent of Justica, ~ashin~ton 
D.C. 1951-1952. - , 

/ '"' ~or,-/.er 

Teaching Azsociate on faculty of ~[or~hwestern University School 
of Law, Chicago, Illinois, 1950-1951. (~hile in Chicago, conducted 
a study of the lo~.;er criminal coures of Chicago and reported on 
z~udy in an article entitled Cracks in the Foundation of Criminal 
Justice.) 

Consultant, Ford Foundation. 

• /£ember, American Law Institute 

/~e..~-CDer, ABA Co m:~ission on Campus Goverrhment and Student Dissent 

P~m~er, ABA Special Con%mittee on Crime Prevention and Control. 

Imormer member, Pennsylvania Supreme Court. and Superior Court 
Criminal Procedural Rules Committee. 

~rmer member, Advisory Com~mittee on the l.'odel Penal Code of the 
A~1~-rican Law Institute. 

~ F~'mber of ~'~isconsin Chapt~:r of the Order of the Coil, by action 
~ ~c~? the faculty of t'.,-,= University of ~.'isconsin, April 22, 19~!. 

;-:emb~.r ~oa',_-d of Governo,_-- Corn-on Cause 
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, ,...~,_i T, eac~u foc Lhe 
J of k.,n (:,ri',-aL:-' ,~rc~.zni::a:'~i-,~u having con~u!tativ:_, st:.:-,.,. 
the Uni ''~-'~ La"ion~) 

• ° 

A. Special mission ~o Northern 7roland in ,-.p~in-.u. of 
1972 to investigate "Bloody Sunday" incident -- 
published report "Justice D~nied A Chnllun%-e to 
Lord l'.;id.qer~,'s .~%eDor~ on Dloody Sun,lay." 

B. Special mission to Soviet Union, su~er of 1972 
to investigate condition of activisits and to 
make contact ~:ith members of Human Rights 
Co~mit6ee of ~-1oscow. 

, 2.',ember, Board of Governors, Hebre%.1 Univerzity, Jerusalem 
~ecipient, Earl ~';arren i.[ed=_l for Ethics & Human D, ela~_ions, Univ. o- J 

Publications (Partial Listimg) 
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(.~' ". :; u ' .o  ~ . . . . . .  • i o ~  

. 71 K::nll;;o--th ~;::rcet 
]~ewton, ~.[c.s-~achu~etf..~ 02!5~ 

61//.,'~7-wuw., 
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PROFESSIOI'AL 
EXPEE IENCE: 

1959-1960 

1 9 6 0 - 1 9 6 ~  

1 9 6 4 - 1 9 ~ 6  

1 9 6 6 - 1 9 6 7  

1967-1969 

1959-19?0 

1970.197z 

1973 

1973- 974 

Prcsent 

O 

Associate in the firm o# Folz, 3as-l, Kamslar, Gocdis a 
-~menfiel~, Phi!~lelphla 

Assistant Public Deferler, Defender Associatlom of 
Philadelphia 

Assistant District Attorney, Phil-~delp.hi~ 

Chief Assistant Dlm%rict Atto.-T.ey, Philadelphia 

Assistant Director, President's Commission on i:-w 
Enforcement an~ the AduinisT--~ntion of JUstice (D!r=ctor, 
Or~-znized Crime TaskForce) 

Asmis%ant Attorney Ccne.'-al, Cc:.monwea!th of N~sachuzetts 
Chimf, Crimlnzl Division ~nd Director, Or~niz.~l 
CrLme Section " 

Q 

Adminis%rntur, Izw Enforcement ~szistance Admir~st.~tion, 
United S%atesDepzrtment of Justice 

President, ?olice Foundr.tion, Washington, D.C. 

Fellow, Institute of Politics, John F. Kennedy School cf 
Coverm~ent, Hz-~ard Univers!ty, Cambrld~e, ~':~-sszchusetts 

Visiting Professor, Brandeis Unlvaristy 
Consul~%nt, Senate Select Co~mlttee on Presidential 

Campaign Actlvl~ics 
Crimir~l Justice Consultant 

President, Crlm!n'-I Justlcc Associates, Inc., Toot Le.ct,~-- 
in Lcga! ~",~"-~--~ ~, Brar_~eIs UnLv.:rsity. 

Cor.~.neni2~tor, 'WC~H-I'; N,_,ws, ....... , 
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O~C ~,~:IL'~TIONS" 

~T 

~,~csleynn U"i'.'or31tY, Mlddlctc~'n, Cornecti'-u h, L~.A. ¥.!z*.o-~', 

1952 
Columbi.~ 11~vo~ I~.-~ School, ]:e;~ Yo=:" City, LL.D., 1956 

American Bar Assocl'ti On: Cha!rz~n, Organized Crime 
Commit Lee, Crimin:l L:w Sec Lion, 1971-1972. 

J;=mber Advlsoz-.; Co~ittee cn the Police Function, Azerlcan 
B~r Association Project on Standards for Crlm!rzl 

Justice • 
Mem'oer Special Committee on CrY-me Prevention and Contzol. 

Phi Delta Phi Leg~.l Fr~ternlty 
/'ember, !.'.~s3achusett~ Organize~ Crime Control Council 

PE RS O N AL: 

Born January 2~, 1931, Jersey City, New Jersey 
F~m_rrle~ • Two Chil4-r~-n 

D 

® 
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THIS ~¢m~'~-~. r:--,,-,- ,'.: ' ..... --~,,._ made and entered into ~.~is~. __. day o~ 

May, 1976 by and between Robert P. Kana, Attorney General of =he 

Com-monwea!=h of Pennsylvazia, as Chairman of =he Governor'~ 

justice Commission and as Head of =he Depar~'~..en= of Justice (here- 

inafcer called Attorney General) and S-~uel Dash, an indivi4ual 

(hereinafter called Investigator)- 

WITNKSSk-TH : 

WX-~REAS, a Special Prosecutor was appointed im 1974 by 

Attorney General's predecessor for The purpose of investigating 

crime and corruption in the City of Philadelphia; and 

~ ~ ,  Attorney General is desirous =ha= =he performance 

of =he Special Prosecutor's Office during =he ensuing two years 

be =horoughl 7 evaluated; and 

WHEP, EAS, Investigator is uniquely qualified to conduct 

such an eva!ua=ion and has agreed To do so. 

NOW, T~--~iEFORE, in consideration of the facts and me=tars 

- hereinabove recited ~ and of the covenants and conditions hereinafter 

set forth, =he parties hereto, intending to be legally bound, 

hereby agree as follows: "" 

I. Investigator will conduct an evaluation of the Office 

of Special Prosecutor employing the me=hods and personnel described 

in The proposal submitted by !nves$igator To AtTorney General dated 

Q 
April 28, 1976, which proposal is attached here=o and incorporated 

herein by reference. 

. investigator will cc..-=?_..ence performance under this -'~--==- 

-- ~- --- .-- " "'----" - - . 2  ...'- ° 
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. 

November 15, 1976. 

3. ATtorney General•~.;ill pay investigator for his 

services and expenses pursuant =o zhis Agreemenr and =hose of 

his agents, consul=ants and employees, r/no s+um of $55,956.00, 

payable as follows : 

$Ii,000.00 on or about June l, 1976. 

$I1,000.00 on or about =he first days of 
July, August, September and October, 1976. 

$956.00 upon receipt of InvesTigator's 
Evaluation Report on or about: November 15, 
1976. 

4. In the event that lmvesCiga=or should de=ermine at: 

any Time after The c~encement of performance under this Agree- 

ment that larger progress payments are required ~o enable him to 

finance The performance hereunder, AtTorney General agrees to 

:adjust =he payment schedule accordingly: provided That 

shall =he =oral pa>-men=s hereunder exceed the con=tacT 

:$55,956.00. 

5. Attorney General will cooperate ~ri=h Investigator by 
• .-+ 

making available =o him any personnel and records of the Common- 

~ea!Th who or which can provide information necessary or relevant 

=o =he evaluation. 

6. Investigator agrees to comply wi~h the Co~.on~¢eal=h's 

Non-Discriminauion Clause, a=~ached hereto and incorpora'e/ her_i- 

bm7 re .==~=r.r= 

in n o  e'vent 

price of 
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IN ~.¢iY,NESS ",~iEP, EOF. the .m=-=~ es-_ h=~=~_o~__ _ have e:-:e"u-=_./, 

--~..~.i-= Agreemen~  ~h ~.- day  and. y e a r  f i r s ~  a b o v e  w,"~'r.an.__ . 
o 

. l  

[.[i=ness : 
! 

Approved as 1:o form and 
lega li =y 

Depu=y A==orney General 

( S -U.AL ) 

Rober= P. Kaae 
A==orney General, as Chairman of 
=he Governor's Jus=ice Cc~ission 
and Head of;.~-~e Depar=men=-o'~ 
Jus r.i= e . 

% 

i I"- ~ ..- 
..I"-- .... ~. - :'.: : : .'.._ ... 

..~Samuel Dash 
(SEAL) 

(I hereby terrify =ha= ~.'nds in 
=he amoum= of $55,956.00 are 
available under Appropria=ion 
01-11-14-75--1-01"02-i09-i0019 " 
(FY 76) 0 1 ~ ' ~ 1 4 - 7 6 - 1 - 0 1 - 0 2 - 1 0 9 - 1 0 0 ! 9 )  

. / c . -  
• . , , , . . ¢ I r t . . ~ . ~  . ~  . f  i ° .  

Comptroller 

,°. 
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IN THE COURT OF CO~40N PLEAS 

OF PHILADELPHIA COUNTY 

Criminal Trial Division 

COMMO~.ALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA : 
/ 

V. 

JAMES MALLOY 
• FRED IANNARELLI 

LEONARD GNI~EK a/k/a BEBO 

JULY TERM, 1974 

INDICTMENTS NOS. 879-881 
1923-!92s 
1928-1930 

NOVEMBER TERM, 1974 
INDICTS~NTS NOS. 1935-1937 

COMMONWEALTH'S A~NSWER TO DEFENDANTS' 
MOTIONS TO DISMISS INDICTMENTS UNDER RULE II00 

The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, by ~4alter M. Phillips, Jr 

Deputy Attorney General, Mark J. Biros and Nancy J. Moore, Assis. 

kant Attorneys General, in response to the above-named defendant~ 

notions to dismiss the indictments under Rule il00(f), Pa. R. Crl 

p ctf lly p )., res e u re resents: 

.-4. 

APPLICATION OF DEFENDA/qT IAi~TARELLT 

Admitted. 

5. Denied. The defendant Iannarelli was indicted on Novem- 

,er 29, 1974 by the November Te_--m, 1974, Regular Grand Jury of 

hiladelphia County not the November Investigating Grand Jury. 

6. Admitted. 

7. Denied. The period from the date of the Presentment un- 

il the date this case was set for trial, to wit, February 5, 197 

s less than nineteen (19) months. 

8.-9. Denied, for reasons set forth in paragraphs ! through 

2 of New Matter. 

APPLICATION OF DEFENDANT GNI~EK 

i. Admitted. 
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ments No. 882-884. The Commonwealth upon order of Judge Kubac] 

elected not to proceed on these indictments and is prepared to 

to trial on July Term, 1974, Indictments No. 1928-1930, which 

indictments were obtained on July 31, 1974, based upon the Pre- 

sentmentof the January Term, 1974, Special Investigating Grand 

Jury issued on July 12, 1974. •The Commonwealth denies any impli 

cation that the period within which tO commence trial on Indict- 

ments No. 1928-1930 commenced on June 2i, 1974. 

3. The Commonwealth admits the defendant has not been t-Tie 

on Indictments No. 1928-1930 of the July Term, 1974; but denies 

any implication that it has not complied with Rule Ii00, Pa. R. 

2rim. P. 

4. Denied, for reasons set forth in paragraphs 1 through 4 

)f New Matter. 

APPLICATION OF DEFENDANT MAT.LOY* 

i. Denied. The Commonwealth has at all times proceeded 

,ith due diligence in attempting to bring this matter to trial. 

2. Denied. The time within which this case was to be triec 

as tolled because the Commonwealth filed a motion to extend tLm~ 

ithin which to commence trial on January 30, 1976. 

3..-4 Denied, for reasons set forth in paragraphs 1 through 

2 of New Matter. 

5. Denied. The February 2, 1976, date was agreed to by all 

)unsel during the fall of 1975. (Other reasons why this case wa~ 

)t brought to trial prior to February 2, 1976, are set out in th, 

~w Matter, infra). 

Although this Application was denied by Judge Xubacki on 
bruarv 3, 1976, counse I for ~o!a ~ 
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i. On May 15, 1974, the Honorable D. Donald Jamieson, 

President Judge of the Court of Common Pleas of Philadelphia Co~ 

ty, designated the Honorable Levy Anderson as the judge to Pres~ 

over all cases brought by the Office of the Special Prosecutor. 

2. On July 12, 1974~ the January 1974, Investigating Sran, 

Jury issued a presentment recommending the indictment of the de. 

fendantsJames Malloy, Leonard Gniewek, and Fred Iannarelli. 

3. On July 31, 1974, the July Grand Jury returned indict- 

ments charging the defendants as follows: 

a. Nos. 1923-1925-cha~g~ng James Malloy with Bribery 

Obstruction of the Administration of Law, and Conspiracy 

b. Nos. 1928-1930 charging Leonard Gniewek with Brib- 

ery, Obstruction of the Administration of Law, and Solicitation. 

c. Nos. 1926, 1927, and 2132 charging Fred Iannarell~ 

with Bribery, Solicitation, and Conspiracy. 

4. During most of the month of August, 1974, Judge Anderson 

was on vacation and was unavailable to counsel. 

5. At the end of August, 1974, Judge Anderson disqualified 

himself from hearing these cases. 

O 

® 

6. On August 28 and September 12, 1974, President Judge 

Jamieson designate d the Honorab!e Stanley L. Kubacki to hear thesd 

cases• 

7. On or about September 18, 1974, Judge Kubacki notified 

Anthony D. PirZllo, Jr., counsel for James Malloy, and Nicholas 

Clemente, counsel for Leonard Gniewek, that pre-tria! motions 

were to be filed on October i, 1974, and arguments would be heard 

on October 15, 1974. 

8. On September 23, 1974, by order of Judge Kubacki, Fred 

Iannarelli appeared in court represented by Richard G. Phi!!i=so 
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r • o Esa , and was arraigned At that time the Court ordered all p~ 

trial motions be filed by October l, 1974, and set October 15, 

1974, as the date for argument on these motions. 

9. On October 15, 1974, the Court heard argument on the ; 

trial applications of Malloy and ~iewek. 

I0. On October 15, 1974, although the Commonwealth was pre 

pared to proceed, the Court continued the hearing on the pre-tr 

applications of Iannarelli. 

Ii. On October 31, 1974, the Court was prepared to hear, a2 

the Commonwealth was prepared to present, oral argument on all 

trial motions. At that time, Richard Phillips, Esq., counsel f 

the defendant Iannarelli chaileng~-the validity of the super- 

session of the District Attorney by the Attorney General based 

upon the recently decided case of Frame v. Sutherlan~, Pa. 

____, _____A.2d (10/25/74) The Court then postponed cons 

eration of all motions in the Iannarelli case until after ~he 

filing of briefs on this issue. On November 7, 1974, the Common- 

wealth filed its brief on all pre-trial matters in the !annare!!~ 

case. On November 15, 1974, the Court heard oral argument on al 

pre-trial motions. 

12. 

against Fred Iannarelli quashed• 

denied the pre-trial applications 

On November 18, 1974, "the Court ordered the indictment 

On that same date the Court 

of Malloy and Gniewek. 

13. On November 18, 1974, Judge Kubacki notified Mr. Pirii!< 

and Mr. Clemente that the cases of Malloy and Gniewek were listed 

for trial on January 2, 1975. 

14. On November 29, 1974, after giving appropriate notice 

the Conlmonwealth obtained indict~ments 1935-1937, November ~--~ 
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.... , --~= ~o~:TLonwea~un f~-ied an applic 

tion to join the case against Fred Iarunarelli with the cases of 

Leonard Gniewek and James Malloy. 

16. Paragraph 7 of the application for joinder incorporai 

in paragraph 15 above notified counsel for Fred Iannarelli that 

the cases with which his case was sought to be joined was listed 

for trial on January 2, 1975. 

17. On December 30, 1974, the Court granted the Commonweal 

application for joinder. 

D 

18. On January 2, 1975, all defense counsel requested a co 

tinuance on the grounds that they wished to file new motions in 

light of P.L,_____, Act No. 327, Act of December 27, 1974, also 

• known as the Anti-Eavesdropping Law. This Act had been passed b~ 

the Legislature on November 20, 1974, and was signed by the 

Governor on December 27, 1974. 

19. Counsel for lannarelli also requested a continuance on 

the grounds that he had only two days notice in advance of trial 

and he had not had adequate time to prepare. Counsel stated thal 

one of the things he had yet to do was listen to the tapes which 

the Commonwealth had in its possession. Counsel made these repr=. 

sentations notwithstanding his awareness from December 4, 1974, 

that if Iannarelli's case was joined with those of Gniewek and 

Malloy he would have to be ready for trial on January 2, 1975. 

This representation was made notwithstanding counsel's awareness 

that the 180 days in which the case had to be brought to trial 

pursuant to the mandate of Rule i!00 Pa. R. CrAm. p , would ex- i • . 

pire on January 8, 1975. Counsel's representation tha~ he had no~ 

yet had the opportunity to listen to the Con~onwea!th's tapes was 

il made notwithstanding the fact that all counsel were notified by a 

letter o c : November !4, 19 " t~- ~ ~-= ~ ............. 
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! - :~u=nce on 5he grounds that he was attached for 

trial before the Honorable John B. Hann~m, of the United Statl 

Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania on January 6, 

and the trial of this matter would conflict with that attac~,m 

Counsel made these representations despite the fact that his 

attachment in federal court occurredseveral weeks after his 

ification by Judge Kubacki that Malloy's case was listed for t 

on January 2, 1975, and despite the fact .Mr. Pirillo had not p 

sonally handled any part of the federal case until that time 

had permitted his associate, Salvatore Cucinotta, to handle th~ 

federal litigation. 

21. The Commonwealth was 

and opposed the continuance. 

ready for trial on January 2, I~ 

until 

22. On January 2, 1975, the Court continued these cases 

February 3, 1975. 

23. Malloy, Gniewek, and Iannarelli personally waived the 

180 day rule until the next listing in an on the record colloqu 

24~ On January 2, 1975, after the continuance had been gr 

ted counsel for the Commonwealth learned that one of its withes 

would be unavailable during the week of February 3, 1975. Couz 

immediately notified the Court of this problem. On January 6, 

1975, the request to extend the'time within which to commence ' 

trial made by the Commonwealth because one of its essential wit- 

nesses was unavailable was denied. 

® 

I 25. On January 20, 1975, a hearing was held before Judqe 

Kubacki on the Com~monwealth,s renewed application for a one week 

continuance and extension of the 180 day rule due to the unavai!. 

ability of an essential Commonwealth Witness. Due to the absenc 

of two of the three defense counsel, Judge Kubacki announced tha 



~ubacki granted the Co~onwealth's Motion and continued the c 

until February I0, 1975. 

@ ! 26. On or about February 6, 1975, a continuance was gra; 

until March 24, 1975, at the request of defense counsel, and 

defendant waived his rights under Rule ll00, Pa. R. Crim. p. 

date set for trial was March 24, 1975. 

27. On March 24, 1975, :trial was continued until further 

notice at the request of defense counsel, to await a decision 

Gwinn v. Kane, a case which sought, unsuccessfully, to chal!ez 

the existence of the Office of the Special• Prosecutor. All d, 

ants waived the 180 day rule of the record. 

;28. 

counsel, 

defense 

On or about June 4, 1975, a conference was held with 

Judge •Kubacki and Judge Bonavitacola. At the request 

counsel trial was continued until October i, 1975, bec~ 

the June date which had been set Was inconvenient to defense 

counsel. Counsel for Iannarelli was scheduled to be in San Fra 

cisco on the date set for trial; counsel for defendan t Ma!loy w 

to begin the trial of Commonwealth v. Lupica; and, counsel for 

fendant Gniewek was unable to locate his client. 

29. On June 23, 1975, a hearing was held during which the 

defendants waived their rights under the 180 day rule until Oct 
"4 

her i, 1975. 

30. On or abou~ September 25, 1975, Mr. Phillips, counse 

for Iannarelli, contacted Judge Kubacki and informed him that 

after consultation with all counsel, it was agreed they would 

appear before Judge Kubacki on September 26, 1975 and request a 

continuance. .Mr. Phillips explained that Mr. Pirillo was on tr~ 

and could not be ready on October i, 1975; and, that he was leav 

ing that weeken~ for Las Vegas to represent another client in 
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no defense counsel appeared. Judge Kubacki continued the date 

the trial to November l, 1975 because the defense was unavai!ab 

~nd not prepared to go forward. 

D 

' / 
e 

Q 

® 

Q 
.° 

31. Because November i, 1975, was a Saturday, ~he case wa~ 

listed for trial on November 3, 1975. 

32. On November 3, 1975, Judge Kubacki continued the case 

until November 24, 1975, because Mr. Phillips, counsel for defer 

ant Iannarelli, did not appear; and, Mr. Pirillo counsel for dc 

fendant Malloy, was still involved in trial of Commonwealth v. 

Hallman. The Commonwealth was prepared to go forward on that d~ 

(In a telephone conversation later that day Mr. Phillips informe 

Assistant Attorney General Nancy J. Moore that ~he reason he di~ 

not appear at the time set for trial is that he assumed that 

Judge Kubacki was still presiding over the case of Commonwea!th 

y. Joseph Brocco et. al. and could not go forward with ~his case 

The Brocco case was resolved on November !, 1975, and Judge 

Kubacki was in fact available on November 3, as scheduled). 

33. On or about November 24, 1975, counsel for defendants 

Malloy and Iannarelli appeared at a conference set by Judge 

Kubacki. (Counsel for defendant Gniewek was notified of the con- 

ference, but failed to appear. ) .... At that time Judge Kubacki noti- 

fied counsel that because counsel for defendant Halloy was still 

involved in the trial of Commonwealth v. Hal!man, the instant cas 

would be continued until the resolution of that trial. Counsel 

for defendant Iannarelli objected to any continuance; however, 

Judge Kubacki stated that the three defendants would be tried to- 

gether. Counsel for defendant Ma!!oy requested a continuance un- 

til January 3, 1976. At that time counsel for defendant iannare! 
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I would request a continuance until at least February 2, 1976. 

Counsel for defendant Mal!oy agreed, and counsel for defendant 

Iannarelli, after consulting by •telephone with his client, waiv 

all rights under the 180 day rule from November 24, 1975, ~ until 

February 2, 1976 (without prejudice to any claims he might have 

under that rule prior to November 24, 1975). 

34. On or about December I, 1975, counsel for defendant 

Gniewek appeared before Judge Kubacki and was informed of the p~ 

ceedings of November 24. At that time, counsel for defendant 

Gniewek adopted the identical position as counsel for defendant 

Iannarelli, i.e., he objected to any continuance, but agreed to 

waive all rights under the 180 day-rule from November 24, 1975, 

to February 2, 1976, without prejudice to any claim arising t.her 

from prior to November 24, 1975. Counsel further stated that de 

fendant Gniewek had agreed to such waiver and that counsel objec 

to having Gniewek appear personally before Judge Kubacki at that 

time ° 

35. On January 26, 1976, Judge Kubacki began trial of Com- 

monwealth v. Kamarauskas which was scheduled to ter~.inate on or 

about January 30, 1976. 

36. On January 29th and 30th, 1976, Judge Kubacki was ill 

and no proceedings were held in the trial of Commonwea!th v. 

Kamarauskas. It was anticipated ~hat trial in that matter would 

terminate on February 3, 1976. 

37. On January 30, 1976, the Commonwealth, although prepare, 

to proceed on February 2, 1976, filed a Motion to Extend Time 

Within Which to Commence Trial until im~ediate!y after trial of 

Co~monwea!th v. Kamarauskas. A hearing was set for February 3, 

1976, before Judge Savitt. Al~ defense counse" "'~re not~=~== o 
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on February 3, 1976, because he had been specially assigned to 

hear pre-trial motions in this case. Mr. Phillips indicated he 

could not be there but would send someone; L~. Clemente said he 

would be there at ll:00 A.M. 

39. On February 3, 1976, Mr Clemente dad not appear and ~ 

Phillips neither appeared nor sent someone to represent defendan 

Iannarelli. Mr. Tumini, an associate of .Mr. Pirillo's appeared 

rePresenting Mr. Malloy. 

40. All counsel having been notified of the hearing and tw 

of the three failing to appear, Ju--dge Kubacki granted the Co~mon 

wealth's motion and set February 5, 1976 as the date to commence 

trial. 

41. The delays in bringing this case to trial havenot bee: 

the fault of ~he Commonwealth with the exception of a one week 

:ontinuance from February 3, 1975 to February I0, 1975, because 

)f the unavailability of a Commonwealth witness. 

42. The Commonwealth has proceeded in this matter with due 

[iligence. 

WHEREFORE; the Commonwealth requests this Honorable Court t¢ 

eny the defendants' Motions to Dismiss the Indictments. 

• ,°. 

ResPectfully submitted, 

WALTER M. PHILLIPS, JR. 
Deputy Attorney General 

BY: 
~RK J. BIROS 
Assistant Aztorney General 
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA: 

COUNTY OF PHILADELPHIA 
SS 

r. ~ - ~  

\ 

O 

AFFIDAVIT 

MARK J. BIROS and NANCY J. MOORE being duly 
sworn accordinc 

to law, deposes and says thatthey are Assistant Attorneys Gene: 

of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and that the facts contain~ 

in the foregoing answer are true and correct to the best of the. 

knowledge, information and beliefS- - 

Assistant At~corney General 

• :.t. :,: / ; ?  , ., " :  ] / ~  X . , ; ' :  - "  

NANCY J. MO0~ " 
Assistant Autorney General 

Sworn to and Subscribed 

before me this 9th day 

of February, 1976. 

• . . ...... . ., : :~,'- T..,~..:'--.~:.~. 

• . .. . . - , . 

• ' ....... .'--. :. ~ ~" : ...... I:7~. 
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OF SPECIAL PI~OSECUTOR - P, ECO_~D 4/i/74 TO ~E-C~.'MBER Zl , 

GRAND JURY PRESENTMENTS: 29 

INDIVIDUALS INDICTED: 55 

CON VICT IONS: 

Perjury: 
Substantive Crimes: 
On Appeal: 

4 

5 

9 

GUILTY PLEAS: 

Per'jury: 
Substant ire C rimes: 

A C Q U I T T A  LS: 

2 
II 

13 

9 

NOLLE PROSS AND DISMISSALS: 

A\VA ITING TRIAL: 

Levlnson cases: 
Inte rlocuto r y  appeals- 
Other: 

.9 
5 
4 

18 

o 
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~TII. 

I. 

If. 

Relevant Cases 

Background-Grand Jury Investigations: 

Ease of Lloyd and CarPenler , 3 Pa. L.J.R. (Clark) 188 
(Phila. Q.S. 1845). 

Comml ex tel Camelot Detective A~en~- v. Specter, 451 Pa. 
303 A.2d 203 (1973) . . . .  

Comm. v. Columbia Investment Co~., 457 Pa. 353 
• 974 . 

373, 

325 A. 2d 238 

Shenker v. Hart, 332 Pa. 682, 2 A.2d 298 (1938). 

Smith v. Galla~her, 408 Pa. 551, 185 A. 2d 135 (1962). 

Challenges to the Office of the Special Prosecutor Its ~ 
Funding and Grand Juries: 

Comm. v. Levinson, Pa. Super. , 362 A. 2d 1080 (1976. 

Gwinn v. Kane, 19 Pa. Cmwlth. 243, 339 A.2d 838 (1975), 
aff'd -Pa. , 348 A. 2d 900 (1975). 

Hallman v. Phillips, 409 F. Supp. 423 (E.D. Pa. 1976). 

In Re~_ ~ ? f  January 1974 Philadelphia 
~rana j , Petition o County 
~ 6 ,  328 A.2d ~ 8 ~ ~ .  of Records, eta!., 

In Re: November 1975 Special Investi-ating Grand 
Appeal of F. Emmett F~ ~- _ ~ . Ju 
759 (1976). e~zpa=r_ca, Pa. , 356 A. 2d 

M~fers v. Kame, Pa. Cmwlth. , 350 A.2d 909 (1976). 

Packe! v. Mirarchi, 458 Pa. 602, 327 A.2d 53 (1974). 

Packel v. Takiff, 457 Pa. 14, 321 A.2d 649 (1974). 

Challenges to Subpoenas and Immun/ty: 

I. Subpoenas 
Q 

In Re- ~ i  Invest/ at/ng Grand Jury, 
~pDeal of Augustine Salvitti, 238 Pa. Super 
A.2d 622 (1976). , 465, 357 

pe~ u f K i9 ~ Investicatin Grand Jury, In Re~D a 74 SDecia 

- .neth Shapiro, 238 Pa. Super 486, 357 A. 633 (1976). 2d 
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IV. 

V. 

In Re: January 1974 Special Investigating Grand Jury., 
Appeal of Louis Vignoia, 238 Pa. Super 488 357 A.2d 
(1976). , , 633 

In Re: January 1974 Special Investigating Grand Jury, 
Appeal of Natale Carabello, 238 Pa. Super, 479 357 A 
628 (1976). , . 2d 

In Re : 
January 1974 Special Investigating Grand Jur[ 

In the Matter of Tracey Services Co, 238, Pa. Super 
476, 357 A.2d 633 (1976). 

2. Immunity 

In Re: Falone, 231 Pa. Super., 388, 332 A.2d 538 (1974), 
reversed 464 Pa. 42, 346 A.2d 9 (1975). 

In Re: LaRuss~, 232 Pa. Super. 272, 332 A. 2d 553 (1974) reverse, 
464 Pa. 86, 346 A. 2d 32 (1975). 

In Re: Martorano, 231 Pa. Super., 395, 332 A. 2d 534 (1974), 
reversed 464 Pa. 66, 346 A.2d 22 (1975). 

and generally Comm. v. Brady, 24 Bucks 149, aff'd 228 Pa. Super. 
323 A.2d 866 (1974). 

Office's Challenges of Counsel 

January 1974 Special Investigating Grand Jur~, 
In Re~e : Marvin Comisky and Jerome Richer Pa. Super., 

361 A. 2d 325 (1976). ' 

Pirillo v. Takiff, 462 Pa. 523, 341 A.2d 896 (1975), 
aff'd on rehearing Pa., , 352 A.2d i! (!975), 
cert. denied, 423 U.S. 1083, 965 S. Ct. 873, 47 L. Ed. 

2d 94 (1976). 

Statutes: 

Immunity, 19 P.S. S640.1-6. 

Supersession by Attorney General,71 P.S. $297. 

Electronic Surveillance, p.S. S 
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